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Abstract
Optical and Collective Properties of Excitons in 2D Semiconductors
by
Matthew N. Brunetti
Advisers: Professor Oleg L. Berman & Professor Roman Ya. Kezerashvili
We study the properties of excitons in 2D semiconductors (2DSC) by numerically solv-
ing the Schrödinger equation for an interacting electron and hole in the effective mass ap-
proximation, then calculating optical properties such as the transition energies, oscillator
strengths, and absorption coefficients. Our theoretical approach allows us to consider both
direct excitons in monolayer (ML) 2DSC and spatially indirect excitons in heterostructures
(HS) consisting of two 2DSC MLs separated by few-layer insulating hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN). In particular, we study indirect excitons in TMDC HS, namely MoS2, MoSe2, WS2,
and WSe2; both direct and indirect excitons in the buckled 2D allotropes of silicon, germa-
nium, and tin, known as silicene, germanene, and stanene respectively, or collectively as the
Xenes; and both direct and indirect excitons in the anisotropic 2DSC phosphorene, the 2D
allotrope of black phosphorus.
Our study of indirect excitons in TMDC/h-BN HS was one of the first to study the
dependence of the properties of spatially indirect excitons in 2DSC HS with respect to the
interlayer separation. When considering excitons in the Xenes, we focused on the dependence
of the excitonic properties on the magnitude of an external electric field oriented perpendic-
ular to the Xene monolayer(s), which can be used to tune the band gap of the Xenes in-situ,
thereby changing the charge carrier effective mass and thus the properties of the excitons
themselves. Interestingly, our results for excitons in the Xenes indicate that freestanding ML
Xenes may in fact be excitonic insulators in their ground states, that is, when there is zero
vexternal electric field. Furthermore, we predict, based on our results, that the freestanding
ML Xenes should undergo a phase transition from the excitonic insulator state to a semicon-
ducting state as the external electric field is increased beyond some critical value which is
unique to each material. Lastly, our results show that the anisotropic exciton reduced mass,
inherited from the anisotropic effective masses of electrons and holes in phosphorene, causes
significant deviations in the eigenstates compared to the isotropic 2D model used for TMDCs
and Xenes, and that furthermore, this anisotropy leads to enhanced (suppressed) optical ab-
sorption compared to the isotropic exciton, under linearly polarized excitations along the
in-plane crystal axes with relatively smaller (larger) charge carrier effective masses.
In addition, we were able to extend our theoretical framework to consider both exciton-
photon and exciton-exciton interactions in a weakly interacting Bose gas of excitons, thereby
allowing for the study of exciton-polaritons in an optical microcavity. Using this extended
framework, we calculate the Rabi splitting between upper and lower polaritons in a model
microcavity, as well as the critical temperature for the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT)
phase transition of a weakly interacting Bose gas of lower polaritons. In particular, we applied
these methods to study polaritons in the ML Xenes, once again focusing on the dependence of
these quantities on the magnitude of the external electric field. Based on our calculations, we
predict that, assuming a particular type of open microcavity which maximizes the exciton-
photon interaction strength, both freestanding ML silicene and ML silicene encapsulated
by h-BN should support polaritons with relatively large Rabi splittings whose BKT critical
temperature is greater than room temperature, such that it should be possible to achieve
room-temperature superfluidity of polaritons in these materials for a particular range of
values of the external electric field.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 A Brief History of Excitons and Low-Dimensional
Systems
An exciton is the bound state of a conduction band electron and a valence band hole. They
are formed in semiconductors when the electron absorbs just enough energy (typically from
a properly-tuned pump laser) to exit the valence band, leaving behind a positively charged
hole, but not too much energy that it becomes a free conduction electron. In particular,
the valence electron must absorb an amount of energy equal to the band gap minus the
binding energy of the exciton itself. The electron and hole form a bound state – the exciton
– as a result of their mutual electrostatic attraction. Excitons whose radii exceed the lattice
spacing act like hydrogen atoms which are free to move within the crystal structure of the
semiconductor, and their interactions with light tend to dominate the optical spectrum of
the material at energies below the band gap.
Excitons were first proposed by Frenkel in 1931 [1, 2] to explain the absorption of light
and its subsequent transfer into heat energy in semiconducting crystals. At the time, the
Debye model of phonons in crystal structures adequately described the absorption of low-
1
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energy light but could not explain how high energy photons were absorbed, since the Debye
model only allowed for two such mechansims, both of which Frenkel discards as unphysical:
the excitation energy is shared amongst many phonons (oscillators) despite the fact that the
oscillators are assumed to be uncoupled, or it is absorbed by a single phonon which must then
occupy an excited state some one hundred energy levels above the ground state. By drawing
comparisons between excitations in crystals and molecules, Frenkel equates, by analogy, the
vibrational modes of a molecule with the Debye phonon modes in the crystal. Realizing that
excited electronic states in molecules (i) are not localized “to” a particular atom and (ii)
can change the vibrational modes, Frenkel correctly deduced that the analogous excitation
within a crystal would consist of excitations in the electron band structure, and that these
electronic excitations would change the vibrational modes of the crystal, in turn providing
the mechanism for transferring the absorbed energy into heat.
Later that decade, Frenkel’s proposal was expanded by Wannier [3] and Mott [4]. Frenkel
excitons have large binding energies and small radii, on the order of the lattice constant of
the material, and therefore they are usually localized to a particular lattice site in the crystal.
They are typically observed in insulating crystals with relatively large band gaps and small
dielectric constants. On the other hand, Wannier-Mott excitons, typically found in semicon-
ductors with large dielectric constants and relatively small band gaps, are characterized by
small binding energies and large radii, and are usually free to move within the crystal [5].
Since the focus of this work is excitons in 2D semiconductors, our calculations exclusively
focus on Wannier-Mott excitons.
The first experimental observations of excitons came two decades after their initial predic-
tion, when Frenkel excitons were observed in the early 1950s [6, 7], followed by observations
of Wannier-Mott excitons a couple of years later [8, 9]. While Frenkel’s insightful proposal of
the electron-hole bound state as the dominant mechanism of photon absorption at sub-band
gap photon energies was an essential step in understanding and predicting the absorption
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spectra of bulk semiconductors, research on Wannier-Mott excitons in bulk materials was
severely limited by their small binding energies.
1.1.1 Semiconductor Quantum Wells and Excitons therein: precur-
sors to modern 2D semiconductors
In 1974, scientists at Bell Laboratories, led by R. Dingle [10], observed multiple exciton states
in the absorption spectrum of a thin film of semiconducting GaAs sandwiched between two
thicker layers of AlxGa1−xAs, only four years after the first such semiconducting thin film
superlattice was achieved by a team of researchers at IBM [11]. This landmark discovery,
enabled by prior advances in molecular beam epitaxy and chemical etching techniques, was
one of the first experimental investigations of low-dimensional systems, marking a turning
point in the field of condensed matter physics. These heterostructures of thin semiconducting
films, later termed “semiconducting quantum wells” (SQWs), almost immediately became the
de facto standard environment in which to study excitons. To be sure, the same advances
in manufacturing and device design that enabled SQWs also formed, and still does form, the
backbone of modern consumer electronic design. Unbeknownst to researchers at the time, the
development of SQWs and the sudden shift in intense research focus to these low-dimensional
systems paved the way for contemporary studies of atomically thin 2D materials, the most
well-known of which is certainly graphene.
1.1.2 Graphene: The Game-Changing Introduction to True 2D Ma-
terials
The promise of 2D materials, merely hinted at by research into semiconductor quantum
wells (SQWs), was finally realized in 2004 with the first experimental isolation of few-layer
graphene flakes [12], the significance of which was recognized in 2010 with the Nobel Prize in
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Physics. Since then, the field of 2D materials research has seen explosive growth, driven by
the seemingly limitless potential applications of these fascinating materials. Indeed, as stud-
ies of graphene began in earnest around the world, researchers continued to identify novel
applications of this new “wonder material” across an impressive range of fields, including
electronics, optoelectronics, photonics, material science, electrochemistry, and biochemistry.
The breathtaking scope of graphene’s potential applications stems from its extraordinary
material properties in virtually every aspect: graphene exhibits exceptional mechanical stiff-
ness, strength, and elasticity; extremely high thermal and electric conductivity [13, 14]; is
flexible, yet durable; is incredibly thin, yet can strongly and uniformly absorb light in a
broad spectral range; and is impermeable to water and gases alike [15].
Particularly noteworthy is how graphene not only outclasses the vast majority of bulk
materials used in today’s technology, but even approaches the theoretical limits of electrical
conductivity and physical strength. For example, the electron mobility in pure graphene
monolayers was experimentally measured to be 2.5 × 105 cm2/V·s [16], comparable to the
theoretical limit of ≈ 2 ×105 cm2/V·s [17]. The Young’s modulus and intrinsic strength
of a pure graphene monolayer are 1 TPa and 130 GPa, respectively [18], also close to the
theoretical limit [19]. Graphene also exhibits excellent thermal conductivity of around 3000
W/mK [20], can support current densities nearly six orders of magnitude greater than cop-
per [21], and boasts a per-monolayer absorption of 2.3% across a huge spectral range from
the infrared to the ultraviolet, which makes a single monolayer nearly transparent but a
relatively thin stack of isolated graphene monolayers a fantastic broadband absorber [22].
Furthermore, the behavior of pure graphene can be easily modified by chemical functional-
ization [23–25] and can be assembled in Lego-like [26] stacks with other 2D materials to form
heterostructures (HSs) with novel properties [27, 28].
While the properties of ultra pure graphene under ideal laboratory conditions are rea-
son enough to be optimistic about graphene’s role in the future of electronics, there are
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nonetheless some hurdles that must be overcome before graphene’s potential can be fully
realized. In particular, the properties of graphene are highly sensitive to sample quality
and the presence of defects, and some methods of graphene synthesis, such as the original
technique of micromechanical exfoliation (known colloquially as the “scotch tape method”)
employed in Ref. [12], can produce extremely pure samples in very small quantities, while
other approaches, such as solvent-based methods [29–32], chemical vapor deposition [33],
and synthesis on silicon carbide [34–37], can yield huge quantities of relatively low-quality
graphene [38, 39]. In addition, the properties of graphene are strongly dependent on the sub-
strate, with the 2D insulator hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) having been identified nearly
a decade ago as an excellent neutral substrate [16, 40]. To be sure, these drawbacks are
seen as little more than hurdles on the road to a 2D future, engineering challenges that will
inevitably be overcome given enough time and money, leaving researchers unfazed as they
envision apparently endless applications for graphene.
Monolayer graphene (MLG) is a zero bandgap conductor, and is notable for the linear
dispersion relation of charge carriers near the Fermi energy, which means that charge carriers
near the band edges are very nearly massless, which in turn leads to graphene’s exceptional
aforementioned electronic properties. A durable, flexible, highly conductive, nearly trans-
parent, and ultra thin material such as MLG is an obvious candidate for use in flexible
electronics, and in particular, MLG has been identified as a candidate for the transparent
conductive coating in the next generation of touch screen displays, e-paper displays, and
OLED displays. While graphene meets the optical and electrical requirements for these ap-
plications, it must first overcome the current industry standard, indium tin oxide (ITO),
which exhibits slightly better properties for this purpose, but crucially, is a much more
mature technology. Though ITO is certainly well-suited to the task, graphene’s uniform
transparency and exceptional flexibility and chemical resillience suggests that graphene may
yet supplant ITO in its current role [39], in addition to enabling highly flexible, even rollable,
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displays. Indeed, graphene electrodes have already been successfully demonstrated in OLED
test cells [41], though the techonology is far from commercially viable.
While MLG is a conductor, bilayer graphene (BLG) has a band gap on the order of
150− 200 meV [36, 42]; a finite band gap can also be achieved in graphene nanoribbons [43,
44], and through functionalization [23, 25]. This finite band gap makes gapped graphene
a candidate for logic transistors, though the relatively small band gap results in on/off
ratios on the order of 103, while the ideal ratio is closer to 106. Furthermore, gapped
graphene exhibits reduced carrier mobility, undermining the use of graphene in traditional
logic transistors [45]. Despite this, a novel vertical transistor design was recently achieved
which significantly enhances the on/off ratio by taking advantage of the increased potential
barrier to charge carrier transport between vertically stacked graphene layers [46].
Graphene’s exceptionally strong optical absorption makes its inclusion in photonic devices
a natural choice. The massless charge carriers give rise to a nearly uniform absorption of piα ≈
2.3%, where α is the fine structure constant, for optical energies below about 3 eV. Therefore,
a graphene photodetector could in principle detect everything from infrared to ultraviolet
light, unlike current semiconductor photodetectors which only operate in narrow spectral
ranges. This large operating bandwidth in combination with high carrier mobility also makes
such devices suitable for high-speed data communications. Current data communications
materials have bandwidths between 80 − 150 GHz (see Refs. [47, 48], respectively), while
the theoretical maximum bandwidth in graphene was calculated to be 1.5 THz [49, 50],
though such a device would be bottlenecked by capacitive (RC) relaxation time, yielding a
practical maximum bandwidth of 640 GHz [49]. Graphene is likewise a promising candidate
for high-bandwidth optical modulators, which encode information in light by modifying its
properties such as phase, amplitude, and polarization [51]. Current optical modulators based
on silicon [52–54] operate within narrow bandwidths, and their slow switching times and large
internal resistances likewise restrict the operational bandwidth of these devices. Graphene-
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based optical modulators would use a driving voltage to modify the interband transitions of
photo-generated electrons, enabling ultra fast modulation across a broad spectral range [55,
56], and BLG has been predicted to significantly broaden this spectral range [57].
Graphene’s strong optical absorption means in turn that it is similarly proficient at emit-
ting light, and to that end, graphene is thought to be an excellent candidate for ultrafast
mode-locked lasers, with potential applications in spectroscopy, material machining [58],
bio-medicine [59], and for security purposes. These types of lasers use an absorption mate-
rial which can be saturated by relatively low-intensity light, so that the device selectively
transmits high-intensity light. Currently, semiconductor saturable absorbers are used [60],
but graphene’s phenomenal absorption per unit length means it can be saturated at a lower
intensity and across a wider range of photon energies [61, 62]. In addition, graphene has
been studied to fill the role of both fiber and solid state lasers [63–65].
The electrical properties of graphene also lend themselves to the next generation of energy
generation and storage, particularly in solar cells, owing once again to the uniform 2.3%
absorption across the visible spectrum. While an MLG solar cell would require complex
interferometry or plasmonic enhancement techniques [66], graphene could nevertheless be
utilized in a 2D heterostructure engineered to absorb a significant fraction of solar energy
across a broad spectrum. Graphene has also been explored as a new cathode material in
lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries, which suffer from high cathode resistances, compromising
efficiency. A graphene cathode could not only significantly improve cathode performance
but could perhaps enable novel battery designs with significantly enhanced energy and power
densities [67], while graphene’s high thermal conductivity could aid in heat dissipation during
charging or discharging. Graphene is also the lynchpin in a promising new method of energy
storage, the supercapacitor. These devices are distinguished by huge energy storage densities
and rapid charge/discharge times [68, 69]. Finally, the inclusion of graphene in platinum-
nanoparticle-based fuel cells could greatly increase efficiency, since the interaction between
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graphene and platinum reduces the particle size to less than one nanometer, leading to
improved efficiency [70].
1.2 2D Semiconductors: TMDCs, Xenes, and Phospho-
rene
While the discovery of graphene in 2004 gave the scientific community a glimpse of a future
where 2D materials were ubiquitous, one could argue that the age of 2D materials began in
earnest in 2010, which not only saw the identification of insulating h-BN as an ideal substrate
and dielectric, but also marked the exerimental discovery and characterization of two distinct
families of 2D semiconductors (2DSC), the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) [71–
73], and the buckled 2D allotropes of silicon (known as silicene [74]), germanium (germanene),
and tin (stanene), known collectively as the Xenes [75]. These discoveries were followed by
the experimental isolation of few-layer black phosphorus [76], known as phosphorene, in 2014.
Like graphene, these materials exhibit remarkable mechanical strength and flexibility, and
are characterized by exceptional electronic properties that nonetheless differ from graphene
and from each other. In particular, these three families each make unique contributions to
the world of 2DSCs: in the TMDCs, for example, the lack of inversion symmetry of a single
monolayer leads to significant splitting of the valence band near the band edges, and also
leads to the presence of two degenerate, non-equivalent “valleys”, which manifest as an extra
“pseudospin” index for charge carriers near the band edges; the buckled-planar structure of
the Xenes means that their band gaps and effective carrier masses are highly tunable via an
external electric field; and the strongly puckered structure of phosphorene causes significant
in-plane anisotropy in its electronic properties.
While research on excitons in 2D semiconductors has largely focused on direct excitons
embedded in monolayers of the given material, in recent years, research interest has slowly
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branched out to consider indirect excitons [77–79] formed in heterostructures consisting of
two 2DSC MLs separated by a dielectric, most often few-layer insulating h-BN. In this
configuration, the electron and hole occupy different, parallel 2DSC MLs separated by the
dielectric, and their recombination is suppressed by the tunneling barrier created by the
dielectric in between the MLs containing the electron and hole, leading to longer lifetimes
than direct excitons.
Indirect excitons (also called dipolar excitons due to their intrinsic dipole moment) exhibit
many of the same properties as direct excitons, but importantly, this intrinsic dipole moment
creates a weak, repulsive exciton-exciton interaction. Indirect exciton binding energies in
a 2DSC HS with h-BN are typically around 100-200 meV, noticeably smaller than direct
excitons in the same material due to increased electron-hole separation, but nonetheless
large enough to be stable at room temperature and to enable the study of novel physical
phenomena. Due to their moderately large binding energies, the typically small effective mass
of charge carriers in semiconductors, and weakly repulsive interparticle interactions, indirect
excitons in e.g. the TMDCs have been identified by theorists as promising candidates for high-
temperature superfluidity [80–82]. By extension, indirect excitons in phosphorene recently
attracted interest when it was proposed that they could exhibit directionally-dependent
superfluidity [83, 84]. We will refer to these types of heterostructures as e.g. “THT HS”
for a heterostructure consisting of two TMDC monolayers sandwiching few-layer h-BN, and
likewise, “XHX HS” and “PHP HS” refer to heterostructures of Xenes and phosphorene,
respectively.
Exciton binding energies in bulk semiconductors tend to be on the order of a few tens of
meV due to strong dielectric screening, adversely affecting their stability at room temperature
and restricting the energy ranges in which they are optically active. By contrast, excitons in
2D semiconductors exhibit dramatically increased binding energies compared to their bulk
counterparts, due on the one hand to quantum confinement effects reducing the degrees of
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freedom and therefore the average kinetic energy of the system [85], while on the other hand
experiencing stronger electrostatic screening. It is no surprise, then, that excitons in these
materials exhibit rich and varied behavior, and are of significant research interest not only
for their tendency to exhibit rare and remarkable physical phenomena, but also for their
potential use in future optoelectronic and photonic devices.
1.2.1 Transition Metal Dichalcogenides: The First 2D Semiconduc-
tors
The bulk TMDCs have been closely studied for the better part of the last century, owing to
their noteworthy electrical [86–92] and optical [93–101] properties. In particular, MoS2 has
been used as a dry lubricant for decades [102], and around the turn of the 21st century received
attention for its potential application to photovoltaics [103] and photocatalytics [104, 105].
In general, the term “TMDC” encompasses a large family of compounds with the general
chemical formula MX2, where M=(Co, Hf, Ir, Mo, Nb, Ni, Pd, Pt, Re, Rh, Ta, Tc, Ti, V,
W, Zr) [106] and X=(S, Se, Te). Members of this family can be either semiconducting, such
as M=(Mo, W, Zr), or metallic, as with M=(Nb, Ta, Ti, Ni) [107]. ML TMDCs with X=Te
were also predicted to be semimetals as opposed to semiconductors [108–114] – subsequent
experimental measurements determined that WTe2 is a topological insulator (TI) [115]. In
addition, not all TMDC monolayers are stable under ambient conditions, with M=(Mo,W),
X=(S,Se) being the most stable and, therefore, the most widely studied [116]. Subsequent
use of the term “TMDC” will refer specifically to MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2 unless
otherwise noted.
Theoretical studies of TMDCs in the monolayer limit using ab initio techniques began
around the turn of the century [117–120]. Surprisingly, ML WS2 was grown using molecular
beam epitaxy as early as 1991 [121–124], and ML MoS2 was experimentally observed in
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aqueous solution in 2002 [125]. ML MoS2 was isolated once again in 2005, this time by
Novoselov et al. [126], alongside h-BN, NbSe2, and Bi2Sr2CaCuOx, but this demonstration
was little more than a proof of concept for the scotch tape method, and efforts to characterize
MoS2 were limited to measurements of the carrier mobility, which were determined to be on
the order of 1 cm2V−1s−1, comparable to the value in bulk. Perhaps due in part to these
unremarkable first impressions, the ML TMDCs remained largely overlooked until 2010, when
a trio of publications characterized ML MoS2 using a variety of spectroscopic methods, such
as Raman spectroscopy [72, 73], absorption and photoconductivity [71], optical reflection [73],
and photoluminescence [71, 73] spectral methods. These three papers were instrumental in
cementing a place for the TMDCs alongside graphene in the 2D universe – indeed, one could
argue that the TMDCs were the first low-dimensional materials that were not composed of
carbon to capture the attention, interest, and optimism of researchers worldwide.
Shortly after their 2010 reintroduction to the world of 2D materials research, it became
apparent that the TMDCs represented an excellent compliment to graphene – if the prop-
erties of graphene appear to have been hand-picked to create the ideal 2D conductor, then
the properties of TMDCs would likewise make them excellent all-purpose semiconductors.
Indeed, probably the single most important result from those 2010 studies was the confirma-
tion [120] that ML MoS2 was a direct gap semiconductor, in contrast to the indirect gap of
1.2 eV observed in bulk [127]. Even more exciting was the fact that the band gap of ML MoS2
was at least 1.9 eV [71, 73], firmly within the visible spectrum. Early reports of exception-
ally strong visible-range absorption and photoluminescence in mono- and few-layer TMDCs
all but confirmed that the strong light-matter interactions in TMDCs are mainly driven by
excitonic effects, and TMDCs quickly became the obvious choice for optoelectronic applica-
tions. Furthermore, the TMDCs exhibit a variety of interesting physical phenomena such
as significant valence band splitting near the band edges, due to strong spin-orbit coupling,
as well as valley-specific phenomena such as the valley Hall effect (VHE) and spin-valley
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locking.
The monolayer TMDCs exhibit a trigonal prismatic crystal structure, with two identical
planes of X atoms sandwiching a layer of M atoms which is offset from the X atoms, such
that from above the crystal appears to have a hexagonal structure with neighboring vertices
alternating between M and X atoms [107]. TMDC MLs are also quite flexible, as the Young’s
modulus of MoS2 was found to be approximately one-fourth that found in graphene [128].
Multi-layer TMDCs can be stacked in different arrangements, but the most stable stacking
arrangement is 2H, which is characterized by each successive ML being rotated by pi relative
to the neighboring layers [129]. The 2H stacking arrangement means that the crystal is
symmetric under inversion only for an even number of layers [130].
Due to inversion symmetry breaking in the crystal structure of the ML TMDCs [131–
134], the six corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone (BZ) correspond to two groups, labeled
the K and −K points, which are degenerate in energy yet inequivalent, so that the BZ
has (2pi/3) symmetry as opposed to (pi/3) symmetry. In bulk TMDCs, the indirect band
gap occurs between the VBM located at center of the BZ (Γ-point) and the CBM located
halfway between the center and the corners of the BZ (Q-point). As e.g. MoS2 is thinned
from the bulk down to a single monolayer, the Γ-VBM (Q-CBM) decreases (increases) in
energy relative to the Fermi level, causing an overall blueshift of the Γ−Q indirect gap of 1.14
eV, while the energy difference at the K/−K points only blueshifts by 0.19 eV. [71, 135–140].
The end result is that MoS2 (and the other TMDCs) are direct gap semiconductors only in
their ML form, but notably, the local band extrema at the Γ- and Q-points remain important
because perturbations to the electronic band structure (due to e.g. strain or stacking multiple
layers) can induce a transition from a direct to indirect band gap [141, 142].
The inequivalence of theK/−K points corresponds to a discrete index labeling the charge
carriers, thereby acting as an extra degree of freedom for electrons. The K/−K points are
often referred to as “valleys” because of the presence of the VBM and CBM, and the valley
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index is sometimes referred to as “valley pseudospin” due to its similarities with the electron’s
intrinsic spin angular momentum. This extra degree of freedom turns out to have a profound
effect on the electronic and optical properties of the TMDCs. For example, interband optical
transitions are valley-dependent, with right-handed (left-handed) circularly polarized light
exclusively coupled to charge carriers in theK (−K) valleys [132, 133, 143] – additionally, PL
emission is “valley-polarized” according to the handedness of the excitation pulse [144–146].
Linearly polarized light, being a superposition of right-handed (σ+) and left-handed (σ−)
light, therefore excites both valleys, and PL emissions in this case are linearly polarized with
the same orientation as the excitation, demonstrating coherence of valley excitations [147].
Another defining feature of the band structure of ML TMDCs is the presence of strong
spin-orbit coupling (SOC), again due to inversion symmetry breaking [148]. First principles
calculations using the GGAmethod found that strong SOC effects in the ML TMDCs leads to
a splitting at the VBM band edge of about 150 meV in MoX2 and about 450 meV inWX2 [133,
137, 149, 150]. These calculations were confirmed by PL measurements [71, 130] and angle-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) [151]. Both theoretical calculations [149, 152–
161] and experimental measurements [149] have found that the CBM exhibits SOC as well,
on the order of a few meV in MoS2 and a few tens of meV in the other TMDCs.
Finally, TMDC bilayers, heterobilayers, and heterostructures have been identified as an
ideal environment in which to study and exploit quantum degenerate phenomena, in partic-
ular superfluidity of indirect excitons, which has been predicted to occur at extraordinarily
high temperatures [80–82, 162, 163].
Device applications of TMDCs
Setting aside ongoing efforts to obtain increasingly accurate measurements of quantities such
as the band gap and exciton binding energy, the electronic properties of the TMDCs are
nonetheless quite well-understood, and proposed use cases for the TMDCs in device design
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are numerous and varied. Owing to their strong excitonic effects, the TMDCs would naturally
excel in optoelectronic applications. For example, excitonic LEDs [164–173] and excitonic
lasers [174–176] based on ML TMDCs are expected to be small, fast, efficient, and long-
lasting. The TMDCs are also promising candidates for highly efficient, fast photodectors
if implemented in a G/TMDC/G HS [177–186], as the active material in efficient solar
energy conversion devices [187–189], in photovoltaic devices [169, 179, 185, 190–193], and
as optical modulators in telecommunications applications [61, 62, 194–196]. Furthermore,
more recent studies have shown significant enhancement of excitonic absorption [197–200]
and emission [201–203] by coupling an ML TMDC to optical microcavities or plasmonic
structures, respectively. The TMDCs are also popular in energy storage [204–208], as the
catalyst in hydrogen evolution reactions [209–214], and in piezoelectrics [209].
One of the first implementations of ML TMDCs in a prototype device was the afore-
mentioned FETs fabricated from ML MoS2 [215–222], which demonstrate acceptable carrier
mobilities and on/off ratios which are orders of magnitude larger than FETs which use
gapped graphene. Furthermore, stacking two different TMDC MLs directly on top of each
other naturally forms a type II heterojunction, making these heterobilayers ideal candidates
for p-n diodes [169, 185, 192, 193, 223]. TMDC heterobilayers and heterostructures have
also been proposed for FETs [224] and memory devices [225, 226]. Beyond traditional elec-
tronic applications, the TMDCs have received significant attention for photonics applications
thanks to the strong valley- and spin-dependence of their optical properties.
The technique of information processing by manipulating the valley index was first pro-
posed in the 1970s, but could not be truly realized until the advent of 2D materials [227].
This proposed technology is known as “valleytronics” in reference to “spintronics”, the analo-
gous technique of processing information using the spin index of charge carriers. It has been
shown that optically-generated, valley-polarized information is relatively long-lived [144–146]
and that coherent superpositions of different valley polarizations are possible [147]. Manipu-
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lation of valley-polarized information can also be achieved with both electric [131, 133, 228–
235] and magnetic [131, 236–238] fields. The strong coupling between the spin- and valley
indices of charge carriers in the TMDCs is known as spin-valley locking [148, 239, 240].
Based on the rich and varied physical phenomena expressed in the TMDCs, and the vari-
ety of potential applications for these extraordinary materials, the comprehensive analysis of
their excitonic properties performed in this work is a necessary component of the ubiquitous
scientific process of the discovery and characterization of new materials.
1.2.2 Xenes: 2D Semiconductors with Unprecedented Tunability
One recent addition to the 2D universe are the group XIV elements, namely silicon, ger-
manium, and tin, whose 2D forms are referred to as silicene, germanene, and stanene (or
sometimes, tinene), respectively. A recent paper [75] coined the term “Xenes” to refer to
the 2D allotropes of silicon, germanium, and tin – following the usage of the term estab-
lished in that paper, we will collectively refer to silicene, germanene, and stanene as “Xenes”
throughout this work. Early theoretical studies [120, 241, 242] were soon followed by the
first experimental reports of silicene nanoribbons [243, 244] and 2D silicene sheets [74].
These early studies of silicene revealed one of the most crucial differences between silicene,
the heavier group XIV elements germanene and stanene, and graphene: silicene’s most stable
form is not a perfectly flat sheet, but is instead slightly buckled [245–247]. Among other
novel phenomena, this buckling allows one to tune the band gap of Xenes by applying an
external electric field perpendicular to the plane of the monolayer [248–252]. The tunable
band gap of Xenes gives researchers, among other things, extraordinary in situ control over
the binding energies and optical properties of excitons in these materials.
Other interesting studies of the 2D Xenes include non-local plasmon modes in open
systems [253], chemical potentials calculated without approximations for silicene and ger-
manene [254], exchange-correlation energies due to the Coulomb and spin-orbit interactions
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in monolayer Si, calculated in the presence of circularly polarized radiation [255], including
temperature dependence [256].
Experimental studies of intraexcitonic optical transitions have been performed in Cu2O [257–
260], and GaAs/GaAlAs semiconductor coupled quantum wells [261, 262]. Recently, similar
experiments have been performed on direct excitons in monolayer TMDCs [263–265], but
there are not yet any comparable studies of the 2D Xenes.
1.2.3 Phosphorene: A 2D semiconductor with unique anisotropic
properties
The discovery of monolayer black phosphorus, referred to as phosphorene, came a full decade
after graphene’s discovery, when a flurry of publications in 2014 heralded the arrival of a new
addition to the 2D materials universe [76, 266–270]. Within the first year of its discovery,
the number of publications on phosphorene grew tenfold [271], an unprecedented rate of
growth even within the rapidly expanding field of 2D materials research. The sudden shift in
intense research focus towards phosphorene is clearly justified, due to phosphorene’s unique
properties which make it a promising candidate for a variety of applications unsuited to its
2D relatives.
Perhaps the primary distinguishing feature of phosphorene is its highly corrugated crys-
tal structure, where a single monolayer appears to be composed of two distinct planes of
phosphorus atoms. Each atom bonds to three neighbors, two of which are in the same
plane and one which occupies the opposite plane [272]. The in-plane and out-of-plane bonds
are characterized by very different bond lengths and bond angles, which in turn leads to
extreme anisotropy in its mechanical, thermal, and electronic properties [273–282]. This
intrinsic structural anisotropy is expressed in nearly every property of phosphorene, mani-
festing itself in charge carrier effective masses [283] and mobilities [76, 266, 270, 284], DC
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conductivity [285], Raman spectra [284, 286–292], optical absorption [270] and photolumi-
nescence [287] spectra, and in its response to mechanical strain [277]. Furthermore, the
rippled structure of phosphorene leads to a larger surface area, which makes it ideal [293]
for a variety of environmental [294–296] and biomedical [297, 298] sensing applications. In
addition to the already unique and intriguing structure of black phosphorus, it was recently
shown that there are four more allotropes of ML phosphorus, each exhibiting unique crystal
structures and distinct material properties [299].
Unlike the TMDCs, which are indirect gap semiconductors for all but their ML forms [300],
phosphorene remains a direct gap semiconductor from its bulk form (≈ 0.3 eV) [301] down
to a single ML (≈ 2 eV) [302]. In addition to its dependence on layer number [286, 287,
303–308], the band gap, as well as many other properties, is also sensitive to the magnitude
and direction of an applied mechanical strain [273, 275, 309–313], giving researchers a variety
of ways to tailor the electronic properties of phosphorene to suit a particular task. Due to
its broadly tunable band gap, phosphorene has also been identified as a promising material
for converting solar energy to chemical energy [314].
Since the band gaps of TMDC monolayers fall between 1 and 2 eV [107], while in bilayer
graphene an electric field can be used to create a band gap of at most 0.2 eV [315], few-layer
phosphorene’s coverage of the sub-eV range is crucial for a variety of applications including
fiber optic telecommunications [316], thermal imaging, and thermoelectric applications [276,
309, 317–320]. In addition to its applications for which neither graphene or TMDCs can
be used, phosphorene also exhibits an ideal combination of material parameters that make
it more well suited to traditional electronic device applications, such as certain use-cases of
field-effect transistors (FETs), than either graphene or the TMDCs [271]. To this end, there
has been considerable research interest in phosphorene as the active material in FETs [185,
266, 321–326], logic elements in circuits [76, 327, 328], and photodetectors [285, 288, 289,
329–332].
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Characterizing the optical properties of phosphorene is not only important in the context
of phosphorene’s potential applications to optoelectronic devices, but is an essential tool in
understanding its fundamental properties, e.g. its electronic band structure. Indeed, some of
the first experimental studies of phosphorene measured its photoluminescence (PL) [76, 333],
optical absorption [270], and Raman [268] spectra, as well as photocurrent generation [288].
In particular, one group observed an “extraordinary” PL peak in a phosphorene bilayer
sample [333], and another found a similarly strong PL signal in ML phosphorene, centered
at 1.45 eV [76]. It was quickly realized that these remarkable optical properties were due to
strongly bound and optically active excitons within the phosphorene ML.
Around the same time that experimentalists first observed evidence of strongly bound and
optically active excitons in mono- and few-layer phosphorene, a number of ab-initio studies
of the electronic band structure and excitonic properties of phosphorene were published.
Using a variety of theoretical approaches and numerical methods, the binding energy of
the direct exciton in a phosphorene ML was calculated to be between 0.7-0.8 eV [274, 286,
291, 313, 334–336], while the exciton binding energy of ML phosphorene on an Si/SiO2
substrate was calcuated [274] and measured [337] to be around 0.3 eV. Another ab-initio
study [286] predicted that the exciton-forming optical transition centered at 1.45 eV in a
freestanding phosphorene monolayer could absorb a staggering 15% of incident light, but only
if the excitation was linearly polarized along the armchair crystal direction – the extreme
anisotropy of phosphorene left the transition almost completely dark for light polarized
perpendicular to the armchair crystal axis.
1.3 Outline
This dissertation is organized as follows. We present the theoretical formalism for describing
2D excitons and their optical properties in novel 2D materials and discuss our computational
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approach to solving the Schrödinger equation for 2D excitons in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we
present our calculations of the optical properties of excitons in heterostructures of TMDCs
and h-BN, as published in Ref. [338]. In Chapter 4, we generalized our theoretical approach
to consider both direct in Xene monolayers as well as indirect excitons in XHX HS. The
results of this Chapter were published in Ref. [339]. Following our publication [340], we dis-
cuss our prediction of the excitonic insulator phase in the Xenes in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6,
we present a detailed study of the optical properties of direct and indirect excitons in phos-
phorene monolayers and heterostructures, which was published in Ref. [341]. In Chapter 7,
we analyze and compare our results for the optical properties of excitons in 2D materials,
i.e. the TMDCs, Xenes, and phosphorene. We extend our theoretical framework to con-
sider exciton-polaritons in Xene monolayers in an optical microcavity in Chapter 8. The
corresponding publication can be found in Ref. [342]. Our conclusions follow in Chapter 9.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Formalism
As described in Chap. 1, we study the optical and collective properties of both direct excitons,
where the electron and hole occupy the same monolayer, as well as indirect excitons, where
the electron and hole occupy parallel monolayers separated by a distance D, in three different
classes of 2D semiconductors: TMDCs, Xenes, and phosphorene. Calculation of the optical
and collective properties of excitons requires the eigenenergies and eigenfunctions of the
excitonic system, which we obtain by solving the two-body Schrödinger equation. Whereas,
within our framework, TMDCs can be straightforwardly treated as “regular” semiconductors
after specifying the spin and valley indices, both the Xenes and phosphorene exhibit unique
behavior which necessitates slightly different analytical and computational methods.
In this Chapter, we identify three steps to our mathematical approach, which each occupy
their own Section. Each Section begins with a broad summary of our approach which is
applicable across all three materials; for each material that differs from the general approach,
these modifications will be contained in one or more Subsections at the end of each Section.
In Sec. 2.1, we present and analyze the 2D Schrödinger equation describing the electron-hole
system, which forms the foundation of our mathematical approach. Next, the computational
methods used to solve the 2D Schrödinger equation and obtain the excitonic eigenenergies
20
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and eigenfunctions are described in Sec. 2.2. Finally, in Sec. 2.3, we summarize how the
numerical solutions to the Schrödinger equation are used to calculate the optical properties
of the exciton.
2.1 Electron-hole interaction in 2D Materials
In real condensed matter systems, excitons are usually created via optical excitation, e.g.
a laser pulse. Each pulse simultaneously creates many individual excitons, forming a Bose
gas of excitons whose interactions may introduce perturbations to the eigenfunctions and
eigenenergies of an ideal, isolated exciton. In general, if the excitonic Bose gas is dilute
enough that these perturbations are very small, which is almost always the case, an accurate
description of the exciton can be obtained by simply solving the ideal case of one electron
and one hole interacting via their mutual electromagnetic attraction. There are different
approaches to solving the two-body eigenvalue and eigenfunction problem for interacting
electrons and holes in two-dimensions. These approaches differ primarily in how the electrons
and holes are contextualized with respect to the band structure of the 2D semiconductor
containing the electrons and holes.
One approach begins with the effective low-energy single-electron Hamiltonian, as in
Refs. [81, 133, 343–347]. Using the low-energy effective two-band single-electron Hamiltonian
in the form of a spinor with a gapped spectrum in the k · p approximation one obtains the
two-particle Dirac type equation. It is important to mention that in Ref. [348], while referring
to excitons in heterostructures of MoS2 and h-BN, the authors state: “For a 2D material it
can be shown that the exchange term becomes negligible in the small q limit. Thus the e-h
exchange only reduces the binding energy of the lowest zero momentum exciton. . . [by] less
than 5% of the total binding energy.”
A different method instead assumes that the electron and hole bands are isotropic and
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parabolic, which is a good approximation for the low-energy spectrum of 2D materials.
This form of the Hamiltonian implies that both the electron and hole single particle states
form a single parabolic band. The corresponding eigenproblem equation reduces to the
Schrödinger equation in the effective mass approximation, where the Schrödinger equation
is given generally by
HˆΨ = EΨ. (2.1)
This approach is common in the literature to describe excitons in 2D materials. See, for
example, Refs. [80, 81, 83, 349, 350]. The effective mass approximation is used throughout
this work to study the exciton.
As the bound state of one positively charged hole and one negatively charged electron
interacting via the electromagnetic force, the exciton is a clear analogue to the hydrogen
atom, for which analytical solutions have been known for quite some time [351, 352], even in
the two-dimensional case [353]. Proceeding in parallel to the derivation of the 2D hydrogen
atom, the description of the 2D exciton begins with the two-body Schrödinger equation
describing the interaction of an electron and a hole both constrained to move in a 2D plane,
[−~2
2
(
1
me
∇2e +
1
mh
∇2h
)
+ V (re, rh)
]
Ψ(re, rh) = EΨ(re, rh), (2.2)
where me and mh are the effective electron and hole masses, respectively, re and rh are
the position vectors for the electron and hole, Ψ(re, rh) is the real space eigenfunction of
the exciton in terms of the electron and hole coordinate vectors, E is the eigenenergy cor-
responding to the eigenfunction Ψ, and V (re, rh) is the interaction potential between the
electron and hole. Since the electron and hole are constrained to move only within their
respective monolayers, we note that the position vectors are, in general, most conveniently
represented in cylindrical polar coordinates, r = ρρˆ+φφˆ+zzˆ, where for direct excitons we set
z = 0 and for indirect excitons we set z = D, where D is a constant describing the vertical
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separation between the monolayers containing the electron and hole. Following the standard
procedure for the two-body Schrödinger equation, we next perform separation of variables
into center-of-mass (R = (mere +mhrh) /M), M = me + mh and relative (r = re − rh)
coordinates. Recognizing that the properties of the excitonic bound state depend only on
the relative motion of the electron and hole, the Schrödinger equation can be written as:
[−~2
2µ
∇2r + V (r)
]
Ψ(r) = EΨ(r), (2.3)
where µ = memh
me+mh
is the exciton reduced mass, and me and mh are, respectively, the effective
masses of the electron and hole.
The next step would be to specify a form for the potential V (r) describing the electron-
hole interaction. In general, and also in the case of the original derivation of the 2D hydrogen
atom, V (r) is given by the Coulomb potential:
VC(r) =
−ke2
′r
, (2.4)
where r = |r| is the magnitude of the electron-hole separation. However, the analytical solu-
tion for the 2D hydrogen atom requires that the particles interact via the Coulomb potential,
which in turn implies that the system exists in a homogeneous dielectric environment.
This is not the case in general for excitons in 2D systems, where the monolayer contain-
ing the electron and hole must be distinguished from the surrounding dielectric environment
below (i.e. the substrate) and above (i.e. an encapsulating dielectric) the monolayer. In this
scenario, the Coulomb potential cannot be straightforwardly applied due to the inhomoge-
neous dielectric environment, and furthermore the reduction of dimensionality introduced
by constraining the electron and hole to the monolayer must be accounted for. Fortunately,
these conditions can also describe excitons in SQWs, a system which has been studied for
decades. In that context, a modified Coulomb potential was first derived in 1967 [354] but
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largely overlooked; an apparently independent re-derivation by L. V. Keldysh in 1979 [355]
gained widespread recognition and hence the modified potential is often called the Keldysh
potential – we will use the term Rytova-Keldysh (RK) potential. The RK potential is given
by
VRK(r) = −pike
2
2κρ0
[
H0
(
r
ρ0
)
− Y0
(
r
ρ0
)]
. (2.5)
In Eq. (2.5), κ = (1 + 2)/2 describes the dielectric environment surrounding the mono-
layer, with 1 and 2 specifying, respectively, the dielectric constants of the materials above
and below the monolayer, ρ0 = l/(2κ) is the so-called screening length, which describes
the characteristic length scale of the inhomogeneous dielectric screening, l is the monolayer
thickness and  is the static dielectric constant of the monolayer material in bulk, and H0
and Y0 are the Struve and Bessel functions of the second kind, respectively. An alternate
expression for the screening length ρ0 was recently derived [349, 356] in the context of 2D
materials:
ρ0 =
2piχ2D
κ
, (2.6)
where χ2D is the so-called 2D polarizability, which can be calculated via ab-initio methods.
The asymptotic behavior of the RK potential with respect to the interparticle separation
r is given by:
VRK(r) =

ke2
κρ0
[
ln
(
r
2ρ0
)
+ γ
]
r  ρ0
−ke2
κr
r  ρ0
. (2.7)
where γ is Euler’s constant.
Both the RK and Coulomb potentials exhibit central symmetry. Therefore, the eigen-
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states of the system can be specified by a principal quantum number, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , and
an angular momentum quantum number, l = −n+ 1,−n+ 2, . . . , 0, . . . , n− 2, n− 1. In this
representation, we can conveniently refer to the eigenstates of the exciton by analogy to the
2D hydrogen atom, that is, 1s → (n = 1, l = 0), 2s → (n = 2, l = 0), 2p → (n = 2, l = 1),
and so on. This convention is common in the literature [263–265, 338, 349, 357–363].
Despite the formal similarities between the RK and Coulomb potentials, the eigenener-
gies obtained from either potential show crucial qualitative and quantitative differences. The
eigenstates obtained from the Coulomb potential are degenerate with respect to the angular
momentum quantum number l, so that for a given principal quantum number, say, n = 2,
there exist three degenerate eigenstates with corresponding l = −1, 0, 1. While these eigen-
states are degenerate with respect to energy, their eigenfunctions are distinct, and crucially,
the average inter-particle separation,
√〈r2〉, increases with |l| for a fixed n. Therefore, for
the RK potential, eigenstates with the same n but different l are not degenerate, since the
variation in
√〈r2〉 changes the degree to which the inhomogeneous dielectric environment
of the monolayer, characterized by ρ0, modifies the energy of the eigenstate. In particular,
if the monolayer has a larger dielectric constant that the surrounding environment, then an
increase in
√〈r2〉 effectively decreases the strength of the dielectric screening, causing the
eigenenergies to increase slightly with l.
Finally, we note that the RK potential was originally formulated as an explicity 2D
description of the Coulomb interaction in thin films. Nevertheless, the RK potential has
recently been used in place of the Coulomb potential to study indirect excitons in 2DSC
HSs of 2D materials such as the TMDCs [80, 82, 83, 338]. The logic behind generalizing the
RK potential to describe indirect excitons follows from two considerations: (i) the dielectric
environment is still inhomogeneous, so that if the interlayer separation D is smaller than,
or comparable to, the RK screening length ρ0 and the excitonic gyration radius
√〈r2〉, the
electron-hole interaction potential should account for the dielectric constants of both the
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active monolayers and the interlayer dielectric; (ii) as the interlayer separation D becomes
larger than ρ0, the total separation r =
√
ρ2 +D2 between the electron and hole necessarily
exceeds ρ0, and the RK potential then converges towards the Coulomb potential in any case.
In order to better understand the importance of screening effects on indirect excitons in
2DSC HSs, calculations will be performed using both Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5).
Substitution of either Eq. (2.5) or Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.3) yields the Schrödinger equation
describing one of the following three systems: (i) the direct exciton, (ii) the indirect exciton
with the RK potential, (iii) the indirect exciton with the Coulomb potential. Let us write
the Hamiltonian corresponding to these three cases after substituting and simplifying the
expressions:
HˆD =
−~2
2µ
∇2r −
pike2
2κρ0
[
H0
(
r
ρ0
)
− Y0
(
r
ρ0
)]
, (2.8)
HˆI,RK =
−~2
2µ
∇2r −
pike2
2κρ0
[
H0
(
r
ρ0
)
− Y0
(
r
ρ0
)]
, (2.9)
HˆI,C =
−~2
2µ
∇2r −
ke2
′r
, (2.10)
where the subscripts D, I, RK, and I, C denote the direct exciton, indirect exciton with the
RK potential, and indirect exciton with the Coulomb potential, respectively.
From Eqs. (2.8)-(2.10), it is clear that the following quantities must be specfied in order
to proceed with the solution of the Schrödinger equation: the exciton reduced mass, µ,
the interlayer distance, D (for indirect excitons), the environmental dielectric constants
κ = (1 + 2)/2 (again, for the Coulomb potential we take ′ = κ), and the screening length
ρ0, which can be obtained from l, the monolayer thickness, and , the bulk dielectric constant
of the monolayer material. While most of these parameters describe material properties and
have specific, definite values, κ is effectively a free variable, which can be chosen at will to
represent any combination of dielectric materials which surround the monolayer.
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For indirect excitons, we consider only the case of a 2DSC HS consisting of many-layer
h-BN supporting the bottom monolayer and covering the top monolayer, with few-layer h-
BN between the two monolayers, so that κ = ′ = 4.89 and D = Nlh−BN, where N is the
number of h-BN monolayers separating the electron and hole, and lh−BN = 0.333 nm is the
thickness of a single h-BN monolayer [80].
The material parameters µ and ρ0 can, in general, be found in the literature, though
this process is slightly different in each material, for reasons that will be addressed in the
following subsections.
The Schrödinger equations which are obtained by substituting Eqs. (2.8)-(2.10) into
Eq. (2.1) cannot be solved analytically. In the next Section, we summarize our methods
for numerically solving the Schrödinger equation for the eigenfunctions and eigenenergies of
the exciton, but first we address some material-specific caveats to the procedure presented
above, for the case of TMDCs in Sec. 2.1.1, for Xenes in Sec. 2.1.2, and for phosphorene in
Sec. 2.1.3.
2.1.1 Schrödinger equation of excitons in TMDCs
The Schrödinger equation for excitons in TMDCs is straightforwardly obtained by substitut-
ing the appropriate Hamiltonian from Eqs. (2.8)-(2.10) into Eq. (2.1). The effective masses of
electrons and holes in TMDCs have been extensively studied by ab-initio methods and their
inclusion in the Schrödinger equation is similarly straightforward. The screening length, ρ0,
has also been calculated in many ab-initio studies, albeit in a slightly different functional
form, which we address here.
In the original derivation of the RK potential [355], the screening length ρ0 depends on
the monolayer thickness, l, the bulk dielectric constant of the monolayer material, , and
the surrounding dielectric environment, κ. Much more recently, the RK potential was re-
analyzed in the context of 2D materials, specifically the TMDCs [349]. In this case, an
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alternate form of the screening length was obtained, given by ρ0 = (2piχ2D)/κ, where χ2D
is known as the 2D polarizability, and is easily obtained via ab-initio methods. Therefore,
studies of the properties of TMDCs will often directly calculate χ2D. As a result, the ρ0 used
as an input parameter to the Schrödinger equation is obtained in this case using the value
of χ2D found in the literature. A complete list of the input parameters used for our TMDC
calculations will be given in Chap. 3.
2.1.2 Excitons in Xenes: charge carriers with electric-field depen-
dent effective mass
Monolayers of silicene, germanene, and low-buckled stanene can be pictured as graphene
monolayers in which the two triangular sublattices are offset with respect to the plane of the
monolayer by a particular distance, known as the buckling constant or buckling factor. This
offset between the two triangular sublattices gives rise to the intrinsic sensitivity of Xenes
to an external electric field applied perpendicular to the plane of the monolayer. With no
external electric field, the band structure of Xenes in the vicinity of the K/ − K points
resembles graphene, though the intrinsic gaps of Xenes are significantly larger than that
of graphene. The application of a perpendicular electric field creates a potential difference
between the sublattices, causing a change in the band gap in the material, which in turn
changes the effective masses of the electrons and holes.
The Hamiltonian in the vicinity of the ±K points is given in Ref. [364] as:
Hˆ = ~vF (ξkxτˆx + ky τˆy)− ξ∆gapσˆz τˆz + ∆z τˆz, (2.11)
where vF is the Fermi velocity, τˆ and σˆ are the pseudospin and real spin Pauli matrices,
respectively, kx and ky are the components of momentum in the xy-plane of the monolayer,
relative to the ±K points, 2∆gap is the intrinsic band gap, ξ, σ = ±1 are the valley and spin
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indices, respectively, and ∆z = ed0E⊥ is the gap induced by the electric field, E⊥, acting
along the z-axis, where d0 in the latter expression is the buckling constant. The first term
in Eq. (2.11) is the same as that of the low-energy Hamiltonian in graphene [365, 366]. The
second term describes the spin-orbit coupling [367] with an intrinsic band gap of 2∆gap, while
the last term describes the modification of the intrinsic band gap via an external electric
field.
Using Eq. (2.11), one may write the dispersion relation of charge carriers near the ±K
points as:
E(k) =
√
∆2ξσ + ~2v2Fk2, (2.12)
where
∆ξσ = |ξσ∆gap − ed0E⊥| (2.13)
is the electric field-dependent band gap at k = 0. Note that ∆ξσ represents the energy
gap between the Fermi energy and either the bottom of the conduction band or the top of
the valence band. Therefore, the full band gap between the valence and conduction bands
is given by 2∆ξσ. When E⊥ = 0, the spin-up and spin-down bands of the valence and
conduction bands are degenerate. In other words, spin-orbit splitting only manifests itself at
non-zero external electric fields. At non-zero electric fields, both the valence and conduction
bands split, into upper bands with a large gap (when ξ = −σ), and lower bands with a
small gap (when ξ = σ). We call the excitons formed by charge carriers from the large gap
A excitons, and those formed by charge carriers in the small gap B excitons. When the
external field reaches a critical value Ec = ∆gap/(ed0), the lower bands form a Dirac cone at
the ±K points. On the other hand, the conduction and valence bands denoted by ξσ = −1
will always move apart from each other under an external electric field. The values of these
quantities are presented in Table 4.1.
In the vicinity of the ±K points, the conduction and valence bands are parabolic. The
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effective mass of charge carriers near the ±K points can be written as m∗ = ∆ξσ/v2F . The
effective masses of electrons and holes are the same due to the symmetry between the lowest
conduction and highest valence bands, and can be written in terms of the external electric
field as:
m∗ =
|ξσ∆gap − ed0E⊥|
v2F
. (2.14)
Therefore, the electric-field-dependent reduced mass of the exciton in the Xenes is given
by µ = m∗/2, which can be straightforwardly plugged into the appropriate Hamiltonian from
Eqs. (2.8)-(2.10). The screening length is obtained from the equation ρ0 = l/(2κ). The full
set of material parameters used in the Xenes calculations is given in Table 4.1
2.1.3 Excitons in Phosphorene: the Schrödinger equation with anisotropic
exciton effective mass
In order to analyze the optical properties of excitons in phosphorene, we must first calcu-
late the eigenenergies and eigenfunctions of the exciton by solving the Schrödinger equation
describing an interacting electron and hole with anisotropic effective masses. This in turn
requires providing the material properties of phosphorene, namely the anisotropic effec-
tive carrier masses, dielectric constant, and monolayer thickness, as input parameters to
the Schrödinger equation. Significant effort has already been dedicated to characterizing the
electronic structure of phosphorene both experimentally [304, 333] and using theoretical [283]
and ab-initio techniques [278, 282, 291, 302, 303, 310, 368]. Importantly, these analyses have
yielded, among other things, the anisotropic effective masses of both electrons and holes.
Both the static dielectric constant [301] and monolayer thickness of phosphorene [369] are
also known, which is important for characterizing the electrostatic interaction between the
electron and hole. These parameters can be inserted directly into the Schrödinger equation
describing the electron-hole system, enabling a straightforward solution of the anisotropic
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exciton eigensystem. Let us therefore address the quantummechanical description of the elec-
tron and hole using the 2D Schrödinger equation. We shall present the theoretical framework
in such a way that it may be applied to either direct or indirect excitons – further discussion
on the formal differences between the two systems will be given as necessary. Finally, we note
that the orthogonal crystal axes of phosphorene are referred to as the armchair and zigzag
directions [277, 279, 317, 370–373] – following the convention in the literature [274, 286, 291],
we associate the x- and y-axes with the armchair and zigzag directions, respectively.
Within the effective mass approximation, the Hamiltonian for an interacting electron
and hole with anisotropic effective mass, constrained to move in the plane of their respective
monolayers, is given by:
Hˆ0 =
−~2
2
(
1
mxe
∂2
∂x2e
+
1
mye
∂2
∂y2e
+
1
mxh
∂2
∂x2h
+
1
myh
∂2
∂y2h
)
+ V (re − rh) , (2.15)
where the mji , j = x, y, i = e, h correspond to the effective mass of the electron or hole
in the x or y direction, respectively, the positions of the electron and hole are given by
ri = (xi, yi, zi), and V (re − rh) describes the electrostatic interaction between the electron
and hole. Eq. (2.15) can be used to treat both direct excitons (ze − zh = 0) and indirect
excitons (ze − zh ≡ D), where the interlayer separation D = lphos + NBNlBN is the distance
between the middle of the phosphorene monolayers, lphos is the thickness of ML phosphorene,
lBN is the thickness of ML h-BN, and NBN is the number of h-BN monolayers separating
the phosphorene. For indirect excitons in a PHP HS, we consider the average z-position of
the electron and hole to be in the middle of their respective phosphorene monolayers, since
the narrow vertical confinement of each particle resembles a one-dimensional particle in a
box. Therefore, the electron-hole separation D must account for (i) the thickness of one
phosphorene ML, which can be pictured as being “split” between the upper half of the lower
ML and the lower half of the upper ML, as well as (ii) the vertical distance between the
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phosphorene monolayers themselves due to the intervening h-BN.
Following the standard procedure for separation of variables for a two-body system [352],
we define the center-of-mass coordinate as R = (X, Y ), X = (mxexe + mxhxh)/(mxe + mxh),
Y = (myeye + m
y
hyh)/(m
y
e + m
y
h), and the relative separation between the electron and hole
as r = re − rh = (x, y,D), x = xe − xh, y = ye − yh, D = ze − zh. Applying separation of
variables to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.15), the Schrödinger equation for the relative motion
of the electron-hole system is given by:
[
− ~
2
2µx
∂2
∂x2
− ~
2
2µy
∂2
∂y2
+ V (r)
]
ψ (r) = Eψ (r) , (2.16)
where µj = (mjem
j
h)/(m
j
e + m
j
h), j = x, y, is the reduced mass of the exciton in the x and y
directions, respectively, and E and ψ (r) correspond to the eigenenergies and eigenfunctions
of the exciton, respectively.
For the direct exciton, the electron-hole interaction V (r) is described by the Rytova-
Keldysh (RK) potential [354, 355] which takes into account screening due to the reduction
of dimensionality. It was determined theoretically [301] that the static dielectric constant
of phosphorene is anisotropic, x = 12.5, y = 10.2, and a more recent ab-initio study [274]
likewise found that the 2D polarizability χ2D was anisotropic, χx2D = 0.42 nm, χ
y
2D = 0.397
nm. However, the authors of Ref. [274] found that if χx2D ≈ χy2D, one can approximate the
2D polarizability as isotropic by taking the average χ2D = (χx2D + χ
y
2D)/2 without changing
the results significantly, and we will employ the same approach here.
Finally, let us discuss some qualitative features of the eigenenergies and eigenfunctions
of the anisotropic exciton. Since the Schrödinger equation (2.16) features anisotropy along
the x and y axes, the calculated eigenfunctions will be characterized by the quantum num-
bers nx and ny, in contrast to the isotropic case, where 2D polar coordinates are used and
the eigenfunctions are described in terms of the principal and angular momentum quantum
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numbers, n and l. The quantum numbers nx and ny corresponding to a particular eigen-
state can be deduced by inspecting the eigenfunction and counting the number of times the
eigenfunction changes sign along each axis. This is because eigenfunctions follow the simple
empirical rule that the number of times the eigenfunction crosses ψ(r) = 0 increases as the
quantum number increases.
2.2 Numerical methods for solving the 2D Schrödinger
equation
In order to solve the Schrödinger equation (2.1) with the Hamiltonians ((2.8)-(2.10)), we
use the finite element method (FEM) as implemented in Wolfram Mathematica in the
NDEigensystem function. While the Schrödinger equations could be entered as inputs ex-
actly as they are given in the preceeding section, we first implement several optimizations
before performing calculations.
First, we convert the Schrödinger equation from SI units, as given above, to atomic
Hartree units, where the base units of length and energy are the Bohr radius (a0 = 0.0529
nm) and the Hartree (EH = 27.2 eV), respectively, kB = me = e = ~ = k = 1 (where kB is
the Boltzmann constant and me is the electron rest mass), and c = 1/α, where α ≈ 1/137 is
the fine structure constant.
For isotropic excitons in TMDCs and Xenes, the 2D Schrödinger equation can be reduced
to a 1D equation with respect to the radial coordinate ρ by applying separation of variables
to the eigenfunction, Ψ(r) = R(ρ)Φ(φ), where R(ρ) and Φ(φ) are the components of the
overall exciton wavefunction Ψ(r) corresponding to the ρ and φ dimensions in cylindrical
polar coordinates. Since the RK and Coulomb potentials only depend on the radial coor-
dinate, ρ, the 2D Schrödinger equation can be re-written as two 1D Schrödinger equations
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corresponding to the independent motion in the ρ and φ directions:
ρ2
d2R
dρ2
+ ρ
dR
dρ
+
[
2µρ2
~2
(E − V (r))− l2
]
R(ρ) = 0, (2.17)
Φ(φ) =
e−ilφ√
2pi
. (2.18)
The angular component Φ(φ) of the overall exciton wavefunction, given in Eq. (2.18), is
now set aside, while Eq. (2.17) is almost ready to be solved numerically. Reducing the
Schrödinger equation from 2D to 1D represents a significant improvement in computation
time and memory usage, and allows for a much finer FEM mesh to be used.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we note that the general 2D Schrödinger equation
exists in a 2D infinite space, and that even the 1D Schrödinger equation in Eq. (2.17) exists in
the half-infinite domain ρ ∈ [0,∞); meanwhile, the boundary conditions of the Schrödinger
equation demand that Ψ(r) → 0 as |r| → ∞. The most straightforward way to address
this issue computationally is to make the upper bound of the domain arbitrarily large,
such that Ψ(r) would be very small on the boundary, for example, ρ ∈ [0, 106), so that
Ψ(r → 106) → 0. The drawback to this method is that demanding that Ψ(r) = 0 at some
finite |r| effectively adds a perturbation to the exciton system in the form of the particle in a
box. Granted, since the eigenenergies of the particle in a box are proportional to the square
of the box size, the contribution to the ground state energy of the system will probably be
negligible for any sufficiently large box size. More problematic, though, is how the excited
states of the particle in a box may interfere with the calculation of the excited states of the
unperturbed exciton. Mathematica’s NDEigensystem function takes as user input the total
number n of eigenstates to compute, and the function returns the n eigenstates with the
lowest energy (e.g. for bound systems, the most strongly-bound states). If the ground state
energy of the particle in a box is very small compared to the ground state energy of the
unperturbed exciton, then NDEigensystem may return eigenstates which are combinations
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of the excitonic ground state and the particle in a box excited states. These data would be
effectively meaningless and represent wasted computational resources.
Instead of truncating our half-infinite domain to some large finite number, we instead
map the full half-infinite space into a finite region. In particular, we apply the coordinate
transformation ρ→ tan(ξ), so that the boundary condition becomes Ψ(ξ = (pi/2)) = 0. The
advantages of this approach are two-fold. First, it is no longer necessary to truncate the
domain and introduce unavoidable error due to particle in a box perturbations. In addition,
and perhaps even more importantly, a set of FEM mesh points which are uniformly spaced
along the tan(ξ)-axis corresponds to a set of FEM mesh points along the ρ axis which is
very dense for small ρ and becomes less dense as ρ→∞. While the FEM is, by design, an
adaptive method which attempts to recursively sub-divide mesh regions where the function
changes quickly, the ρ → tan(ξ) coordinate transform naturally forces the FEM mesh to
create more mesh points at small ρ than at large ρ. As a result, the value of the exciton
wavefunction is sampled more densely at small ρ where the function changes more quickly,
and less densely at large ρ where the wavefunction is dominated by an exponential decay
term.
2.3 Optical absorption by excitons in 2D Semiconductors
The description and calculation of the optical properties of excitons is straightforward, pro-
vided one has already obtained the eigenenergies and eigenfunctions of the exciton, owing
again to the similarities between simple atoms and excitons. The following is a short sum-
mary of the equations used to calculate these quantities.
The theoretical treatment of optical absorption by atoms is well-known [374], and im-
portantly, this framework was previously used to successfully describe optical absorption by
excitons in SQWs [375]. We treat the exciton as a two-level system, modeling its polariza-
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tion in response to an incident electromagnetic wave as a harmonic oscillator. Following
Ref. [374], the oscillator strength, fi→f , for an optical absorption transition of the exciton
from the initial state |i〉 to the final state |f〉 can be written as:
fi→f =
(
2µωi→f |〈f |x|i〉|2
~
)
, (2.19)
where µ is the exciton reduced mass, ωi→f = (Ef − Ei) /~ is the Bohr angular frequency of
the transition, and Ei and Ef are the eigenenergies of the initial and final states, respec-
tively. The oscillator strength, fi→f , is a dimensionless quantity and obeys the sum rule,∑
f 6=i fi→f = 1. In this work, we assume that all incident light is normal to the plane of
the TMDC monolayer, and that it is linearly polarized. For isotropic excitons, we assume
without loss of generality that the excitations are polarized along the x direction.
The oscillator strength is interesting from a theoretical viewpoint because it can be used
to analyze solely the relative likelihood of a particular system undergoing a particular optical
transition. Furthermore, calculation of the dipole matrix element (DPME) 〈f |x|i〉 yields the
optical selection rules, that is, which transitions are allowed or forbidden. If the DPME
between any two states |i〉 and |f〉 evaluates to zero, the transition is forbidden, while a non-
zero DPME means that optical absorption transitions may occur between the two states.
For the isotropic 2D exciton, the optical selection rules specify that an optical transition may
occur between any two states where nf 6= ni and lf = li ± 1. When specifically considering
optical transitions from the excitonic ground state 1s to the excited states, the only allowed
transitions are therefore the excited states 2p, 3p, and so on. We use f0 to refer to the
oscillator strength, and ω0 to refer to the corresponding Bohr angular frequency, in the cases
where the specific states |i〉 and |f〉 under consideration are clear from context, or when
speaking generally about the quantities themselves.
Experimentally studying the optical properties of a material generally involves observing
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how a sample absorbs, transmits, or reflects different wavelengths of electromagnetic waves.
The intensity of an electromagnetic wave of frequency ω propagating a distance z through a
medium is given by:
I(z;ω) = I0e
−α(ω)z (2.20)
where I0 is the original intensity of the wave and α is the absorption coefficient, and is
calculated as [374, 376],
α(ω) =
(
ω
ω0c
pie2
20
√
h−BNµ
n0
LX
f0
)(
(Γ/2)
(ω20 − ω2)2 + (Γ/2)2
)
, (2.21)
where n0 is the 2D concentration of excitons, LX is the thickness of the monolayer(s) occupied
by the electron and hole, and Γ is the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the optical
transition. Recognizing that the fraction n0/LX is a volume density, we see that LX = l
for direct excitons and LX = 2l for indirect excitons, since the excitons occupy a volume
whose out-of-plane thickness is either l or 2l. We can deduce from Eq. (2.20) that the
absorption coefficient is the inverse of the propagation distance z over which the intensity of
the electromagnetic wave decreases by a factor 1/e.
Evaulating Eq. (2.21) for a single optical transition will yield a Lorentzian peak centered
on ω0 with a FWHM of Γ. The absorption spectrum, obtained experimentally by measuring
the absorption of a medium across a wide range of incident frequencies ω, is represented
theoretically by summing over Eq. (2.21) for all possible optical transitions in the medium
(not limited to excitonic transitions). We focus on the maximal value of the absorption
coefficient, obtained when the incident electromagnetic wave is in resonance with a given
optical transition, i.e. ω = ω0. This maximal value is:
α(ω = ω0) =
(
pie2
2c0
√
h−BNµ
n0
LX
f0
)(
2
Γ
)
. (2.22)
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However, in 2D materials, where the thickness of a monolayer is a fixed value, the ab-
sorption coefficient is not the most efficient way to compare absorption properties across dif-
ferent materials. Recalling Eq. (2.20), one can consider the absorption factor, A = 1−I(z =
LX ;ω = ω0)/I0 = 1− exp(−α(ω = ω0)LX):
A = 1− exp
[
−
(
pie2n
2c0
√
h−BNµ
f0
)(
2
Γ
)]
, (2.23)
which gives the fraction of the electromagnetic wave absorbed by a particular excitonic
transition in direct excitons in a single monolayer or in spatially indirect excitons in a 2DSC
HS.
Analyzing Eqs. (2.19), (2.22), and (2.23), we identify several input parameters. The
solution of the Schrödinger equation provides the initial and final eigenfunctions |i, f〉 and
eigenergies Ei,f , and of course these quantities necessarily require a value for µ. Calculating
α or A requires additional inputs, namely the 2D concentration of excitons, n0, and the
FWHM of the excitonic transition, Γ, often referred to as the “line broadening” or “damping”.
Experimentally, the 2D exciton concentration n0 is largely controlled by the intensity of the
laser used to create the excitons, while the line broadening Γ was likewise found to be
highly dependent on the dielectric environment surrounding the monolayer. As a result,
experimental values for these quantities can vary significantly, which would in turn lead
to significant variations in our calculated values of α and A. Since each material has seen
varying degrees of experimental study, a discussion of our choice of value for n0 and Γ will be
presented within each material’s Chapter, that is, Chap. 3 for TMDCs, Chap. 4 for Xenes,
and Chap. 6 for phosphorene.
Finally, we note that, for TMDCs and Xenes, no additional modifications need to be
made to the analytical expressions for f0, α, and A, given in Eqs. (2.19), (2.22), and (2.23),
respectively. Below, we apply the aforementioned expressions to anisotropic excitons in
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phosphorene.
2.3.1 Exciton Optical Absorption in Phosphorene
For the isotropic 2D exciton, f0 is proportional to the exciton reduced mass µ and does
not depend on the in-plane orientation of the linearly polarized EM wave [374]. Modify-
ing the standard expression for f0 to account for anisotropy, we consider and calculate two
distinct oscillator strengths, f j0 , which correspond to the oscillator strengths of optical tran-
sitions induced by linearly polarized light oriented along the x and y axes, respectively. The
polarization-dependent oscillator strength is thus given by:
f j0 =
2µj(Ef − Ei)|〈ψf |eˆ|ψi〉|2
~2
. (2.24)
Similarly, we apply the same x- and y-specific modifications to Eq. (2.22):
α(ω = ω0)
j ≡ αj =
(
pie2
2c0
√
κµj
n
leff
f j0
)(
2
Γ
)
, (2.25)
where again we use the index j = x, y to indicate that αx and αy will be calculated separately.
Likewise, Aj follows straightforwardly from Eq. (2.25):
Aj = 1− exp
[
−
(
pie2n
2c0
√
κµj
f j0
)(
2
Γ
)]
. (2.26)
A theoretical study [274] of the eigenstates of the anisotropic exciton with the RK po-
tential using both Gaussian and sinudoidal basis functions provides crucial analysis of the
allowed optical transitions of the exciton. In stark contrast to the well-known selection rules
for the isotropic 2D exciton, the authors of Ref. [274] found that linearly polarized light can
induce a transition between any two states in which the symmetry of the eigenfunction along
the polarization axis changes from even to odd, or vice versa. For example, the ground state
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eigenfunction is even along both the x and y axes, nx = ny = 0. Therefore, linearly polarized
light along the y direction can induce a transition to any state which is odd with respect to y,
that is, n′y = ny+1, 3, 5, . . . ; n′x = nx, while x-polarized light can likewise induce a transition
from the ground state to the eigenstates characterized by n′x = nx + 1, 3, 5, . . . ; n′y = ny.
Chapter 3
Indirect excitons in TMDC
heterostructures
In this Chapter, we study optical absorption by excitons in TMDCs due to intraexcitonic
transitions, that is, transitions from the excitonic ground state to the excited states. This
is accomplished by solving the Schrödinger equation for the electron and hole to obtain the
eigenfunctions and eigenenergies of the spatially indirect exciton. The obtained solutions
allow us to calculate optical quantities such as the oscillator strength, absorption coefficient,
and absorption factor, which gives the fraction of incoming photons absorbed by spatially
indirect excitons in a TMDC/h-BN/TMDC heterostructure (THT HS).
A summary of our methodology for obtaining numerical solutions for the electron-hole
system with the Keldysh potential is given in Sec. 3.1. We present and discuss all relevant
results related to the aforementioned optical properties in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.3, we compare
the optical properties of spatially indirect excitons in a THT HS to the optical properties
of direct excitons in monolayer TMDCs, as well as to spatially indirect excitons in coupled
quantum wells. We discuss our numerical results in the context of experimental research of
intraexcitonic optical transitions in semiconductors in Sec. 3.4. Our conclusions follow in
41
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Sec. 3.5.
3.1 Methodology of numerical calculations
Experimental values for the 2D concentration of spatially indirect excitons in THT HSs is
scarce. Recently, n0 = 5×1015 m−2 was reported for a WSe2 monolayer [377]. Below, we are
using this experimental value in our calculations, assuming that it is representative of typical
concentrations of spatially indirect excitons in a TMDC/h-BN/TMDC heterostructure.
The second free parameter, Γ, may in principle be calculated by analyzing an experimen-
tally obtained absorption spectrum – in this way, Γ is understood as the “line broadening”
of each absorption peak, and is thus defined as the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of
each absorption peak. Therefore, we must again turn to prior literature to obtain a rea-
sonable value to use for our purposes. Optical absorption experiments on spatially indirect
excitons in GaAs/GaAlAs quantum wells [378] provide a value on the order of Γ ≈ 1013 Hz,
which corresponds to 41 meV. Values of the line broadening from recent TMDC optical ab-
sorption experiments include for MoS2 phenomenological fits of 30 meV [71], 50 meV [379],
and 20 meV [380], which corresponds to 7.2 × 1012 Hz, 1.2 × 1013 Hz, and 4.8 × 1012 Hz,
respectively. Because Γ appears in the denominator of Eq. (2.22), a larger Γ corresponds to
a smaller maximal value of the absorption, a physically logical result – as the damping in an
oscillating system grows stronger, its response to the driving force decreases in amplitude.
Therefore, we use Γ = 1013 Hz throughout our calculations as a conservative approximation
of the line broadening in order to avoid overstating the absorption properties of any or all
of the TMDC materials studied here.
In Ref. [381] the authors used density functional theory to obtain µ and χ2D for MoS2,
MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2, and calculated the corresponding binding energy of direct excitons.
Using the same material parameters from Ref. [381] to calculate the binding energy of direct
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Table 3.1: Table of relevant material parameters for the calculation of eigenvalues, eigenen-
ergies, and optical properties of various THT HS systems. For each material, two values of
µ and χ2D are given. The value of the left sub-column corresponds to the value found in the
literature which minimizes the spatially indirect exciton binding energy, while the value in
the right sub-column maximizes the binding energy. Because these minimal/maximal values
represent the range of values found in the literature, it is highly likely that the true value of
each parameter for a given material falls somewhere within the range given, and therefore
that the true magnitude of the calculated quantities studied in this paper lies somewhere
between the calculated values.
µ, [m0] χ2D,
[
Å
]
l,
[
Å
]
[381]
Eblow Ebhigh Eblow Ebhigh
MoS2 0.16 [382] 0.28 [137] 7.112 [381] 6.60 [349] 6.18
MoSe2 0.27 [349] 0.31 [137] 8.461 [381] 8.23 [349] 6.527
WS2 0.15 [383] 0.23 [137] 6.393 [381] 6.03 [349] 6.219
WSe2 0.15 [383] 0.27 [137] 7.571 [381] 7.18 [349] 6.575
excitons yields results that agree to better than 1%.
Based on the robust agreement between the numerical and analytical results, as well as
the robust agreement between our calculations and results from Ref. [381], there is strong
evidence that the code produces accurate eigenfunctions and eigenenergies. Given the func-
tional forms of the optical quantities f0, α, and A presented in Sec. 2.3, we can be assured
of accurate calculations of optical absorption provided we are using the correct eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions.
Throughout the previous sections, we have carried out the theoretical analysis of a system
consisting of spatially separated electrons and holes under the assumption that the exciton
system is dilute enough that it is reasonable to ignore the electrostatic dipole-dipole inter-
action between the spatially indirect excitons themselves. We justify this assumption by
comparing the in-plane gyration radius, rX , to the average distance between the excitons
themselves, rS = 1/
√
pin0. Rearranging rS, we may write the 2D concentration of spatially
indirect excitons in the plane of the TMDC monolayers as n0 = 1/ (pir2S). If rS  rX ,
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then the electrostatic interaction between the electron and hole forming a spatially indirect
exciton would be much stronger than any dipole-dipole interactions between neighboring
excitons. It would therefore be reasonable to consider each exciton as effectively isolated
from its neighbors, which in turn justifies treating the exciton in Sec. 2.1 as a purely two-
body system, and furthermore justifies in Sec. 2.3 the decision to not modify the eigensystem
obtained in Sec. 2.1.
Using the numerical results for the spatially indirect exciton formed via the Keldysh
potential in a TMDC/h-BN/TMDC heterostructure, we find that for n0 = 5 × 1015 m−2
the ratio rX/rS falls between 0.25 for Nh-BN = 1 and 0.5 for Nh-BN = 9. These results
don’t necessarily satisfy the condition that rS  rX , nor do they immediately invalidate
the assumption that the spatially indirect excitons can be treated as non-interacting. It
could be argued that as the ratio rX/rS approaches 0.5 at larger interlayer separations that
the assumption that the excitons are non-interacting breaks down. However, it is worth
mentioning again that no experiment yet has fabricated a THT HS with more than five
layers of h-BN, and rX/rS ≈ 0.35− 0.45 for Nh-BN = 5. It is therefore reasonable to assume
that our calculated optical quantities, presented in Sec. 3.2, are accurate enough to produce
experimentally verifiable results.
3.2 Results and discussion
Let us now turn our attention to the calculation of the binding energies, transition energies,
oscillator strengths, absorption coefficients, and absorption factors for the 1s → 2p and
1s → 3p transitions using the solution of Eq. (2.1) with the Keldysh potential (2.9). As
the input parameters for calculations of the aforementioned values we use the data listed
in Table 3.1 and the dielectric constant of h-BN, h-BN = 4.89 [80]. With reference to
Table 3.1, we see that there is still non-trivial disagreement as to the precise value of the
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material parameters which define each of our TMDC systems. For that reason, to avoid
arbitrarily choosing one value for each parameter and presenting those results as a definitive
prediction of the behavior of the systems, we choose the largest and smallest values found
in the literature for the material parameters µ and χ2D, and use these extreme values to
provide upper and lower bounds on each of the quantities we calculate. Specifically, we find
that the largest value of µ and the smallest value of χ2D corresponds to the largest binding
energy. The binding energy is an increasing function of µ as in the case of the bare Coulomb
potential, while the binding energy is a decreasing function of χ2D. A small value of χ2D
corresponds to highly localized screening effects – indeed, the Keldysh potential tends exactly
to the Coulomb potential in the limit χ2D → 0. Therefore, in the scenario where the TMDC
has a higher dielectric constant than the environment, small values of the 2D polarizability
χ2D correspond to a more Coulomb-like environment, which yields larger binding energies.
Fig. 3.1 presents the range of binding energies for the four TMDC materials. Results of
the calculations show that the binding energy of spatially indirect excitons in a THT HS
decreases monotonically as a function of the interlayer separation. We see that MoSe2 has
the most tightly constrained upper and lower bounds for the binding energy, which is simply
due to MoSe2 having the smallest range of material parameters found in the literature. The
binding energies for the other three materials are strikingly similar despite the differences
in the particular values of µ and χ2D found in Table 3.1. We also note that the upper and
lower bounds of Eb for MoS2, WS2, and WSe2 can differ by nearly 20% for Nh-BN = 1, but as
the number of h-BN monolayers increases to 9, we see that the difference in binding energy
between the upper and lower bounds decreases to roughly 10%.
The energies at which transitions into the excitonic excited states occur are given in
Fig. 3.2. It is clear that for both excited states, the transition energy decreases monotonically
as the interlayer separation D increases. It is notable that there is no overlap between the
upper and lower bounds for the 1s → 2p and 1s → 3p transitions for a given value of
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Figure 3.1: Spatially indirect exciton binding energy ranges for the maximal/minimal com-
binations of material parameters given in Table 3.1, plotted as a function of interlayer sepa-
ration in steps of DhBN = 0.333 nm, corresponding to the thickness of one h-BN monolayer.
The solid circles correspond to the material parameters listed in Table 3.1 under the Ebhigh
subcolumns for each material, while the open circles correspond to the combinations of ma-
terial parameters listed under the Eblow subcolumns. This convention is used consistently
throughout the paper for all figures.
Nh-BN, which suggests that any experimental observation of optical transitions occuring at
photon energies given in Fig. 3.2 should unambiguously identify the particular transition
which occurred. The difference between the upper and lower bounds on the energies of the
two transitions shown in Fig. 3.2 is, in general, smaller than the correpsonding difference
between the upper and lower bounds on the binding energy as shown in Fig. 3.1. This
suggests that the values of the eigenenergies themselves are more sensitive to changes in
the material parameters than the relative change in energy between successive eigenstates.
Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 also demonstrate that THT HSs may be engineered such that the binding
energies and transition energies fall within a particular energy range.
Fig. 3.3 presents the dependence of the oscillator strengths for the 1s→ 2p and 1s→ 3p
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Figure 3.2: Energy of 1s→ 2p (circles) and 1s→ 3p (triangles) transitions as a function of
the interlayer separation. fdjsakl The solid icons represent the upper bound, while the open
icons represent the lower bound.
transitions on the interlayer separation. The behavior of the oscillator strengths for the
two transitions are drastically different: the oscillator strengths for the 1s → 2p transition
increase monotonically with increasing D, while the oscillator strengths for the 1s → 3p
transition decrease monotonically. Moreover, the oscillator strengths for the 1s → 2p tran-
sition are roughly an order of magnitude larger than for the 1s→ 3p transition. The upper
and lower bounds of the oscillator strengths for a given transition and interlayer separation
show much less variability overall than either the binding energies or transition energies,
however the difference between the upper and lower bounds remains relatively constant as
the interlayer distance increases. This may be due in part to the fact that the sum of the
oscillator strengths for all allowed transitions must be unity, fundamentally constraining the
range of possible values.
Now that the results for the oscillator strength f0 have been presented, we turn our
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Figure 3.3: Oscillator strengths for the transition from the 1s state to the 2p (circles) and 3p
(triangles) excited states as functions of the interlayer separation. The values of the oscillator
strength for the 1s→ 3p transition are multiplied by a factor of 10.
attention again to Eq. (2.22), and recognize that we may rewrite the expression for α as:
α = Cαif0, (3.1)
where
Cαi =
pie2
20
√
cµi
n0
2h
2
Γ
(3.2)
is the absorption coefficient scale factor and i = MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, WSe2. Hence, one may
simply use the value of f0 found in Fig. 3.3 paired with the appropriate scale factor given
in Table 3.2 to obtain α. The absorption factor A may then be straightforwardly calculated
using Eq. (2.23).
Though our calculations show that MoSe2 has the largest oscillator strength, it actually
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Table 3.2: Table of the absorption coefficient scale factor, Cα, for each combination of
material parameters as outlined in Table 3.1. Multiplying the appropriate value of the
scale factor by the corresponding oscillator strength f0 yields the absorption coefficient α in
units of [106 m−1]. One may then obtain the absorption factor A by taking the absorption
coefficient, calculated using the scale factor below, and plugging it into Eq. (2.23).
Parameter MoS2 MoSe2 WS2 WSe2
Eblow Ebhigh Eblow Ebhigh Eblow Ebhigh Eblow Ebhigh
Cα, [106 m−1] 82.29 144.01 70.38 80.80 99.55 152.65 80.21 144.38
has the smallest absorption coefficient of the four TMDC materials. We also find that WS2
has the largest absorption coefficient, with MoS2 and WSe2 being roughly equal. Since A is
very closely related to the absorption coefficient α, we draw many of the same conclusions
as for α. For the 1s → 2p transition, WS2 and WSe2 absorb the most strongly, showing
between 2.0% and 3.5% absorption in the case of one h-BN monolayer, increasing to between
2.5% and 4.1% absorption when D increases to 9 layers of h-BN. MoSe2 again exhibits the
weakest and least variable absorption, barely surpassing an upper bound of 2.5% absorption
for 9 layers of h-BN. In general, the absorption coefficients and absorption factors for the
1s → 3p transition are about an order of magnitude less than the corresponding values for
the 1s→ 2p transition.
We have also been made aware of a very recent experimental work in which “inter-layer”
(i.e. spatially indirect) excitons were observed in MoSe2 single crystals [384]. The authors
report that spatially indirect excitons in bilayer MoSe2 encapsulated by h-BN have a binding
energy of 153 meV. Using the range of material parameters given in Table 3.1, the upper
and lower bounds of the spatially indirect exciton binding energy are 132 − 140 meV. Our
calculations are within ≈ 10% of the reported value.
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3.3 Comparison of results to optical absorption in TMDC
monolayers and coupled quantum wells
Despite the fundamental differences between interband optical absorption in TMDC mono-
layers and the intraexcitonic optical absorption studied here, it may still prove instructive
to examine the underlying physical differences between the two processes. In light of the
fundamental differences between interband and intraexcitonic optical absorption, it may be
helpful to place our results in the broader context of optical absorption in TMDCs. It was
previously reported [71, 285, 385, 386] that interband absorption leading to the creation of
direct excitons in monolayer MoS2 is nearly 10%, e.g. A = 0.10. The creation of spatially
indirect excitons in TMDC/h-BN/TMDC heterostructures, on the other hand, is a multi-
step process – first, direct excitons are created in a TMDC monolayer via optical excitation
in the presence of an electric field perpendicular to the plane of the monolayers. The electric
field separates the electron and hole into the spatially separated TMDC monolayers of the
THT HS, at which point the excited state transitions studied here may be accessed opti-
cally. Therefore, despite the fact that the aforementioned studies on interband transitions
leading to the creation of direct excitons focused specifically on TMDC monolayers, the
full absorption spectrum of a THT HS will include both the full absorption spectrum for
direct-exciton-creating interband transitions plus the absorption spectrum corresponding to
the transitions to spatially indirect excitonic excited states considered in this Paper.
Semiconductor coupled quantum wells (CQWs) such as GaAs/GaAlAs have enjoyed
decades of intensive experimental [387–390] and theoretical [378, 391–394] study. Experimen-
tal results for the optical absorption coefficient for interband optical transitions in CQWs,
when not presented in arbitrary units, show that the first interband optical transition [387]
has an absorption coefficient of around 4×106 m−1. This value of α for interband transitions
is therefore roughly an order of magnitude smaller than our current results for intraexcitonic
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transitions. TMDCs are a topic of intense study precisely because they exhibit exceptionally
strong absorption. In comparison to quantum wells, we see that the absorption coefficients α
for interband optical transitions in TMDCs are roughly an order of magnitude greater than
the absorption coefficients α for the corresponding transitions in semiconductor coupled
quantum wells.
3.4 Relation to experiment
Intraexcitonic optical transitions have been studied experimentally since at least 2004, when
such a study was performed in Cu2O [257–260]. Additional experiments were performed in
GaAs/GaAlAs quantum wells [261, 262]. More recently, similar experiments were performed
in monolayer TMDCs [263–265] in which the excited states of the direct exciton were probed.
However, it appears that these types of studies have not yet been performed for spatially
indirect excitons in THT HSs. Therefore, while we are unable to directly compare our results
with previously published literature, we state with confidence that our theoretical approach
is sound, and that it is certainly possible to design an experiment which could probe exactly
the types of optical transitions that are studied here.
Though our computational results are limited by the accuracy of the input parameters
shown in Table 3.1, this general disagreement as to the precise values of the material prop-
erties of TMDCs does not invalidate the predictive power of our calculated values of the
binding energy, transition energies, oscillator strengths, absorption coefficients, and absorp-
tion factors for spatially indirect excitons in THT HSs. On the contrary, by surveying the
range of possible values for experimentally verifiable quantities ranging from the binding en-
ergies to the absorption coefficients, we provide here convenient upper and lower bounds for
all optically relevant quantities for the benefit of future experimentalists who seek to observe
the phenomena predicted here. In principle, the transition energies shown in Fig. 3.2 may
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be verified experimentally by first creating the spatially indirect excitons in the 1s (ground)
state, and using a second laser to probe the excited states. Direct observation of absorption
or photoluminescence at photon frequencies corresponding to the transition energies pre-
sented in Fig. 3.2 should be an unambiguous confirmation of predicted transitions, but also
a demonstration of the feasibility of taking advantage of these types of optical transitions
for future optoelectronic applications.
3.5 Conclusions
To conclude, we provide experimentally verifiable predictions for the binding energies, and
the transition energies, oscillator strengths, absorption coefficients, and absorption factors
for the 1s → 2p and 1s → 3p transitions. Using solutions of the Schrödinger equation with
the Keldysh potential for a spatially indirect exciton in a THT HS.
We emphasize the following conclusions, which are generally applicable to each of the
TMDC materials studied here: i) The binding and transition energies for a spatially indirect
exciton in THT HSs monotonically decrease as the interlayer separation is increased: binding
energies decrease by nearly a factor of two, while energies for the 1s→ 2p and 1s→ 3p tran-
sitions decrease by nearly a factor of three as the number of h-BN monolayers is increased
from 1 to 9. ii) The oscillator strengths for the 1s → 2p transition increase monotonically
with increasing D, while the oscillator strengths for the 1s → 3p transition decrease mono-
tonically. Moreover, the oscillator strengths for the 1s→ 2p transition are roughly an order
of magnitude larger than the 1s → 3p transition for a single h-BN monolayer, becoming
about 20 times larger when the interlayer separation is increased to 9 layers of h-BN. iii)
The absorption coefficients and absorption factors show that spatially indirect excitons in
THT HSs should exhibit exceptionally strong absorption.
While our calculations are limited by the range of values of the input parameters presented
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in Table 3.1, our predicted values for the binding and transition energies, oscillator strengths,
absorption coefficients, and absorption factors are, in principle, accurate enough to be verified
experimentally. In fact, the deliberate decision to present these calculations as upper and
lower bounds on observable quantities is made specifically to aid experimentalists who seek to
study the optical properties of spatially indirect excitons. We hope that our results provide
a roadmap to enable experimentalists to verify that spatially indirect excitons have been
created in a THT HS.
Chapter 4
Excitons in Buckled 2D Materials in an
External Electric Field
The objective of this Chapter is to study the exceptional tunability, via application of an ex-
ternal electric field, of the properties of excitons in Xenes. We demonstrate this by explicitly
calculating the binding energies and optical properties of excitons in the case of (i) direct
excitons in Xene monolayers and (ii) spatially indirect excitons in heterostructures formed
by two Xene monolayers separated by N monolayers of h-BN, which we denote as XHX HS.
First, in the framework of the effective mass approximation, we consider the dependence
of the exciton reduced mass µ as a function of the perpendicular external electric field, E⊥,
as in Sec. 2.1.2. This field-dependent mass is used when solving the Schrödinger equation
for the eigenfunctions and eigenenergies of the direct or indirect exciton as described in
Sec. 2.2. This allows us to furnish relevant optical quantities such as the oscillator strength
and absorption coefficient, following Sec. 2.3. Second, we investigate the dependence of the
binding energies and optical properties of direct excitons in monolayer Xenes on the external
electric field. For spatially indirect excitons in XHX HSs, we study the dependence of these
quantities on the interlayer separation as well as on the external electric field.
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Material 2∆gap [meV] d0 [Å] vF [×105 m/s]  l [nm]
Si (FS) 1.9 [395] 0.46 [248] 6.5 [395] 11.9 0.4 [396]
Si (h-BN, Type I) [397] 27 0.46 4.33 11.9 0.333
Si (h-BN, Type II) [397] 38 0.46 5.06 11.9 0.333
Ge (FS) 33 [395] 0.676 [248] 6.2 [395] 16 0.45
Sn (FS) 101 [395] 0.85 [398] 5.5 [395] 24 0.5
Table 4.1: Parameters for buckled 2D materials: 2∆gap is the total gap between the con-
duction and valence bands; d0 is the buckling parameter; vF is the Fermi velocity; l is
the monolayer thickness;  is the dielectric constant of the bulk material. FS refers to the
freestanding Xene monolayers.
This Chapter is organized in the following way. In Sec. 4.1, we present the input pa-
rameters that will be used throughout the paper in our calculations. Our results for direct
excitons are given in Sec. 4.2, followed by our results for indirect excitons in Sec. 4.3. A
discussion and comparison of the results of the previous two sections is presented in Sec. 4.4.
Our conclusions follow in Sec. 4.5.
4.1 Material properties of Xenes and input parameters
for solving the Schrödinger equation
The behavior of µ as a function of E⊥ for A and B excitons in freestanding (FS) Xenes is
shown in Fig. 4.1. Following ab initio calculations [250] which determined that the crystal
structure of silicene becomes unstable around 2.6 V/Å, we consider in our calculations electric
fields up to 2.7 V/Å. As one can see from Table 4.1, silicene, which has the largest vF and
the smallest d0, has the smallest slope. Even at E⊥ = 2.7 V/Å, the exciton reduced mass
in silicene never surpasses the electron rest mass, m0. On the other hand, in stanene, which
has the smallest vF , the exciton reduced mass exceeds m0 at large fields.
At small electric fields, germanene and especially stanene show significant differences
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Figure 4.1: Band gap, 2∆ξσ, and exciton reduced mass µ, in units of m0, as a function of the
external electric field, E⊥. (a) 2∆ξσ as a function of E⊥, zoomed in to show the behavior at
small values of E⊥. (b) 2∆ξσ as a function of E⊥ across the full range of E⊥ considered in
the calculations. (c) µ as a function of E⊥, zoomed in to show the behavior at small values
of E⊥. (d) µ as a function of E⊥ across the full range of E⊥ considered in the calculations.
between the reduced masses of the A and B excitons – this is due to their large intrinsic
band gaps. Silicene, which has an intrinsic band gap on the order of a couple meV, exhibits
very little difference between the reduced masses of A and B excitons, even at relatively small
electric fields. At large electric fields the difference between the A and B exciton reduced
mass is negligible in silicene and germanene. In all cases, the mass of the A exciton exceeds
the mass of the B exciton.
4.2 Direct excitons in Xene Monolayers
Below we present the results of calculations for freestanding Xene monolayers as well as
monolayer silicene on an h-BN substrate. The input parameters used in the calculations are
given in Table 4.1, and we use n = 5× 10−11 cm−2 for the 2D concentration of excitons [377]
and Γ = 1013 Hz for the FWHM [71, 378–380] to calculate the absorption coefficient and
absorption factor.
While it is certainly instructive and informative to consider freestanding silicene, ger-
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manene, and stanene, it is also important to consider other scenarios which may be exper-
imentally more practical, namely, the behavior of these materials when placed on different
substrates. Hexagonal boron nitride is a promising substrate for silicene due to its atomically
flat structure and relatively weak interactions with the silicene monolayer. Indeed, h-BN has
been identified as an excellent substrate for other 2D materials such as graphene [26, 399,
400] and TMDC monolayers [348, 401, 402]. There does, however, appear to be some dis-
agreement regarding exactly how the weak interaction between the h-BN and silicene affects
the properties of the silicene, if at all.
The authors of Ref. [397] performed ab initio calculations and found that the interaction
between h-BN and silicene leads to a rather significant modification of the material properties
of silicene, increasing the band gap and decreasing the Fermi velocity of silicene such that
its material parameters more closely resemble those of freestanding germanene. The authors
find that there are nine different stacking arrangements of silicene on h-BN, based on the
slight lattice mismatch between the two materials, and the variety of different rotation angles
between the two lattices. All but three of the nine different stacking arrangements result
in a bandgap in silicene between 32 − 39 meV, and the other three arrangements lead to
band gaps of 27, 28, and 29 meV. All but one of the lattice arrangements results in a Fermi
velocity of at least 92% of vF in freestanding silicene, which the authors calculated to be
5.33 × 105 m/s. One lattice arrangement results in a significantly lower value of the Fermi
velocity, only 83% the magnitude of vF in freestanding silicene. Interestingly, the authors find
that the buckling parameter of silicene is not changed by the h-BN substrate, but remains
constant at d0 = 0.46 Å, the same as for freestanding silicene.
Fortunately, one lattice arrangement has both the largest bandgap and highest Fermi
velocity, while a second arrangement has both the smallest band gap and lowest Fermi
velocity. This allows us to easily provide lower and upper bounds on the calculated properties
of excitons in silicene on h-BN. These parameters are presented in Table 4.1 and are taken
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from Ref. [397].
Curiously, the authors of Ref. [403] also studied silicene on an h-BN substrate using
ab-initio calculations, but arrived at a completely different result compared to Ref. [397].
They find that the buckling parameter of silicene is increased from 0.46 to 0.54 Å, while
they also find that the band gap and Fermi velocity remains largely unchanged compared
to freestanding silicene. For this reason, we did not perform a separate set of calculations
corrsponding to these data, since the results would very closely resemble that of freestanding
silicene.
4.2.1 Eigenenergies of direct excitons in monolayer Xenes
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Figure 4.2: Direct exciton binding energies in freestanding silicene, germanene, and stanene,
and in silicene encapsulated by h-BN. The solid symbols correspond to B excitons, while
open symbols represent A excitons. The inset shows the dependence of the ratio Eb/(2∆ξσ)
on the external electric field, E⊥ for the FS Xenes. Beyond the domain shown in the inset,
the change in the ratio is insignificant. In both types of encapsulated Si, the ratio is less
than 0.5 at E⊥ = 0 and decreases as E⊥ increases.
Figure 4.3: Dependence of the optical transition energy on the external electric field for
the 1s→ 2p and 1s→ 3p transitions for direct A excitons in freestanding and encapsulated
silicene monolayers. The plot for FS Si is truncated at E⊥ = E⊥c.
The results of our calculations for the binding and optical excitation energies of direct
excitons in monolayer Xenes are presented in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. In Fig. 4.2 we
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compare the direct exciton binding energy of freestanding silicene, germanene, and stanene,
and encapsulated silicene. The direct exciton binding energies for FS Ge and FS Sn are
qualitatively similar to FS Si, but they are smaller than freestanding Si and larger than
encapsulated Si. The freestanding monolayers exhibit by far the largest binding energies,
due to the much weaker dielectric screening induced by the environment compared to silicene
encapsulated by h-BN. The curves for FS Ge and FS Sn qualitatively resemble that of FS Si,
but FS Ge reaches a maximum binding energy of 725 meV, and the maximum binding energy
for FS Sn is roughly 525 meV, significantly smaller than for FS Si. The percent difference
between the binding energy of FS Si and FS Ge at the largest electric field considered,
E⊥ = 2.7 V/Å, is 18.5%, and the percent difference between FS Si and FS Sn at the
same electric field is 47.9%. In addition, in FS Ge and FS Sn, we observe a non-negligible
difference in the binding energy of A and B excitons at electric fields up to about 1 V/Å.
These differences decrease as the electric field increases. In FS Si, the difference between A
and B excitons is always negligible.
Overall, we find that FS Si exhibits the largest direct exciton binding energy, followed
by FS Ge and then FS Sn, despite the fact that silicene has the lowest-mass charge carriers,
while stanene has the highest mass charge carriers. Silicene has the lowest mass charge
carriers because (a) it has the smallest intrinsic band gap, (b) it has the smallest buckling
parameter, so the external electric field induces the smallest change in its band gap, and (c) it
has the largest Fermi velocity, again implying that the charge carriers have intrinsically small
mass. The opposite of points (a), (b), and (c) explain why stanene has the largest carrier
masses. We infer that stanene has the smallest direct exciton binding energy because it has
by far the largest dielectric constant, and the largest monolayer thickness, and therefore,
the screening length ρ0 is much larger than in silicene. This leads to significant dielectric
screening, especially as carrier masses increase and the average exciton radius decreases.
Direct excitons in h-BN-encapsulated silicene show the smallest binding energies, due to the
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aforementioned strong dielectric screening of the surrounding environment.
Careful analysis of the results presented in Fig. 4.1b and Fig. 4.2 shows that for some
values of the applied electric field the direct exciton binding energies become larger than the
band gaps of the FS Xene monolayers. In both types of encapsulated Si, the ratio is less
than 0.5 at E⊥ = 0 and decreases as E⊥ increases. This observation motivated us to plot
the dependence of the ratio Eb/(2∆ξσ) on the external electric field, as shown in the inset in
Fig. 4.2.
Interestingly enough, over five decades ago, in 1963, Knox [404] suggested that if the bind-
ing energy of an exciton exceeds the energy gap, the material would behave as a so-called
excitonic insulator (EI), where the valence electrons would spontaneously form excitons.
This concept was subsequently expanded upon over the course of the 1960s [405–408]. Ex-
perimental evidence of EI phenomena has been found in semiconductor quantum wells such
as InAs/GaSb [409], layered semiconductors such as Ta2NiSe5 [410], layered graphite [411],
and TMDCs such as 1T -TiSe2 [412], as well as other materials. Freestanding graphene was
also suggested as a candidate for the EI phase [413–417], though experimental studies of FS
graphene found no evidence of the EI phase [418, 419]. Subsequent theoretical investiga-
tions based on a refined model determined that FS graphene was not, in fact, an excitonic
insulator [420–426]. While freestanding silicene is likewise possible, we found no evidence
of freestanding silicene being physically realized, though the authors of Ref. [427] refer to
silicene sandwiched between graphene monolayers as freestanding because it preserves the
Dirac cone which is destroyed when monolayer silicene is placed on metallic substrates.
There does not appear to be experimental evidence of truly freestanding silicene analogous
to Refs. [428] and [418], and hence the question of whether FS Si is an excitonic insulator
remains an open question. While a first principles study of the feasibility of the excitonic
insulator phase in silicene is beyond the scope of this work, we nonetheless consider the re-
sults shown in the inset in Fig. 4.2 to be sufficient evidence to warrant further investigation
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into the matter.
The effective mass approximation employed in this Paper is a well-estabilished method
of calculating charge carrier masses [83, 349, 429]. Furthermore, the computational method
used here to calculate the direct exciton binding energy has consistently produced results in
agreement with theoretical calculations using different methods. For example, our method
reproduces the direct exciton binding energies of Ref. [381], obtained using the path integral
Monte Carlo method, to better than 1%. Likewise, our calculations reproduce the direct
exciton binding energies of Ref. [347], calculated using both a single band model in the effec-
tive mass approximation, and a multiband model with a recursive approach, again to within
1%. Finally, when the carrier mass is small, and the excitonic radius is therefore much larger
than the Keldysh screening length ρ0, we can compare our calculated direct exciton binding
energies to the well-known result for the binding energy of a 2D hydrogen atom, assuming
the Coulomb potential for the electron-hole interaction, Eb = (µe4)/(2~2(4pi0)2κ2) [360],
and we again find excellent agreement between the two values.
Assuming that the excitonic insulator phase in the FS Xenes is at least plausible, we
recognize several fascinating implications of such a phenomenon. First, we find that FS Si
would behave as an EI until the external electric field exceeds the critical value of about
E⊥c = 0.55 V/Å, where the critical electric field E⊥c is defined as the electric field at which
Eb/(2∆ξσ) = 1. The corresponding critical fields in FS Ge and FS Sn are, respectively,
approximately E⊥c = 0.3 V/Å and E⊥c = 0.2 V/Å. A phase transition occuring at these
critical electric fields could therefore be identified by observing a change in the conductivity
and in the optical properties of the monolayer.
Beyond approximately E⊥ = 0.1 V/Å, each of the three FS Xenes would exhibit the EI
phase at room temperature, while at zero external electric field, FS Si would not exhibit a
stable EI phase since the direct exciton binding energy which is roughly Eb = 10 meV, is
smaller than the thermal energy at room temperature, approximately kbT = 25 meV. At
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E⊥ = 0.1 V/Å, we find that in FS Sn, the B exciton exists in the EI phase, EbB = 143 meV,
2∆ξσ = 69 meV, while the A exciton does not, EbA = 251 meV, 2∆ξσ = 271 meV. This
opens the intriguing possibility of charge carriers of one spin/valley configuration existing in
the EI phase alongside charge carriers in the other spin/valley configuration existing in the
usual semiconductor regime.
One might also expect extremely strong optical absorption due to intraexcitonic optical
transitions, such as the 1s→ 2p transition studied here, when the Xene monolayer is in the
EI phase. Unlike the semiconductor regime, in which excitons are created optically from
valence band electrons, and therefore only a small fraction of all valence electrons absorb the
incident radiation to form excitons, the EI phase necessarily means that all valence electrons
form excitons. Therefore, the concentration of excitons could reasonably be at least an
order of magnitude larger than what is typically observed, leading to strongly enhanced
intraexcitonic optical absorption.
Fig. 4.3 presents the optical transition energies and reveals an unexpected difference in
behavior between freestanding Xenes and encapsulated silicene. We use the data for FS Si
as representative of the other two FS materials, without making the figure visually cluttered.
We show results for the 1s → 2p and 1s → 3p excitonic transitions in FS Si for E⊥ > E⊥c.
Since FS Si qualitatively resembles FS Ge and FS Sn, we will only show the results for FS
Si throughout the rest of the paper.
At an electric field greater than 0.6 − 1.3 V/Å, each of the three freestanding materials
exhibit a saturation of the 1s → 2p optical transition energy, that is, the transition energy
does not change significantly as the electric field continues to increase. Furthermore, each
of the three FS materials show the same rapid increase at small electric fields. In FS Si,
we can see that the value of the transition energy at E⊥ = 1.3 V/Å is within 10% of the
maximal value, at E⊥ = 2.7 V/Å. In FS Ge, the transition energy approaches 10% of its
maximal value (Emax,1s→2p ≈ 300 meV) at E⊥ = 1 V/Å. In FS Sn (Emax,1s→2p ≈ 200 meV),
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the same happens at an electric field of only 0.6 V/Å. We can infer that this saturation is
due to the binding energy and the 2p state eigenenergy increasing at roughly the same rate
at high electric fields. The optical transition energy in the freestanding materials is therefore
less tunable than the direct exciton binding energy, since the transition energy for all three
FS materials does not change significantly as the electric field is increased. In contrast,
encapsulated Si continues to show a linear increase in the 1s→ 2p optical transition energy
even at high electric fields. It is also interesting to note that the transition energies of A and
B excitons converge to nearly the same value at relatively small electric fields in FS Ge and
Sn, even though Fig. 4.2 demonstrates that the difference in binding energies of A and B
excitons in these two materials remains noticable until the electric field becomes larger than
the value at which the A and B transition energies converge. It would be very interesting to
probe these optical transitions experimentally to determine if both the A and B excitonic
optical transitions may be induced by a single probe laser tuned to the common transition
energy.
Fig. 4.3 also shows the 1s → 3p transition energies, which are consistently and signifi-
cantly larger than the 1s→ 2p transition energies. Indeed, in all three FS materials, we see
that the 1s → 3p transition energy can be up to 50% larger than the 1s → 2p transition,
especially as the electric field approaches its maximum. In encapsulated Si, we find that the
difference is not so dramatic, but still on the order of 25% or greater.
In addition, one can see from Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 that the dependence of the eigenenergies
of direct excitons calculated using the RK potential on the electric field is non-linear, while
the reduced mass of the exciton linearly depends on the electric field according to Eq. (2.14).
It is well known that the eigenenergies of direct 2D excitons calculated with the Coulomb
potential are directly proportional to the exciton reduced mass. Therefore, in contrast to the
RK potential, the eigenenergies of the exciton in the case of the Coulomb potential would
depend linearly on the electric field.
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4.2.2 Optical properties of direct excitons
The results of calculations of the optical properties of direct excitons in monolayer Xenes
are presented in Fig. 4.4. We show results for the 1s→ 2p and 1s→ 3p excitonic transitions
in FS Si for E⊥ > E⊥c. The oscillator strengths of the three freestanding materials quickly
become saturated at a value of about 0.4, as shown in Fig. 4.4a. Furthermore, there is very
little difference in f0 for a given material for A and B excitons. The oscillator strengths in
encapsulated Si never quite reach saturation, and never come close to the same magnitude
as that of the freestanding materials.
The oscillator strengths for the 1s → 3p optical transition are also given in Fig. 4.4a.
Surprisingly, the behavior of f1s→3p as a function of the external electric field is qualitatively
very similar to f1s→2p. We find that the value of f1s→3p is roughly one-tenth the magnitude
of the corresponding value of f1s→2p at a given electric field. This consistent difference in
magnitude of roughly a factor of 10 is somewhat surprising, considering the rather small
magnitudes of f1s→2p at electric fields less than approximately 1 V/Å. It was thought that
perhaps this would mean that f1s→3p would be of comparable magnitude to f1s→2p at small
electric fields, however this is clearly not the case.
On the other hand, in FS Si, f1s→3p quickly reaches a value of 0.04 at small electric fields,
but we observe a very slight decrease in the magnitude of f1s→3p as the electric field continues
to increase beyond approximately 1 V/Å. This slight decrease in f0 at electric fields greater
than ≈ 1 V/Å resembles the observed behavior of f1s→2p for indirect excitons in XHX HSs
of FSE Sn, when the interlayer separation is large and the electric field is strong.
The absorption coefficient and absorption factor for FS and encapsulated Si are shown
in Figs. 4.4b and 4.4c, respectively. We observe that the freestanding materials should
absorb significantly more light than encapsulated Si. This again can likely be tied back
to the difference in dielectric environment – recall from Eq. (2.22) the factor of √h−BN in
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the denominator. For freestanding Xenes in a vacuum, this would translate to significantly
stronger absorption than for h-BN encapsulated materials. It is also noteworthy that the
absorption in encapsulated silicene becomes saturated by the electric field much more quickly,
not exhibiting much change when the electric field is increased beyond E⊥ = 1 V/Å. On the
other hand, FS Si exhbits a noticable change in its absorption through the entire range of
electric fields. In FS Ge, α and A lies roughly between the curves for FS Si and encapsulated
Si. In FS Sn, α converges towards encapsulated Si at large electric fields, while A remains
larger than in encapsulated Si by approximately one percentage point.
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Figure 4.4: Optical properties of direct excitons in Xene monolayers. The dependence of
the (a) the oscillator strength, f0, (b) the absorption coefficient, α, and (c) the absorption
factor, A, on the electric field, E⊥, for direct A excitons in FS and encapsulated Si. In (a)
and (c) both the 1s→ 2p and 1s→ 3p transitions are shown, while in (b), only the 1s→ 2p
optical transition is shown. The plot for FS Si is truncated at E⊥ = E⊥c.
Ultimately, we find that the minimum absorption factor, obtained at the maximum value
of the electric field, is approximately 3% for FS Si, 2% for FS Ge, 1.5% for FS Sn, and
only about 1% for encapsulated silicene. For the sake of comparison, at an electric field of
E⊥ = 1 V/Å, the value of the absorption factor in FS Ge is approximately 5.5% (where
B excitons absorb slightly more, and A excitons absorb slightly less), and in FS Sn, the
corresponding value is slightly less than 4% for B excitons, but slightly more than 3% for A
excitons. As the electric field is increased, the difference between A and B excitons becomes
much less significant. The FS materials show a stronger response in their optical absorption
as a function of electric field, suggesting that they are more tunable than encapsulated Si,
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which approaches its global minimum at an electric field of about 1.5 V/Å.
Surprisingly, the 1s → 3p transition in freestanding Si is comparable to the 1s → 2p
transition in encapsulated Si. On the other hand, the 1s→ 3p transition in encapsulated Si
is quite strongly suppressed, barely surpassing 1% absorption at an electric field of on 0.1
V/Å, and decreasing to only a small fraction of 1% absorption as the electric field continues
to increase.
4.2.3 Sensitivity of Excitonic Properties to Material Parameters
In the previous sections we presented calculations for the eigenenergies and optical proper-
ties of Xenes for the input parameters given in Table 4.1. However, we note that there is
significant disagreement in the literature as to the exact value of the material parameters
for FS Xenes. For example, the intrinsic band gap of silicene has been reported to be in the
range 1.55−7.9 meV [250, 364, 430, 431], the germanene band gap has been cited as between
24 − 93 meV [364, 430, 431], and the band gap in stanene has been reported in Ref. [432]
to be between 30 − 123 meV. At large electric fields, these huge discrepancies in the band
gap would have a minor effect on the eigenenergies and optical properties of both direct
and spatially indirect excitons in silicene, while the differences in germanene and stanene
are noticable but minimal. At small electric fields, however, these differences in the intrinsic
band gap can completely change the type of behavior one would expect to observe.
There is also significant disagreement as to the value of the Fermi velocity in the 2D
Xenes, especially in FS Si. For example, ab initio calculations performed in Ref. [433] found
that in FS Si, vF = 5.32× 105 m/s, while in FS Ge, vF = 5.17× 105 m/s. These values are
considerably smaller than the parameters given in Table 4.1 and used in our calculations,
though these vF are comparable in magnitude to vF in encapsulated Si [397]. The significant
difference in these values of vF has a major effect on the charge carrier mass – while the two
values of vF in FS Si only differ by about 20%, the carrier masses in FS Si calculated with
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vF = 5.32×105 m/s are 49% larger than the carrier masses calculated with vF = 6.5×105 m/s.
The larger exciton reduced mass, caused by the reduction in the Fermi velocity, leads to an
increase in the direct exciton binding energy. On the other hand, the increased exciton
reduced mass causes a significant decrease in the absorption factor.
Finally, data on the Xene monolayer thickness is scarce, and the data that does exist can
vary wildly in magnitude. For example, experimental measurements of Si monolayer thick-
ness on various substrates using atomic force microscopy yield thicknesses of 0.3 nm [434],
0.37 nm [435], and 0.4 nm [436]. It seems reasonable to expect that a freestanding germanene
monolayer would be thicker than a freestanding Si monolayer, since Ge has a larger atomic
radius, RGe = 1.25 Å [437, 438], than silicene, RSi = 1.11 Å [437, 438], and germanene has
a larger buckling constant by about 0.2 Å. Likewise, freestanding stanene should similarly
be thicker than freestanding germanene by roughly the same amount, again because it has
a larger atomic radius, RSn = 1.45 Å [437, 438], and larger buckling constant, again by
about 0.2 Å. Using lSi = 0.4 nm [396] as a baseline, we then arrive at rough estimates of
the monolayer thicknesses of FS Ge and FS Sn of 0.45 nm and 0.5 nm, respectively. Over-
estimating the monolayer thickness would have the effect of reducing the exciton binding
energy but increasing the absorption coefficient. This motivates us to study the dependence
of the eigenenergies and optical properties of excitons in Xenes on the Fermi velocity and
monolayer thickness.
The direct exciton binding energy in FS Si, calculated when the Fermi velocity is varied
between 5× 105 and 7× 105 m/s, is shown in Figs. 4.5a and 4.5b. In Fig. 4.5a, we see that
the direct exciton binding energy increases monotonically as the Fermi velocity decreases.
The qualitative relationship between the binding energy and the external electric field is
not sensitive to the change in vF . The difference in binding energy calculated using the
minimum and maximum vF is expressed as a percent difference in Fig. 4.5b. While the
magnitude of the difference obviously increases as the electric field increases, we see that
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity of exciton binding binding energy and optical properties on the Fermi
velocity and monolayer thickness. (a) Dependence of the direct exciton binding energy on
the external electric field, E⊥, and on the Fermi velocity, vF . (b) Percent difference between
the direct exciton binding energies calculated using the minimum and maximum vF (solid
circles) and using the minimum and maximum l (open circles), as a function of external
electric field, E⊥. (c) Dependence of the direct exciton binding energy on the external
electric field, E⊥, and on the monolayer thickness, l. (d) Dependence of the absorption
factor, A on the external electric field, E⊥, and on the Fermi velocity, vF . (e) Dependence
of the absorption coefficient, α, on the external electric field, E⊥, and on the monolayer
thickness, l.
the percent difference actually decreases as the electric field increases. We also observe a
significant change in the absorption factor, A, as the Fermi velocity is varied, as shown in
Fig. 4.5d.
We also calculated the excitonic properties of FS Si while varying the monolayer thickness
from 0.3 nm to 0.4 nm. The results of these calculations are presented in Figs. 4.5b, 4.5c,
and 4.5e. We find that the monolayer thickness can also have a significant effect on the
direct exciton binding energy, as seen in Fig. 4.5c. Unlike the Fermi velocity, however, we
find that the change in binding energy as l is varied increases as E⊥ increases, shown by
Fig. 4.5b. Our calculations also showed that the values of the absorption factor, A is nearly
unchanged by l, a logical result considering the functional form of A does not contain l,
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though the absorption coefficient α does contain l in the denominator. Fig. 4.5e shows that
the absorption coefficient, α, changes significantly as l is varied.
The results presented in Fig. 4.5 demonstrate that the properties of excitons in the 2D
Xenes are highly sensitive to the input parameters.
4.3 Properties of Indirect Excitons in XHX heterostruc-
tures
In the following subsections, we study the dependence of the binding energy and optical
properties of spatially indirect excitons on the external electric field, E⊥, as well as on the
number of h-BN monolayers in the XHX HS. We continue to perform calculations using
the parameters corresponding to freestanding Si, Ge, and Sn, even though it is of course
unreasonable to expect the Xene monolayers to retain their freestanding parameters while
in a heterostructure configuration. In the following calculations, we now consider the dielec-
tric environment κ = 4.89, unlike the case of direct excitons, where the truly freestanding
materials were modeled to be surrounded by vacuum, i.e. κ = 1. To clearly denote the dif-
ference between calculations for direct excitons in freestanding monolayers, and calculations
using the freestanding parameters in an XHX HS, we will refer to the latter as freestanding-
encapsulated, or FSE. We shall present our results for indirect excitons in FSE materials in
an XHX HS as a means of illustrating the importance of using physically accurate material
parameters when calculating the properties of indirect excitons.
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4.3.1 Eigenenergies of spatially indirect excitons in an X-BN-X het-
erostructure
Fig. 4.6a shows the binding energies of indirect A excitons in FSE and encapsulated Si.
Therefore, the larger intrinsic band gap and significantly smaller Fermi velocity of the en-
capsulated Si in turn leads to consistently larger binding energies than the FSE Si at all
values of electric field and interlayer separation. Even at large interlayer separation, we see
that there is a significant difference in the binding energy between FSE and encapsulated
Si, and this difference between the binding energies increases significantly as the interlayer
separation decreases. Therefore, the observed difference in indirect exciton binding energy
in Fig. 4.6a of greater than 10% at N = 5 is even more pronounced at smaller interlayer
separations. In Fig. 4.6b, it is shown that the binding energy of indirect A excitons in en-
capsulated Si increases sharply as the electric field is increased up to about 1 V/Å, but as
the electric field continues to increase, the binding energy does not increase significantly.
Increasing the interlayer separation from N = 1 to N = 5 reduces the binding energy by
about 33% at high electric fields.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Indirect A exciton binding energy as a function of external electric field at
N = 5 for FSE and encapsulated Si. (b) Dependence of the indirect A exciton binding
energy in encapsulated Si on the interlayer separation, N and the external electric field, E⊥.
Calculations are performed using the Rytova-Keldysh potential.
To understand the role of screening we perform calculations for the Coulomb and RK
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potentials. Fig. 4.7 provides a comparison of the value of the binding energy in Type II
encapsulated Si using either the Coulomb or RK potentials. We find that the binding
energies calculated with the Coulomb potential are always larger than those calculated using
the RK potential. For one monolayer of h-BN, the percent difference in the binding energies
for FSE Si range from roughly 5% at small applied electric fields (5.35% at E⊥ = 0.25 V/Å)
up to nearly 12% at the maximum calculated electric field (11.7% at E⊥ = 2.75 V/Å).
For the same values of the electric field and interlayer separation, the percent difference in
the binding energies for FSE Ge is more prominent than in FSE Si, starting at 10.9% at
E⊥ = 0.25 V/Å, and increasing up to 20.1% at E⊥ = 2.75 V/Å. The percent difference in
FSE Sn is by far the most pronounced, beginning at 19.6% and increasing to 34.5% as the
external electric field is increased.
As one might expect, these differences in the binding energy decrease as the interlayer
separation increases. This is due to the fact that the RK potential converges towards the
Coulomb potential at large distances. For an interlayer separation of N = 5 in FSE Ge, the
percent difference ranges between 3.7% and 5.8%. In FSE Sn, however, the percent difference
ranges from 7.2% to 12.5%, which is still rather significant.
Figure 4.7: Difference in binding energy for indirect A excitons calculated using Coulomb
and Rytova-Keldysh potentials in encapsulated Type II Si, as a function of the interlayer
distance, N , and the external electric field, E⊥.
Figure 4.8: Dependence of the 1s → 2p optical transition energies of indirect A excitons
in encapsulated Type II Si on the interlayer distance, N , and external electric field, E⊥.
Calculations are performed using the RK potential.
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The 1s→ 2p optical transition energies of indirect A excitons in Type II encapsulated Si
are presented in Fig. 4.8. Curiously, at large N , the optical transition energy in encapsulated
silicene begins to decrease slightly as the electric field continues to increase. Furthermore,
our calculations show again that the difference in the optical transition energy between the
Coulomb and RK potentials is again quite significant, which reinforces the importance of
using a physically accurate interaction potential when calculating the properties of the indi-
rect exciton eigensystem. Finally we see that the optical transition energy in encapsulated
Si is not, in fact, particularly tunable, since the transition energy plateaus at low electric
field at all values of the interlayer separation, and it remains mostly constant, though it does
decrease slightly for large interlayer separations and strong electric fields.
In constrast to the results in Fig. 4.6, our calculations show that the difference in the
optical transition energy between FSE and encapsulated Si is quite small, on the order of 5%,
even at small interlayer separations and large electric fields. Indeed, the optical transition
energies calculated using the Coulomb potential at large electric fields and at N = 1 are
remarkably similar for each of the three FSE materials as well as encapsulated Si, with all
quantities falling between 90-110 meV. On the other hand, when calculated using the RK
potential, the transition energy at N = 1 and at the maximal electric field shows a larger
variation between the FS Xenes and encapsulated Si, falling between 60 meV for FSE Sn,
85 meV for FSE Si, and 90 meV for encapsulated Si. This result suggests that the optical
transition energy is not as sensitive to the choice of material parameters as the indirect
exciton binding energy.
4.3.2 Optical properties of indirect excitons
The results of calculations of the optical properties of indirect excitons in XHX HSs are
presented in Fig. 4.9. The oscillator strength f0 of the 1s → 2p optical transition of spa-
tially indirect A excitons in encapsulated Si increases monotonically with both E⊥ and D, as
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shown in Fig. 4.9a. It was previously reported [338] that f0 is expected to increase monoton-
ically with N for spatially indirect excitons in TMDC-BN-TMDC heterostructures, and this
phenomenon is observed for encapsulated Si, as well as for the three FSE materials. We find
that the oscillator strength approaches 0.5 at large electric fields and interlayer separations,
suggesting that the 1s→ 3p transition is very strongly suppressed in this regime. f0 increases
quickly for small values of E⊥ and grows much more slowly beyond around E⊥ = 1 V/Å.
At large N , f0 quickly approaches 0.5, which implies that the 1s → 3p optical transition is
very strongly suppressed.
The three FSE materials, not shown in Fig. 4.9, are quantitatively very similar to encap-
sulated Si. This is another example of a quantity which is mostly insensitive to the choice
of material parameters used in the calculations.
Unlike the dramatic difference between the Coulomb and RK potentials seen in the
eigenenergies of Fig. 4.7, the difference in f0 between the Coulomb and RK potentials is
quite small. In general, while there is some variation using these potentials between the
materials studied here, the quantitative difference is very slight overall, except in FSE Si,
where there is still a noticable difference even as the electric field approaches its maximum.
The oscillator strengths of the 1s→ 3p transitions in encapsulated Si were also calculated.
We find that f1s→3p is approximately one-tenth the magnitude of the corresponding f1s→2p
for a given electric field and interlayer separation, very similar to the case of direct excitons
in Xene monolayers.
Also noteworthy is the unusual, and unique, behavior of f0 at zero electric field for the
four materials. In FSE Si and Ge, the oscillator strength of the 1s → 2p transition can
exceed 0.5, an unphysical result which would appear to violate the oscillator strength sum
rule. In FSE Si, with its very small intrinsic gap and very large Fermi velocity, we sometimes
observe unusual results at very small electric fields, such as the unreasonably large oscillator
strength observed here. This may be due to the extremely small exciton mass at these small
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fields, which in turn leads to a huge excitonic radius, which then may run into problems with
our computational framework, specifically the size of our computational “box”.
Figure 4.9: Optical properties of indirect excitons in X-BN-X heterostructures. The de-
pendence of (a) the oscillator strength, f0, (b) the absorption coefficient, α, and (c) the
absorption factor, A, for indirect A excitons in encapsulated silicene, on the interlayer sep-
aration, N , and the external electric field, E⊥. Calculations are performed using the RK
potential.
Figs. 4.9b and 4.9c demonstrate how optical absorption is suppressed by increasing the
external electric field, just as is the case with direct excitons, as shown in Figs. 4.4b and 4.4c.
As the interlayer separation is increased, the absorption increases by a small amount. These
calculations for encapsulated silicene are quantitatively very similar to the three FSE ma-
terials. Our calculations show that at large electric fields, encapsulated Si, as well as the
three FSE materials, should absorb less than 2% of incoming resonant light. Encapsulated
Si shows much weaker absorption than FSE Si, with encapsulated Si more closely resembling
FSE Ge in terms of its absorption properties. As is the case with the other optical quantities,
we find that the absorption for encapsulated Si decreases sharply for E⊥ . 1 V/Å, and more
slowly for E⊥ > 1 V/Å compared to the FSE materials.
We also see that changing the interlayer separation can have quite a significant effect
at low electric fields, but has almost no effect at large electric fields. For example, at
E⊥ = 0.5 V/Å, we calculate that the absorption factor in encapsulated Si increases from
about 2.5% at N = 1 to about 3.5% at N = 5.
Our calculations also show that there is a small difference in the absorption factor when
comparing the Coulomb and RK potentials. This difference is on the order of a few tenths
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of a percent at E⊥ . 1 V/Å, and becomes negligible as the electric field increases beyond
this point.
Similarly, we find that the difference in absorption between A and B excitons can be quite
large at small electric fields, and furthermore than B excitons always absorb more strongly
than A excitons, due to their slightly smaller mass. Finally, we note that the reduction in
f0 by a factor of 10 carries over to the calculated values of α1s→3p and A1s→3p, as well.
As seen in Sec. 4.2.3, the properties of direct excitons in 2D Xenes can vary significantly
depending on the input parameters. This result can be easily generalized to indirect excitons
in X-BN-X heterostructures, but in general it would be reasonable to expect that increasing
the interlayer separation N would reduce the effect of varying the input parameters.
4.4 Comparison between direct and indirect excitons
The binding energies of direct excitons are, of course, stronger than the binding energies
of the spatially indirect excitons in the same materials, but this drop in binding energy
when moving from direct excitons to indirect excitons is huge. For example, the direct
exciton binding energy in FS Si is on the order of 900 meV at E⊥ = 2.7 V/Å, while the
indirect exciton binding energy at N = 1 in FSE Si is only 140 meV (155 meV) for the
RK (Coulomb) potential, a staggering reduction in the binding energy of over 80%. This
change is not as drastic in FS Ge and FS Sn, where the binding energy drops by slightly
less than 80% in FS Ge (from ≈ 700 meV to ≈ 160 meV) and by about 75% in FS Sn (from
≈ 550 meV to ≈ 170 meV). The dramatic difference between direct and indirect binding
energies in the freestanding materials is due to both the change in dielectric environment as
well as the increase in the electron-hole distance. The difference between direct and indirect
exciton binding energies is not as severe in encapsulated Si, where the change in binding
energy is only about 50% at the maximum electric field. The significantly smaller change
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in encapsulated Si can be partially explained by κ remaining constant at 4.89 between the
direct and indirect exciton cases.
The difference in the optical transition energy for direct and indirect excitons is not as
large as the aforementioned difference between the binding energies. In FS Si, we see a drop in
the transition energy of about 75% when moving from direct excitons to indirect excitons at
N = 1. In FS Ge, the same change is approximately 66%, and in FS Sn, the difference is only
about 50%. Unlike the binding energies, where encapsulated silicene exhibited the smallest
direct-to-indirect change, when comparing the transition energies we find that encapsulated
silicene shows a change of about 66%, comparable to FS Ge.
The oscillator strengths follow a consistent pattern, with the direct excitons having the
smallest f0 at any given E⊥, and f0 increasing as the interlayer distance is increased. As
mentioned in Sec. 2.3, we observe that while the oscillator strength increases monotonically
with E⊥, increasing quickly at first before slowly leveling off above E⊥ & 1 V/Å, the ab-
sorption coefficient displays nearly the opposite behavior. For both the direct and indirect
exciton cases, we find that the absorption coefficient α decreases monotonically with E⊥
but still increases monotonically with the interlayer separation. The same is true of the
absorption factor, A.
On the other hand, the optical properties behave in the opposite way compared to the
eigenenergies with respect to the electric field. At small electric fields, the difference in, for
example, the oscillator strength can be significant, on the order of 10% or more. As the
electric field is increased, this difference decreases, and the magnitudes coverge towards each
other. The absorption coefficient and absorption factor exhibit this same behavior, but these
differences can be traced directly back to how the oscillator strength changes, since there
are no other terms in the analytical forms of α and A which would change depending on the
choice of interaction potential. Due to the oscillator sum rule, we know that the maximum
value of the oscillator strength for a given symmetric, photon-absorbing transition must be
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0.5. Therefore, as the electric field increases, the oscillator strength must approach 0.5,
regardless of the interaction potential used.
Regarding the choice of the RK or Coulomb potentials, we find huge differences in the
binding and optical transition energies for interlayer separations N < 2, but this difference
decreases sharply beyond N = 3. This significant difference at small interlayer separations is
clearly due to the way in which the two potentials treat the surrounding dielectric environ-
ment. When using the Coulomb potential, the dielectric constant is effectively h−BN = 4.89,
while the RK potential still takes into account the screening length of the Xene monolayers.
Since the Xenes have much larger dielectric constants than the h-BN, using the RK potential
for indirect excitons results in much smaller binding energies when compared to the Coulomb
potential.
Analyzing the relationship between f0 and E⊥ in the context of Coulomb and RK po-
tentials is not as straightforward as our analysis of the eigenenergies. This is because f0 is
directly proportional to both the transition energy and the dipole matrix element, both of
which depend directly on the choice of interaction potential. Ultimately, we observe that
f0 calculated with the RK potential is always larger than f0 calculated using the Coulomb
potential at small electric fields – therefore, despite the fact that the optical transition energy
is always larger for the Coulomb potential than for the RK potential, it must be the case
that the dipole matrix element integral is always much larger for the RK potential than for
the Coulomb potential.
This difference in behavior – where the difference between RK and Coulomb increases in
the eigenenergies as the electric field increases, while the difference in the optical properties
decreases as the electric field increases – suggests a complicated relationship between the
choice of interaction potential and the external electric field. With regards to the differences
in the eigenenergies, we can understand why that difference increases as the electric field
increases if we recall that the exciton radius is proportional to the excitonic reduced mass.
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At small electric fields, the exciton has a small mass and therefore a large excitonic radius. At
large separations, the RK potential converges towards the Coulomb potential, and therefore
the difference in eigenenergies calculated using the two potentials is small at small electric
fields. As the electric field increases, the excitonic reduced mass increases, which reduces the
exciton radius, which in turn causes the eigenenergies calculated using the RK and Coulomb
potentials to diverge from each other.
4.5 Conclusions
In this paper we demonstrate that an external electric field can be used to tune the eigenen-
ergies and optical properties of direct and indirect excitons in Xene monolayers or X-BN-X
heterostructures. Reflecting upon our results, we see that this is generally true, with the
condition that most quantities in the FS Xenes reach a saturation point at some value of
the electric field, beyond which the value of the quantity does not change by much as the
electric field continues to increase. Specifically, we find that in the freestanding Xenes, the
optical transition energies and oscillator strengths saturate at low electric fields, while in en-
capsulated Si, it is the absorption coefficient and absorption factor that become saturated at
low electric fields. For indirect excitons in XHX HSs, we observe saturation of the oscillator
strengths, absorption coefficients, and absorption factors.
In addition, our study of indirect excitons using both the Coulomb and RK potentials
to describe the electrostatic interaction of the electron and hole has indicated that the
choice of interaction potential can cause huge changes in the magnitude of the binding
energies and optical transition energies, making it imperative that theorists determine which
interaction potential yields physically accurate results. The eigenenergies calculated using
the Coulomb potential are always larger than the corresponding quantities calculated using
the RK potential, and this difference increases as the electric field increases. Conversely, the
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optical properties calculated using the RK potential are always of higher magnitude than
the corresponding values calculated using the Coulomb potential, though this difference is
negligible at large electric fields.
Our comparison of the properties of indirect excitons calculated using the material pa-
rameters of freestanding Si and using the material properties of Si with h-BN as a substrate
show that the choice of material parameters does indeed have a significant effect on the eigen-
system, and that it would therefore be physically inaccurate to treat the Xene parameters
as unchanged between the freestanding monolayer and an XHX HS.
These calculations provide a reference for future theoretical and experimental studies
of intraexcitonic optical transitions. In addition, our calculations demonstrate that further
studies are necessary to expand and refine our understanding of the tunability of excitons
in 2D Xenes. The comparison of the exciton properties in FSE Si and encapsulated Si
demonstrate that it is necessary to correctly identify the material parameters of the Xenes, in
particular the band gap, Fermi velocity, and effective monolayer thickness. We demonstrate
that the excitonic properties are quite sensitive to the input parameters. It is especially
important to examine how these properties change when the Xene monolayer is placed on
different substrates, and how, if at all, these parameters change as a function of the external
electric field. The difference in the eigenenergies and optical properties of indirect excitons
calculated used the Coulomb and RK potentials provides an opportunity for further study
of the role of screening effects. Our calculations show that for some values of the applied
electric field, the direct exciton binding energies become larger than the band gaps of the
FS Xene monolayers. This demonstrates that the existence of the excitonic insulator phase
is plausible in the FS Xenes at small electric fields. These interesting topics will need to
be explored further, as they may play an important role in the use of 2D Xenes in novel
nanodevices.
Chapter 5
Can freestanding Xene monolayers
behave as excitonic insulators?
In 1963, it was noted [404] that if the exciton binding energy exceeds the band gap in a
semiconductor or semimetal, the material would behave as a so-called excitonic insulator
(EI), where the valence electrons would spontaneously form excitons. Following Knox’s re-
mark, theoretical research on excitonic insulators grew in popularity over the course of the
1960s [405–408]. Experimental evidence of EI phenomena has been found in semiconductor
quantum wells such as InAs/GaSb [409], layered semiconductors such as Ta2NiSe5 [410],
and TMDCs such as 1T -TiSe2 [412]. Most recently, theoretical research has suggested that
previously anomalous experimental observations of carbon nanotubes may be evidence of
the excitonic insulator phase [439, 440]. These results motivated further research, especially
in 2D materials following the success of the layered semiconductors Ta2NiSe5 and 1T -TiSe2.
Around the same time, a number of theoretical studies predicted that freestanding (FS)
graphene was a possible candidate for the EI phase [413–417]. Experimental studies of FS
graphene performed around the same time showed convincing evidence that FS graphene in
vacuum behaved as a semimetal, not an excitonic insulator [418, 419]. Subsequent theoretical
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investigations using a refined theoretical model were in agreement with the aforementioned
experimental results, namely that graphene should not exhibit an EI phase under any cir-
cumstances [420–426].
In recent years the buckled 2D allotropes of silicon (silicene), germanium (germanene),
and tin (stanene) have seen a significant rise in research interest. It was theoretically pre-
dicted early on that buckled 2D materials (collectively, Xenes [75]) were unique amongst
2D materials because their band gaps could be tuned by an external electric field [364, 441,
442]. Other interesting phenomena in the Xenes include non-local plasmon modes in an open
system [443], and the discovery of very strongly bound excitons in hydrogen-functionalized
silicene and germanene [444]. However, to this date it appears that the Xenes have not been
considered as candidates for the excitonic insulator phase. There does not appear to be any
experimental evidence of freestanding Xenes in the same way that experimentalists studied
freestanding graphene from Refs. [418] and [419], and hence it remains an open question as
to whether or not the FS Xenes are excitonic insulators.
A rigorous exploration of this question, one which might utilize the powerful theoretical
approaches outlined by e.g. Ref. [421] is beyond the scope of this work. We instead present
straightforward calculations for the electric field-dependent exciton binding energy and band
gap in the 2D Xenes. We show that, by using a common theoretical approach to model the
dependence of the exciton binding energies and the band gaps on the external electric field,
there appears to be enough evidence of the excitonic insulator phase in the FS Xenes to
warrant further study. Any phase transition can be characterized by some internal critical
parameter [445]. Specifically, we demonstrate that when the external electric field is zero or
less than some critical value which is unique to each material, the exciton binding energy
is larger than the corresponding band gap. Therefore, according to Ref. [404], this is the
condition which must be satisfied for the existence of the EI phase. In contrast, we also
consider the Xenes on different substrates and find that the enhanced dielectric screening
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from the substrate drastically reduces the exciton binding energy such that the EI phase is
no longer possible.
In our calculations we consider the Xene monolayer as suspended in vacuum, supported on
a dielectric substrate, and encapsulated by a dielectric, using both the Coulomb and Rytova-
Keldysh potentials, so as to comprehensively account for the effect of dielectric screening on
the system.
The conduction and valence bands corresponding to ξσ = 1 move towards each other as
the electric field is increased from zero, form a Dirac cone for some particular value of the
electric field, which we call the zero-gap field, E0⊥, and as the electric field increases beyond
E0⊥, the bands will separate from each other. The values of the zero-gap electric fields are
E0⊥ = 2.06 mV/Å, 24.41 mV/Å, 59.41 mV/Å in FS Si, Ge, and Sn, respectively. At E0⊥,
the charge carriers are described by the Weyl equation, and because the band gap is zero at
this value of electric field, no B excitons can form. However, in our calculations we present
results for the binding energies obtained for the RK potential, Eb, at values of E⊥ which are
very close to E0⊥.
In the case when the electron and hole are bound by the Coulomb potential, one can
obtain an analytical expression for the Wannier-Mott exciton binding energy as a function
of external electric field:
ECb (E⊥) =
2k2e4
v2F~2κ2
× |ξσ∆gap − ed0E⊥|. (5.1)
Therefore, the ratio ECb /(2∆ξσ) is a constant, which is different for each material –
specifically, ECb /(2∆ξσ) = 5.66, 6.23, 7.91 for freestanding Si, Ge, and Sn, respectively.
However, if one imagines an Xene monolayer encapsulated by hexagonal boron nitride (h-
BN) with κ = h−BN = 4.89, the value of the ratio of binding energy to band gap becomes
0.237, 0.260, 0.330, respectively, while when the Xenes are placed on an SiO2 substrate
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in vacuum, the corresponding ratios are 0.982, 1.08, and 1.37, respectively. These results
demonstrate that the excitonic insulator phase is very sensitive to the dielectric environment.
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Figure 5.1: Dependence of the ratio of A exciton binding energy to bandgap, Eb/(2∆ξσ), on
the external electric field, E⊥, in the freestanding Xenes. The dashed line corresponds to
Eb/(2∆ξσ) = 1.
Let us now consider the formation of the Wannier-Mott excitons via the RK poten-
tial. We calculated the binding energies of excitons in the freestanding Xenes when E⊥ =
0 V/Å. The values for the binding energies of excitons at zero electric field are Eb =
10.1 meV, 105.9 meV, and 170.4 meV in Si, Ge, and Sn, respectively. Comparing these
values to the intrinsic band gaps in the three Xenes found in Table 4.1 and given by
2∆gap = 1.9 meV, 33 meV, and 101 meV, respectively, one observes that these binding
energies are far larger than their respective band gaps, which could be an indicator of the
EI phase in these materials.
Fig. 5.1 shows the dependence of the ratio of the exciton binding energy, calculated using
the RK potential for A excitons, to the band gap, Eb/(2∆ξσ), on the external electric field,
E⊥. First, we find that FS Si would behave as an EI until the external electric field exceeds
the critical value of about E⊥c = 0.55 V/Å, where the critical electric field E⊥c is defined as
the electric field at which Eb/(2∆ξσ) = 1. The corresponding critical fields in FS Ge and FS
Sn are approximately E⊥c = 0.3 V/Å and E⊥c = 0.2 V/Å, respectively.
Fig. 5.2 shows both the binding energy obtained by using the RK potential, Eb, and the
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Figure 5.2: The dependence of exciton binding energy, Eb, and band gap, 2∆ξσ, for A exci-
tons (blue) and B excitons (red) on the external electric field, E⊥, in freestanding silicene,
germanene, and stanene. The black dots show the point at which the band gap and cor-
responding binding energy are equal to each other for the two types of excitons. A phase
transition is expected to occur at the value of the electric field corresponding to the points
labeled a for A excitons and b for B excitons. Calculations performed for the RK potential.
band gap, 2∆ξσ, as a function of external electric field. The points where the binding energy
curve crosses over the band gap line, denoted by a for A excitons and b for B excitons,
correspond to the phase transitions between the EI and semiconducting phases. Since the
band gap corresponding to A excitons is by definition larger than the gap corresponding to
B excitons, the phase transition for A excitons always occurs at a lower value of E⊥ than
the phase transition for B excitons. The tunability of the EI phase is illustrated well here.
Since the dependence of the band gap on the electric field is linear, while the dependence
of Eb on the band gap is monotonically increasing but non-linear (upon inspection, of order
less than 1), the difference between the exciton binding energy and the band gap varies
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drastically and in a non-linear way, allowing for a great deal of freedom and creativity if one
would need to tune the EI band gap to a particular value. Our calculations also show the
coexistence of the semiconductor and excitonic insulator phases. Especially in Sn, but also
in Ge, we are able to see that there is a range of electric field for which the A excitons are
in the semiconducting phase, while the B excitons are in the EI phase. Thus, in this range
of electric field, the semiconducting phase of A excitons coexists with the EI phase of B
excitons. The experimental observation of these two phases coexisting in a single monolayer
could have profound implications on the future of nanodevice design and utilization.
In the case of the Coulomb potential, the excitonic insulator phase is formed in freestand-
ing Xenes for any electric field, provided one chooses κ = 1, corresponding to the freestanding
Xene monolayers in vacuum. The Coulomb binding energy scales inversely with the square
of the environmental dielectric constant κ, so that on certain substrates the excitonic insula-
tor phase is not formed and excitons can be created by laser pumping as optical excitations
above the semiconducting ground state, for any eletric field.
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Figure 5.3: Binding energy of B excitons in Ge on various substrates, along with the electric
field dependent band gap, as a function of external electric field. Calculations performed
for the RK potential. The band gap in germanene, which does not depend on the dielectric
environment, is shown by the black dashed line.
To understand the importance of dielectric screening on the formation of the EI phase,
we perform calculations of the exciton binding energy for Xenes placed in three different
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dielectric environments: supported on an SiO2 (SiO2 = 3.8) [347] substrate, supported on an
h-BN (h−BN = 4.89) [80] substrate, and encapsulated by h-BN, and compare these results
to the freestanding binding energy as well as the electric field-dependent band gap, which is
independent of the dielectric environment.
Again, we shall use the material parameters presented in Table 4.1 as the inputs for
our calculations. In Ref. [339], using the parameters for silicene on an h-BN substrate we
calculated the binding energies for silicene encapsulated by h-BN. Analysis of these results
led to the conclusion that the EI phase is not possible in silicene encapsulated by h-BN, as
evidenced by our calculation which found that the ratio Eb/(2∆ξσ) < 1 for all values of E⊥.
On the other hand, the parameters for germanene and stanene on an h-BN substrate or en-
capsulated by h-BN are not available. Therefore, we present the aforementioned calculations
of the Xenes on different substrates with the acknowledgement that the material parameters
of Ge and Sn may change drastically when placed on a substrate.
Fig. 5.3 shows the result of these calculations for B excitons in germanene for various
dielectric environments. It can be easily seen that the dielectric environment has a significant
effect on the exciton binding energy, such that the calculations show that the EI phase is not
possible in germanene when placed on any substrate. The ratio of binding energy to band
gap, Eb/ (2∆ξσ) is largest for the freestanding Xenes and gets progressively smaller as the
dielectric screening from the environment increases, where the ratio is smaller for an Xene
supported on h-BN than on SiO2, and is the smallest for h-BN encapsulation. It is worth
mentioning that the corresponding calculations for stanene show that B excitons in stanene
supported by SiO2 may still exhibit EI behavior at electric fields which are very close to
E0⊥. It is important to note that the exciton binding energy and band gaps are very small
in this regime, and thus the EI phase, while technically possible in this scenario, may not be
practical.
For the RK potential the ratio of binding energy to band gap depends on the electric
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field, and due to the transformation of the ground state the excitonic insulator is formed only
at certain electric fields for freestanding Xenes, while for larger electric fields the excitons
are created by laser pumping as optical excitations. In general, the excitonic insulator
phase is formed due to strong electron-hole interactions and weak dielectric screening. The
screening effects strongly suppress the electron-hole attraction and, therefore, prevent the
spontaneous formation of the excitonic insulator state. In the Coulomb potential only the
dielectric screening by the environment is considered while the RK potential more accurately
accounts for both the dielectric constant of the environment as well as the dielectric screening
provided by the 2D Xene monolayer.
Our calculations demonstrate that for the Coulomb potential in freestanding Xenes the
ratio of the exciton binding energy to the gap does not depend on electric field and is always
greater than one. This is because the Coulomb binding energy depends linearly on the exciton
reduced mass, which in turn depends linearly on the electric field, just as the band gap does.
Therefore, for the Coulomb potential the excitonic insulator phase is formed in freestanding
Xenes for any electric field. However, for the Coulomb potential in encapsulated Xenes
embedded in certain dielectrics this ratio is less than one and does not depend on electric
field. Therefore, for the Coulomb potential in encapsulated Xenes embedded in the certain
dielectrics the excitonic insulator is not formed and excitons can be created by laser pumping
as optical excitations above the ground state at any electric field.
For the RK potential the ratio of exciton binding energy to the band gap depends on
electric field, since the exciton binding energy calculated using the RK potential increases
monotonically, but non-linearly, as the electric field (and therefore, the exciton reduced mass)
is increased, and therefore the excitonic insulator phase is only observed at small electric
fields for freestanding Xenes, while for larger electric fields, when the Xene monolayer is
in the semiconducting phase, excitons are created by laser pumping as optical excitation.
In general, the excitonic insulator phase is formed due to strong electron-hole interactions.
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Enhanced dielectric screening suppresses the electron-hole interaction and, therefore, pre-
vents the formation of the excitonic insulator phase. The screening effects are taken into
account either by the dielectric constant in Coulomb potential for the encapsulated Xenes
or by employing the RK potential for both freestanding and encapsulated Xenes.
At larger electric fields the ground state of freestanding Xenes will be a semiconductor,
which conducts an electric current at finite temperatures. Without optical excitation by laser
pumping, excitons are absent in Xenes with semiconducting ground state. When the electric
field is reduced, there is a phase transition associated with transformation of the ground
state resulting in the formation of an excitonic insulator. In the excitonic insulator phase
the excitons are formed spontaneously (not due to optical excitation by laser pumping).
The excitonic insulator phase is formed due to spontaneously broken symmetry. Since the
excitonic insulator is formed by electrically neutral bound particles (excitons), the excitonic
insulator does not conduct an electric current. The phase transition from the semiconductor
to the excitonic insulator phase can be observed by a drop in electric current.
We predict that a phase transition in freestanding Xene monolayers from the semicon-
ducting phase to the insulating phase can be induced by reducing an external electric field
below some critical value which is unique to each material. Furthermore, our calculations
show that the excitonic insulator phase in freestanding Xenes is the ground state when the
external electric field is zero, and that the semiconducting phase is accessed by increasing
the external electric field beyond the critical value. We also find that the existence of the
excitonic insulator phase is extremely sensitive to the dielectric environment, such that the
excitonic insulator phase is destroyed by dielectric screening due to, for example, encapsu-
lation of the Xene monolayer by h-BN.
Based on the predicted phase transition at the material-specific critical electric field E⊥c,
we propose that an electric current switch could be designed using any of these materials,
where electric current is turned off for E⊥ < E⊥c (excitonic insulator phase) and turned on
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for E⊥ > E⊥c (semiconductor phase). At large electric fields, freestanding Xenes behave as
conductors in the semiconducting ground state when the switch is on, while for small electric
fields Xenes behave as insulators in the excitonic insulator ground state, when the switch is
off.
Let us remark that the unique tunability of the band gap in buckled 2D crystals via an
electric field allows us to explore the possibility of the EI phase in these materials. Based on
our current understanding, this phenomenon would not be conceivable in other 2D materials
such as, for example, the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) or phosphorene. Both
the TMDCs [383] and phosphorene [76, 286] exhibit large exciton binding energies due to
their reduced dimensionality, though a recent theoretical paper [446] showed that exciton
binding energies in TMDCs are smaller than previously predicted. The main reason why
TMDCs and phosphorene cannot be excitonic insulators is due to their very large band gaps
– in excess of 2 eV, while the exciton binding energy is a small fraction of the band gap.
However, if one could find a mechanism which either reduces the band gap or increases the
exciton binding energy such that Ebind − Egap > 0 is satisfied, then one could expect to
observe the EI phase in these materials.
Our calculations show that a phase transition from the semiconductor phase to the exci-
tonic insulator phase should occur in the freestanding Xenes as the electric field is reduced
below some critical value, E⊥c. In addition, we find that the freestanding Xenes should
remain in the excitonic insulator phase even in the absence of an external electric field. In-
terestingly, our calculations show that the critical electric field E⊥c is different for A and
B excitons, leading to a range of electric field for which the A exciton in the semiconduct-
ing phase coexists with the B exciton in the excitonic insulator phase. Further calculations
which consider the Xenes on various substrates shows that the EI phase is extremely sensitive
to the dielectric environment – with the possible exception of B excitons in stanene on an
SiO2 substrate, we find that the presence of any substrate is enough to decrease the exciton
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binding energy such that it is always smaller than the band gap, precluding the existence of
the EI phase in these scenarios.
Chapter 6
Optical Absorption of Anisotropic
Excitons in Phosphorene
6.1 Computational Approach
6.1.1 Discussion of input parameters used in numerical calculations
Calculating the optical properties of the exciton using Eqs. (2.24), (2.25), and (2.26) requires
the excitonic eigenenergies En and eigenfunctions |ψn〉, which are obtained by solving the
Schrödinger equation (2.3) with either the RK potential (2.5) (for both direct and indirect
excitons) or the Coulomb potential (2.4) (for indirect excitons only). The Schrödinger equa-
tion takes as input parameters the anisotropic exciton reduced masses µx and µy and either
the uniform dielectric constant ′ for the indirect exciton with the Coulomb potential, or the
average environmental dielectric constant κ and 2D polarizability χ2D for either direct or
indirect excitons with the RK potential.
Numerical solution of the Schrödinger equation using the aforementioned interaction po-
tentials and input parameters is performed using the finite element method (FEM), which
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yields N pairs of eigenenergies and eigenfunctions which are solutions to the Schrödinger
equation, corresponding to the N most-strongly-bound states. The eigenenergies En and
eigenfunctions ψn, along with the appropriate anisotropic reduced mass µj, are then used as
input parameters to calculate the oscillator strength, f j0 according to Eq. (2.24). The cor-
responding polarization-dependent absorption coefficients αj and absorption factors Aj can
then be calculated using as inputs the oscillator strength, f j0 , the anisotropic exciton reduced
mass µj, the 2D exciton concentration nX , the phosphorene ML thickness l, environmental
dielectric constant κ (or ′ for the Coulomb potential), and the excitonic optical broadening
Γ.
Table 6.1: Four sets of masses used as input parameters to the Schrödinger equation. Each
set of masses, denoted µi, i = a, b, c, d, was taken from the corresponding reference. The
anisotropic exciton reduced masses µj, calculated using the corresponding effective charge
carrier masses mji , are printed in bold to aid the eye.
mxe m
x
h µ
x mye m
y
h µ
y
µa [373] 0.16 0.15 0.0630 1.24 4.92 0.968
µb [447] 0.1 0.2 0.0667 1.3 2.8 0.888
µc [448] 0.199 0.1678 0.0910 0.7527 5.35 0.660
µd [303] 0.17 0.15 0.0797 1.12 6.35 0.952
The standard values of these input parameters are given in Table 6.1 – unless otherwise
noted, all subsequent results were obtained using these values. Whereas the sets of carrier
masses µi, i = a, b, c, d, were straightforwardly taken from the corresponding references, some
additional discussion of the other input parameters is necessary.
The phosphorene ML thickness, lphos, obtained via ab-initio calculations in Ref. [369],
agrees well with theoretical results from other works, namely 0.53 nm [287] and 0.6 nm [76]
– we note that these last two references also measured the ML thickness using atomic force
microscopy (AFM), obtaining values of 0.85 and 0.7 nm, respectively, but the authors them-
selves note that AFM measurements tend to over-estimate ML thickness. The 2D polariz-
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Table 6.2: Other input parameters of the anisotropic exciton: the phosphorene ML thickness,
lphos; the 2D polarizability, χ2D; and the 2D exciton concentration, nX . The column titled
“Env.” denotes the four dielectric environments for which we calculate the properties of
direct excitons in ML phosphorene: freestanding, i.e. suspended in vacuum (FS); supported
on either an SiO2 substrate (SS) or h-BN substrate (HS) with the top of the ML exposed to
air or vacuum (“uncapped”); and encapsulated by h-BN on the top and bottom (HE). Each
of the four environments are associated with a particular value for κ and Γ, given in the
following two columns, respectively. The value of Γ for FS, SS, and HS was chosen based
on Refs. [76, 287, 337], while the value for HE is based on Refs. [384, 449, 450]. Additional
discussion of these quantities are given in the text below.
lphos [nm] [369] χ2D [nm] [274] nX [m−2] [377] Env. κ Γ [s−1]
0.541 0.41 5× 1015
FS 1 1014
SS 2.4 1014
HS 2.945 1014
HE 4.89 1013
ability, χ2D, was calculated from first-principles in Ref. [274] and agrees well with the value
of 0.38 nm, also obtained from first-principles in Ref. [336].
The 2D exciton concentration, nX , differs from the previous quantities in that it is not
a material property that can be definitively measured or calculated – instead, nX depends
mainly on the excitation intensity, that is, a high-intensity laser will excite a higher con-
centration of excitons than a low-intensity laser. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that
nX can and will vary significantly between experimental configurations, and even from one
trial to the next. Instead of exhaustively considering a wide range of possible values of nX ,
we instead choose one value of nX which is representative of a typical experiment to use
throughout our calculations. One recent study [451] of exciton-exciton annihilation rates in
a phosphorene ML found that exciton-exciton annhiliation becomes the dominant recom-
bination mechanism (as opposed to e.g. thermal decomposition or radiative recombination)
at an exciton concentration of about 6.1× 1016 m−2. While this value is not representative
of a typical experiment, it may still be helpful to consider as an upper bound. Lacking an
appropriate result from experimental studies in phosphorene, we turn instead to excitons in
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TMDCs, where we find a reasonable value of nX in Ref. [377], which studied excitons in a
WSe2 ML.
Based on previous optical studies of excitons in 2D materials, we will use two values of
Γ. It is important to note that the Γ obtained from experimental measurements is, like nX ,
dependent on several external factors, including but not limited to: the sample temperature;
the presence of structural defects within the sample; and/or surface contaminants at either
the substrate/monolayer interface or the monolayer/air interface. These confounding vari-
ables can significantly alter the observed optical properties of the material, especially the
presence of defects and contaminants which may be difficult to identify, characterize, isolate,
and prevent.
In choosing a value for Γ, we therefore adopt a similar approach to our choice of a value
for nX – we will choose a value for Γ which is generally appropriate for the system in ques-
tion, but need not correspond exactly to one particular observed value. Many experimental
PL/absorption studies of excitons in phosphorene are conducted with the phosphorene ML
placed on a substrate (typically SiO2), while the opposite side of the ML is left exposed
to the atmosphere. These studies all observed significant broadening of the excitonic emis-
sion/absorption peak, with reported values of 70 meV [337], 100 meV [76], and 150 meV [287].
Therefore, when calculating α and A for FS or uncapped phosphorene (that is, on an SiO2
or h-BN substrate), we will use the value Γ = (70 meV)/~ ≈ 1014 s−1. For phosphorene
encapsulated by h-BN, we again turn to similar studies on the TMDCs, where large exci-
tonic broadening was observed in uncapped TMDC samples at room temperature [71, 379,
380], but encapsulating the TMDC with h-BN was found to drastically reduce the excitonic
linewidths to their cryogenic limit [384, 449, 450], Γ = (11 meV)/~ ≈ 1013 s−1. Results
for α and A for direct excitons will therefore be presented using two different values of Γ,
depending on the dielectric environment, while for indirect excitons only Γ = 1013 s−1 will
be used since only h-BN encapsulation of the PHP HS is considered.
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Table 6.3: Eigenenergies of the direct exciton in four dielectric environments: freestanding
(FS), supported on an SiO2 (SS) or h-BN (HS) substrate, and encapsulated by h-BN (HE).
En[FS], [meV] En[SS], [meV] En[HS], [meV] En[HE], [meV]
|n〉 Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max
|1〉 718.7 753.3 381.7 407.5 317.8 341.1 187.9 204.7
|2〉 478.6 508.1 202.2 221.9 156.3 173.2 74.32 84.61
|3〉 377.6 408.7 144.7 162.2 109.5 123.7 50.31 57.78
|4〉 310.9 330.3 105.6 117.7 76.97 87.22 31.97 37.94
|5〉 272.4 300.0 88.40 101.3 63.60 74.25 26.96 31.62
|6〉 250.4 281.3 80.36 94.27 58.38 69.04 24.70 29.61
6.2 Results of Calculations
6.2.1 Direct Excitons
In this Section we present the results of our calculations of the eigenenergies and optical
properties of the direct exciton using the input parameters listed in Table 6.1, focusing in
particular on how our results change depending on the four sets of masses µi and the four
dielectric environments denoted by FS, SS, HS, and HE. The notation X[i, k] will be used
as a shorthand for “the value of the quantity X calculated using the set µi in the dielectric
environment k ∈ [FS, SS, HS, HE]”, i.e. f y0 [a,FS] means “the value of f y0 in FS phosphorene
calculated using µa.” For the input parameters that produce the minimum or maximum
value of a particular quantity, a min or max subscript will be added to the corresponding
parameter, i.e. Eb[dmax, k] means that µd yields the maximum value of Eb for the given k.
The percent difference between the maximum and minimum values, with respect to e.g.
the µi, of a particular quantity will be denoted with a % subscript on the parameter, i.e.
Eb[i%, k]. Averaging a quantity over a set of parameters will be denoted by the subscript
avg., as in Eb[iavg., k]. If i or k have been previously established in context, either index may
be omitted from the notation X[i, k].
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In Table 6.3, the eigenenergies of the direct exciton in a phosphorene ML are calculated for
four different dielectric environments and for each of the four sets of µi from Table 6.1. The
binding energies follow the relation Eb[d, k] > Eb[c, k] > Eb[b, k] > Eb[a, k] for all dielectric
environments k. The choice of the µi does not change Eb significantly, though the difference
between the minimum and maximum Eb increases with κ, e.g. we find Eb[i%,FS] ≈ 5%, while
Eb[i%,HE] ≈ 8.5%. This percent difference also increases for higher excited states. Of course,
the parameter which most significantly changes Eb is κ, where Eb[i,FS] ≈ 2Eb[i, (SS,HS)]
and Eb[i, SS] ≈ 2Eb[i,HE].
In addition, our results for the binding energy of the direct exciton shown in Table 6.3
agree very well with previously reported results in a variety of different dielectric environ-
ments. The binding energy of the direct exciton in a FS phosphorene ML has been calcu-
lated via ab-initio methods on several occasions – prior calculations vary between 700-850
meV [274, 286, 291, 313, 334, 335], which agrees quite well with our average value of about
740 meV, considering the previous results were obtained using a variety of methods and,
therefore, a variety of input parameters. Regarding phosphorene on an SiO2 substrate, the
direct exciton binding energy was theoretically calculated to be about 400 meV [274], which
is within the range shown in Table 6.3. Another experimental study of phosphorene on an
SiO2 substrate [337] determined the binding energy to be about 300 meV, while a separate
experimental investigation performed around the same time [287] obtained a surprisingly
high value of 900 meV. Finally, in Ref. [274], where the electron-hole interaction was also
modeled using the RK potential, the direct exciton binding energy was calculated to be
about 200 meV for κ = 5, which falls within our calculated range for HE (κ = 4.89).
The oscillator strengths of the first allowed optical transitions for x- and y-polarized light
are shown for all four dielectric environments in Fig. 6.1. In particular, f y0 (shown with the
open markers) refers to the (0, 0) → (0, 1) transition and fx0 (shown by the solid markers)
refers to the (0, 0)→ (1, 0) transition. Since both Ejtr and f j0 depend on µi, both quantities
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Figure 6.1: Relationship between f j0 and E
j
tr for the first allowed optical transition (i.e. the
x or y transition with the smallest transition energy) under x- and y-polarized excitations,
shown by solid and open markers, respectively. The plot marker denotes the values of Ejtr
and f j0 averaged over the four µi, while the axes of the ellipses around each data point
correspond to the minimum and maximum values of Ejtr and f
j
0 .
are averaged across the four µi and the average value is denoted by the plot marker. The
major and minor axes of the ellipses encircling each data point mark the minimum and
maximum values of Ejtr and f
j
0 .
From Fig. 6.1, we see that both f j0 and E
j
tr are decreasing functions of κ. The effect of
anisotropy is also evident in the relative magnitudes of fx0 and f
y
0 , where f
y
0 [i, k]  fx0 [i, k]
for all k, and furthermore, f y0 [i,HE] > fx0 [i,FS]
Table 6.4: Calculated ratios f˜ j0 [i, k] ≡ f j0/µji , averaged over the four µi, as well as the
absorption coefficient scale factor, C˜D, from Eq. (A.6). For tabulated values of the f˜ j0 for
each µi, see Appendix A, Table A.1. The units of f˜ j0 are [m
−1
0 ].
Env. f˜x0 [iavg.] f˜
y
0 [iavg.] C˜D [×106 m−1]
FS 8.812 1.056 3.082
SS 6.543 0.991 1.990
HS 5.834 0.965 1.796
HE 4.05 0.874 13.93
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Table 6.4 shows the ratios f˜ j0 [iavg., k] along with the corresponding C˜D[k]. Following the
procedure outlined in Appendix A, the average absorption coefficient with respect to the µi
can be easily calculated as αj[iavg., k] = C˜D[iavg., k]f˜ j0 [iavg., k].
Interestingly, whereas f y0 [i, k] > fx0 [i, k] for all i and k, we find that the opposite is true
for αx and αy. The reason for this can be seen from Tables 6.1 and 6.4 – although f y0 can
exceed fx0 by anywhere between about 30% (in FS) and over 100% (in HE), µxi can be more
than an order of magnitude larger than µyi , so that the ratio f˜x0 is always greater than f˜
y
0 ,
and hence αx will always be larger than αy.
A prior study [270] of the optical absorption and PL properties of ML phosphorene found
that exciton-forming excitations were much more strongly absorbed if the excitation was
polarized along x than along y. While the underlying theory of exciton-forming transitions
differs substantially from the treatment of intra-excitonic transitions, it is plausible that in
both cases, the fact that µx is much smaller than µy leads to enhanced absorption of x-
polarized light. In other words, the amplitude of the oscillatory response of the exciton to
an x-polarized driving force is much larger than the amplitude of oscillations induced by a
y-polarized excitation, due to the fact that µy  µx.
From Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26), we see that αj and Aj are inversely proportional to √κ. At
the same time, we find that f˜ y0 [i,FS] ≈ 1.25f˜ y0 [i,HE], while f˜x0 [i,FS] > 2f˜x0 [i,HE]. Combin-
ing these two trends and assuming for the moment that Γ remains the same in all dielec-
tric environments, we would expect a significant change in both αx and αy, approximately
αx[i,FS] ≈ 5αx[i,HE] and αy[i,FS] ≈ 3αy[i,HE]. Assuming instead that h-BN encapsula-
tion significantly reduces Γ, we find that αx[HE] is about twice as large as αx[FS], while
αy[HE] is greater than αy[FS] by nearly a factor of four. The aborption factor Aj reveals the
significant difference in excitonic optical activity between the two polarization directions and
the four dielectric environments, where we obtain Ax[iavg., k] as 1.36%, 0.68%, 0.55%, 3.0%
and Ay[iavg., k] as 0.017%, 0.011%, 0.009%, 0.066%, for k = FS, SS, HS, HE, respectively.
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Comparing the optical quantities Ejtr, f
j
0 , αj, and Aj for all µi and across all dielectric
environments, we observe some general trends. Let us first address the quantities related to
the y-transitions, followed by the x-related quantities.
The optical transition energies follow the relation Eytr[c, k] > E
y
tr[d, k] > E
y
tr[b, k] >
Eytr[a, k] in all k. Curiously, the oscillator strengths in FS phosphorene are reversed compared
to the transition energies, i.e. f y0 [a,FS] > f
y
0 [b,FS] > f
y
0 [d,FS] > f
y
0 [c,FS], though we instead
obtain f y0 [a, k′] > f
y
0 [d, k
′] > f y0 [b, k
′] > f y0 [c, k
′] for k′ = (SS, HS, HE). The ordering with
respect to the µi is reversed again for the f˜ y0 , and therefore for αy and Ay as well, i.e.
f˜ j0 [c, k] > f˜
j
0 [b, k] > f˜
j
0 [d, k] > f˜
j
0 [a, k], for all k. Recalling from Table 6.1 that µya > µ
y
d >
µyb > µ
y
c , it appears that f
j
0 is an increasing function of µj, while E
j
tr is a decreasing function
of µj.
In contrast to the y-polarized quantities, whose relative magnitudes were constant across
the four dielectric environments for Eytr and f˜
y
0 but were inconsistent in f
y
0 , we find that
the ordering of the Extr[i, k] is different for each k, while the relative magnitudes of both
fx0 and f˜x0 are consistent for all k. The transition energies Extr show significant variation
between different environments, with the only constant being that Extr[d] is always the largest
value. Whereas Extr[d,FS] > Extr[a,FS] > Extr[b,FS] > Extr[c,FS], we find that the relative
magnitude of Extr[c] increases as the dielectric screening increases, while Extr[a] decreases
relative to the other values, such that Extr[d,HE] > Extr[c,HE] > Extr[b,HE] > Extr[a,HE].
The oscillator strengths, on the other hand, follow the same order as the µxi themselves, i.e.
µxc > µ
x
d > µ
x
b > µ
x
a, for all dielectric environments k. Additionally, for all k, the ordering of
the f˜x0 , αx, and Ax is reversed with respect to the µxi .
These observations suggest that while the optical properties corresponding to a particular
excitation polarization eˆ are primarily determined by the corresponding µj, these quantities
also exhibit some dependence on the opposite µj′ 6=j, stemming from the dependence of the
optical properties on the excitonic ground state, whose properties must represent both µx
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and µy. Considering the uniquely strong response of the material properties of phosphorene,
e.g. the anisotropic effective charge carrier masses, to external stimuli such as mechanical
strain [287, 313], the preceeding analysis should prove useful in guiding future efforts to
engineer phosphorene MLs with specific optical properties.
6.2.2 Indirect Excitons
In this Section we present and analyze the same calculated quantities as for the direct
exciton, now for the indirect exciton in a PHP HS. All quantities were calculated by solving
the Schrödinger equation with both the RK and Coulomb potentials, for different interlayer
separations corresponding to NBN = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 8. We will adapt the notation X[i, k] used in
the previous section to accomodate the different input parameters for the indirect exciton.
Here, the notation X[i, p,NBN] will denote “the quantity X calculated using µi, the potential
p = (RK, C), and interlayer separation NBN.”
In Fig. 6.2, we plot the dependence of the indirect exciton eigenenergies En, n = 1, 2, 3, 6,
on the interlayer separation, NBN, where all En were calculated for both the RK (solid
markers) and Coulomb (open markers) interaction potentials. Calculations were performed
for all four µi. The plot marker denotes the average value of the µi, while the boundaries of
the shaded regions denote the minimum and maximum values.
The difference between the RK and Coulomb potentials is significant only for the first
couple eigenstates at small interlayer separations. We find that the percent difference be-
tween the RK and Coulomb potentials decreases as NBN increases, that is, Eb[i, p%, NBN ] ≈
11%, 7.7%, 5.5%, . . . , 2% for NBN = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 8. The excited state energies follow a
similar trend, where we find E2[i, p%, (1, 8)] ≈ (7.5%, 1.5%). As shown in Eq. (2.7) when
the relative separation |r| exceeds the screening length, ρ0 = (2piχ2D)/κ, the RK poten-
tial converges to the Coulomb potential. For a PHP HS with κ = 4.89 and χ2D = 0.41
nm, we calculate ρ0 = 0.526 nm. Therefore, one would expect the RK and Coulomb po-
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the eigenstates |1〉, |2〉, |3〉, and |6〉 for the indirect exciton, calcu-
lated using both the RK (solid markers) and Coulomb (open markers), as a function of the
number of h-BN monolayers separating the phosphorene monolayers, NBN . The states |4〉
and |5〉 are not shown due to overlap with the |3〉 and |6〉 states.
tentials to converge as the total electron-hole separation exceeds 0.526 nm. Considering
that lBN = 0.333 nm, it is unsurprising that the indirect exciton binding energies for the
RK and Coulomb potentials start to overlap as NBN > 2. The convergence of the excited
state eigenenergies is also the result of increasing electron-hole separation, since the average
separation of a two-particle bound state increases as progressively higher excited states are
accessed.
As with the direct exciton, the choice of µi does not significantly change the indirect
exciton binding energy – for example, we calculate Eb[i%, p, 1] ≈ 6%, decreasing to about
Eb[i%, p, 8] ≈ 4%. Although the value of κ is the same, the indirect exciton binding energy is
reduced by about 40% compared to the direct exciton in HE due to the increased electron-
hole separation in the PHP HS, from Eb[i,HE] ≈ 200 meV to Eb[i, p, 1] ≈ 120 meV.
In Fig. 6.3, we present our calculations of f j0 for both the RK and Coulomb potentials
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for NBN = 1−6. The f j0 are shown in separate plots for each value of NBN. Our calculations
show that increasing NBN leads to an increase in f j0 and a decrease in E
j
tr. Similar numerical
studies of the indirect exciton in Xene [339] and TMDC [338] heterostructures with interlayer
h-BN also indicated that f j0 is an increasing function of NBN.
In general, f y0 does not change much as NBN increases because f
y
0 was already quite large
for the direct exciton. On the other hand, since fx0 was small in the case of the direct exciton,
we observe a significant increase in fx0 as NBN is incrementally increased. We also find that
Etr[i,C, NBN] > Etr[i,RK, NBN], while f j0 [i,RK, NBN] > f
j
0 [i,C, NBN ], for any i and NBN.
Let us also mention an unusual trend in the range of calculated fx0 [i, p,NBN] with respect
to increasing NBN – whereas the fx0 [i] become more tightly clustered as NBN increases from
1 to 5, the values become more spread out as NBN continues to increase from 5 to 8. The
relative magnitudes of the fx0 [i] do not change with NBN nor with p – they are always related
by fx0 [c] > fx0 [d] > fx0 [b] > fx0 [a], as is the case with the direct exciton for k = (SS, HS, HE).
Considering instead the incremental increase in fx0 [i] with NBN provides insight into the
observed behavior. For example, the calculated values of fx0 [a] increase nearly linearly at
small NBN before their growth is suddenly and strongly suppressed around NBN = 6, i.e.
fx0 [a,RK, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)] = (0.523, 0.603, 0.671, 0.728, 0.773, 0.804, 0.820, 0.821). By con-
trast, fx0 [c] increases nearly linearly for all NBN, i.e. fx0 [c,RK, 2]−fx0 [c,RK, 1] = 0.067, while
fx0 [c,RK, 8]− fx0 [c,RK, 7] = 0.057. For comparison, the change in fx0 [b], which in general is
only slightly larger than fx0 [a], starts to taper off between NBN = 7 and NBN = 8, suggesting
that it is also approaching some kind of asymptotic limit, while fx0 [d], only slightly smaller
than fx0 [c], also shows nearly linear growth throughout the range of NBN calculated here.
We are therefore led to the conclusion that the incremental increase of fx0 [c] must be
strongly suppressed for NBN ≥ 8, such that fx0 [c] approaches some constant value less than
1. On the other hand, it appears to be the case that the fx0 [a] has already converged towards
its asymptotic value, which must be close to the calculated value of 0.821 at NBN = 8 –
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meanwhile, fx0 [b] has an asymptotic maximum which is probably not much greater than
fx0 [b,RK, 8] = 0.875. Recalling µxc > µxd > µxb > µxa, it appears that the magnitude of µj
is directly related to this asymptotic value of f j0 at large separations NBN, and furthermore
that the NBN at which this asymptotic value is reached also increases with µj.
Heterostructures of 2D materials exhibit a variety of interesting excitonic and optical
behavior, including but not limited to the ability to tune the excitonic optical absorption
strength and the corresponding transition energies. A more comprehensive study, one which,
for example, systematically varies each input parameter individually over a broad yet phys-
ically plausible range, is necessary. By examining in detail how the excitonic properties
change with respect to variations in the individual input parameters, we can deepen our
understanding of which input parameters determine the maximal asymptotic value of f j0
and the interlayer separation NBN at which the asymptotic value is reached, and whether or
not the asymptotic properties of f j0 can be further tuned by strain, dielectric environment,
external electromagnetic fields, etc., and if so, by how much these quantities may change
when these external tuning mechanisms are applied.
Let us now analyze in depth the effect that the choice of interaction potential has on the
optical properties of the indirect exciton.
Our calculations show that the percent differences for Ejtr and f
j
0 between the RK and
C potentials generally decrease as NBN increases. First, we find that Ejtr[i, p%, NBN ] >
En[i, p%, NBN], for all i, j, n, and NBN, i.e. the choice of interaction potential leads to
a larger difference in the optical transition energies than in the corresponding individual
eigenenergies, though in general the Ejtr[i, p,NBN] follow the same trends with respect to
increasing NBN as the eigenenergies themselves. These differences between the RK and
Coulomb potentials decrease quickly with NBN, from Ejtr[i, p%, 1] ≈ (14.5%, 16.5%) for
j = (x, y), respectively, to Ejtr[i, p%, 5] ≈ (4.2%, 4.9%).
Turning now to the oscillator strengths, we observe some unusual deviations from the
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consistent patterns observed for Ejtr. First, let us discuss the general relationship between
f j0 , NBN, and µi, returning later to the exceptions mentioned earlier.
As mentioned earlier, since f y0 is already quite large for the direct exciton, it does not
change significantly as NBN increases. By the same logic, the percent difference in f y0 [p%]
is similarly small and decreases sharply as NBN increases. In particular, f y0 [p%, (1, 8)] ≈
(1%, 0.06%), and furthermore, f y0 [c, p%, NBN] > f
y
0 [b, p%, NBN] > f
y
0 [a, p%, NBN] > f
y
0 [d, p%, NBN],
for all NBN. By contrast, the relationship between fx0 [i] and the interaction potential is less
straightforward. Whereas fx0 [(c, a), p%, 1] ≈ (6.4%, 8.87%), corresponding to the minimum
and maximum values, we find unexpectedly that the relationship is reversed at large inter-
layer separations, i.e. fx0 [(c, a), p%, 7] = (1.28%, 0.19%). Furthermore, the percent difference
fx0 [a, p%] actually increases from NBN = 7 to NBN = 8, from 0.19% to 0.25%. This is the
only time that we observe an increase in the RK/C percent difference of any quantity with
increasing NBN.
While these quantities may not be noteworthy on their own, they are analyzed in-depth
here because of their unusual deviation from the trends which until now have consistently
held true. It is unclear why only fx0 shows this abnormal progression, even as Extr and f
y
0 do
not.
Table 6.5: Dependence of the ratio f˜ j0 , averaged over the µi, on the number of h-BN mono-
layers, NBN, for the RK and Coulomb potentials. The values of f˜ j0 for each µi are tabulated
in Table A.2 in Appendix A. The units of f˜ j0 are [m
−1
0 ].
NBN = 1 NBN = 2 NBN = 3 NBN = 4 NBN = 5 NBN = 6
f˜x0 [iavg.]
RK 7.531 8.557 9.441 10.22 10.89 11.46
C 6.963 8.155 9.136 9.981 10.71 11.33
f˜ y0 [iavg.]
RK 1.083 1.107 1.122 1.133 1.140 1.146
C 1.072 1.101 1.119 1.131 1.139 1.145
In Table 6.5, we present the calculated ratios f˜ j0 , averaged over the four µi, for all NBN.
We find that Ax[RK] increases from about 5.5% to about 8.8% as NBN increases from 1 to
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8, while Ay[RK] increases from about 0.81% to 0.87% across the same range of NBN. The
results for the Coulomb potential are very similar, especially for Ay and at larger NBN for
both x and y, though we find that Ax[C, 1] ≈ 5.1%, nearly a 10% decrease compared to
Ax[RK, 1].
6.3 Conclusions
We study the optical properties of direct excitons in ML phosphorene, and of indirect exci-
tons in a PHP HS, by calculating the x- or y-linear-polarization-dependent optical transition
energies, oscillator strengths, absorption coefficients, and absorption factors. To calculate
these properties, the eigenenergies and eigenfunctions of the exciton were calculated by solv-
ing the Schrödinger equation using four different sets of anisotropic exciton reduced masses
found in the literature. Additionally, we considered four different dielectric environments for
the direct exciton corresponding to four common experimental (or theoretical, in the case
of FS phosphorene) configurations. For the indirect exciton, the Schrödinger equation was
solved using both the Rytova-Keldysh and Coulomb interaction potentials, and at different
interlayer separations D corresponding to an integer number NBN = 1− 8 of h-BN monolay-
ers separating the ML phosphorene. Further analysis of our results for direct and indirect
excitons was performed by examining how the results changed with respect to the change in
exciton reduced mass, dielectric environment, choice of interaction potential, and change in
interlayer separation.
The intrinsic anisotropy of phosphorene manifests itself most noticeably in the optical
properties of both direct and indirect excitons, where for direct excitons we predict that
αx > αy by as much as a factor of 8, with this difference decreasing to about a factor of
four for ML phosphorene encapsulated by h-BN. By combining the calculated absorption
coefficient with the known thickness of ML phosphorene, we predict that direct excitons in
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a single phosphorene ML may absorb as much as 3% of incident x-polarized light, though
this figure depends strongly on the 2D exciton concentration in the ML as well as on the line
broadening of the excitonic transition. Analysis of the relationship between the absorption
coefficient and the input parameters, and subsequent comparison to the optical properties
of isotropic excitons in TMDCs and Xenes, suggests that the anisotropic mass is directly
responsible for enhancing (suppressing) optical activity along the crystal axis with relatively
light (heavy) exciton reduced mass.
While exciton binding energies were comparable between the TMDCs, Xenes, and phos-
phorene, the excited states of the anisotropic exciton exhibit significant deviations from
those of the isotropic exciton, where we find for the direct exciton that Extr[FS] > E
y
tr[FS]
by nearly a factor of two, with this difference decreasing as dielectric screening increases.
The exciton binding energy also strongly depends on the dielectric environment, where we
calculate direct exciton binding energies of about 800 meV, 350 meV, and 200 meV, corre-
sponding to FS phosphorene, uncapped phosphorene on an SiO2 or h-BN substrate, and ML
phosphorene encapsulated by h-BN. Furthermore, we find excellent agreement between our
calculated binding energies and previous theoretical and experimental results.
The increased spatial separation of the electron and hole in a PHP HS leads to a significant
reduction in the indirect exciton binding energy compared to the direct exciton in the same
dielectric environment. Specifically, we obtain an indirect exciton binding energy of about
120 meV in an PHP HS separated by only one ML of h-BN, compared to a direct exciton
binding energy of 200 meV in HE phosphorene. Whereas the binding energy of the indirect
exciton is reduced due to the increased interparticle separation, we find that the optical
activity of the indirect exciton is enhanced compared to the direct exciton, and furthermore,
that the oscillator strength is an increasing function of interlayer distance. As a result, we
predict that indirect excitons in a PHP HS can absorb up to 5% of an incident x-polarized
excitation when separated by one ML of h-BN, increasing to more than 8% absorption for
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8 layers of h-BN, though we again note that the specific values of these quantities depend
heavily on external factors such as exciton concentration and exciton broadening.
In general, analysis of our results shows that increased dielectric screening leads to a
decrease in all calculated quantities, i.e. the eigenenergies En, oscillator strength f j0 , ab-
sorption coefficient αj, and absorption factor Aj. The calculated binding energies are not
particularly sensitive to the choice of µi, but the optical properties can vary significantly
depending on the relative magnitudes of µx and µy. In particular, our results indicate that
the optical transition energies Ejtr, absorption coefficients αj, and absorption factors Aj are
decreasing functions of the corresponding reduced mass µj, while the oscillator strength f j0
is an increasing function of µj. While the dependence of the optical properties on the µj is
not completely straightforward, it is clear that any mechanism which affects the anisotropic
charge carrier masses in phosphorene will in turn affect the optical properties of excitons in
phosphorene. Considering that phosphorene is interesting to researchers precisely because of
the external tunability of its properties via e.g. mechanical strain, an exhaustive study of the
dependence of the excitonic and optical properties on parameters such as the anisotropic re-
duced mass, Rytova-Keldysh screening length, and environmental dielectric constant would
be a welcome contribution to the literature.
Our results represent the first comprehensive numerical calculations of the eigenenergies
and optical properties of indirect excitons in a PHP HS with up to 8 layers of h-BN. Fur-
thermore, our calculations support experimental observations and theoretical studies of the
direct exciton binding energy in ML phosphorene. We then expand upon these results by
analyzing the dependence of the optical properties of excitons in phosphorene on a variety
of common input parameters. Our analysis indicates that the excitonic optical properties
are highly sensitive to the anisotropic effective carrier masses, which can be tuned experi-
mentally. Finally, our results demonstrate that an exhaustive study of the eigenstates and
optical properties of the anisotropic exciton, in particular the dependence of these quantities
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on the input parameters shown in Table 6.1, is warranted.
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Figure 6.3: Relationship between f j0 and E
j
tr for different interlayer separations characterized
by the number of h-BN monolayers, NBN. The vertical range of the plots is [0, 1], so that
the horizontal grid lines denote f j0 = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8.
Chapter 7
Analysis and Comparison of Excitonic
Properties in 2D Semiconductors
7.1 A survey of literature regarding excitons in 2D semi-
conductors
7.1.1 Excitons in TMDCs
It has long been expected that excitons and excitonic complexes in 2D semiconductors would
exhibit extremely large binding energies and strong optical absorption due to the effects of
quantum confinement and reduced dielectric screening [452]. Typical semiconductors have
dielectric constants on the order of  & 10 (e.g. Si ≈ 11.4− 11.9) [453–455], which strongly
screens the Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole and leads to small binding
energies, since the binding energy of a 3D hydrogen atom-like system is proportional to the
inverse of the dielectric constant squared [351, 352], Eb ∝ −2. While 2D semiconductors
(2DSC) also generally have large dielectric constants (actually, the dielectric constants of
layered materials such as TMDCs are anisotropic with respect to the in-plane and out-of-
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plane directions, so for e.g. MoS2 we have ‖ ≈ 14, ⊥ ≈ 7, respectively) [137, 157, 349,
456], the effect of dielectric screening can be drastically reduced if the 2DSC is surrounded
by materials with relatively small dielectric constants. Besides the optimal scenario of a
2DSC suspended in vacuum ( = 1), common substrates do indeed have smaller dielectric
constants than the 2DSC they support, such as SiO2 (SiO2 = 3.9) [347, 455, 457, 458] and
h-BN (h−BN = 4.89) [80], with one notable exception being HOPG (HOPG ≈ 10− 15) [455].
Furthermore, in 1967, the analytical solution for the 2D hydrogen atom showed that the
reduction of dimensionality has the effect of increasing the binding energy by a factor of 4
compared to the 3D hydrogen atom [353] simply due to the reduction of the expectation value
of the kinetic energy operator when the particles are constrained to move in a 2D plane [85].
For these reasons, it was also expected that excitonic complexes such as trions [459, 460]
(charged excitons) and biexcitons [461] (exciton-exciton bound state) would finally become
accessible, as these systems in bulk materials typically have binding energies of only a few
meV, if they are bound at all [462]. Indeed, many theoretical calculations of the exciton
binding energy were performed using a variety of approaches, including GW/BSE [137, 138,
157, 379, 463–465], DFT/path integral Monte Carlo [381], and a modified Coulomb poten-
tial, the Rytova-Keldysh (RK) potential [354, 355], which accounts for the inhomogeneous
dielectric environment and reduction of dimensionality [349]. The calculated exciton binding
energies varied significantly depending on the approach taken and material parameters used,
but it was predicted that the exciton binding energy in the TMDCs should be between 0.5-1
eV.
The presence of strong excitonic effects in the TMDCs was immediately apparent when
extraordinarily strong photoluminescence, which occurs when a bound electron and hole
recombine and emit a photon, was observed in ML MoS2 [71, 73]. Whereas the impact
of excitonic effects on the optical properties in ML TMDCs is easily observed, experimen-
tal determination of the exciton binding energy is much less straightforward. Both PL
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and absorption spectroscopy measurements directly probe the optical band gap (OBG) by
detecting the amount of energy emitted (absorbed) during the annihilation (creation) of
a bound electron-hole pair. On the other hand, the electronic band gap (EBG), defined
as the energy required to create a free conduction electron from a valence electron, can
be probed by scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/S), angle-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy (ARPES), and photoconductivity (PC) measurements. The exciton
binding energy, Eb = OBG − EBG, can therefore be experimentally determined via accu-
rate, concurrent measurements of the OBG and EBG. Furthermore, it may be instructive
to imagine the EBG and Eb as two (approximately) independent quantities which (mostly)
depend on different environmental and material parameters, while the OBG is the result of
the interaction between the EBG and Eb. Despite the success of experiments in determining
the general features of the ML TMDCs, efforts to narrowly define the numerical values of the
EBG and OBG were frustrated, especially in the early 2010s, by confounding effects such
as substrate screening and doping effects, sample preparation techniques, temperature, and
various parameters characterizing the experimental measurement techniques.
Let us begin with a summary of photoluminescence data in the ML TMDCs, since the
PL energy depends on the exciton binding energy. Ref. [71] found an OBG of 1.9 eV based
on the location of their observed PL peak (with corresponding full-width half maximum
(FWHM) of about 50 meV) for freestanding ML MoS2, but their PC measurements, which
required the presence of an SiO2 substrate, found that the onset of a non-zero photocurrent
occured at a photon energy just below 1.8 eV. Meanwhile, in Ref. [73], two distinct PL peaks
at 1.85 eV and 1.98 eV (identified as the A1 and B1 peaks, respectively) were observed in
ML MoS2, though the authors are unclear whether the substrate was an Si/SiO2 wafer or a
quartz crystal (crystalline SiO2,  = 2.38) [466, 467].
MoS2 thin films were also chemically exfoliated [129] onto a variety of substrates including
the polymer PET and glass (which may or may not be interchangably referred to as quartz
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and SiO2 in the text), though AFM scans of these films found the smallest film thickness to
be between 1-1.2 nm, larger than the 0.65-0.7 nm thickness from AFM scans of mechanically
exfoliated MoS2 MLs [73, 215] but not quite thick enough to be definitively identified as a
bilayer. In any case, the chemically exfoliated MoS2 films clearly exhibited monolayer-like
features after high-temperature annealing, including, crucially, a distinct PL peak at 1.89
eV identified as the A peak, and a much weaker PL peak at 2.03 eV identified as the B
peak. These PL results agree generally with Ref. [73], though it is unclear whether the
difference of ≈ 40 − 50 meV between the A and B peaks in the two studies is the result of
preparation method, substrate choice, or experimental margin of error. Absorption spectra
were also obtained in the same work for MoS2 thin films on quartz, showing A and B peaks
at energies which are very similar, but not identical to, the PL spectra.
The same year, mechanically exfoliated ML MoS2 on Si/SiO2 wafers was studied at a
range of temperatures using time-resolved PL (TRPL) [468]. At low temperatures, two
PL peaks were observed, a bright and narrow peak centered at 1.874 eV and weaker, more
broadened peak at 1.784 eV, though increasing the temperature caused the peaks to gradually
merge, broaden, and redshift in energy. The authors interpreted the higher-energy peak as
the “free exciton” while the lower-energy peak was caused by the exciton binding to various
impurities in either the surface of the ML or defects in the MoS2/SiO2 interface, citing
the noticably broadened low-energy peak as evidence of the presence of defects of different
energies to which the exciton could bind.
Another temperature-dependent PL study of ML MoS2 on SiO2 was performed [469]
with some flakes covered by oxide layers of either HfO2 ( ≈ 20) or Al2O3 ( ≈ 10). It
was found that at room-temperature, the PL peak position varied significantly between
four individual flakes, with an average peak position of 1.821 eV and a standard deviation
of 10 meV. After vacuum annealing, the average peak position was redshifted slightly to
1.815 eV, but the standard deviation was significantly reduced to 1.5 meV. The authors
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concluded that vacuum annealing removed surface adsorbates on the flakes (such as water
vapor) which had changed the dielectric environment around the ML, thereby affecting the
exciton binding energy. Temperature-dependent PL measurements were performed for two
uncapped (pre-annealing) and two capped samples, and low-temperature PL spectra of the
uncapped samples showed two distinct peaks, a broad one at low energy and a narrow
one at higher energy, similar to Ref. [468]. On the other hand, the samples that were
capped with oxide did not exhibit the broad, low-energy peak, but curiously, the location
of the high-energy peak was blueshifted (redshifted) in the case of Al2O3 (HfO2) capping.
If dielectric screening alone were responsible for the peak shift in the capped samples, then
a uniform blueshift would be observed, with HfO2 more blueshifted (greater reduction in
exciton binding energy due to larger dielectric constant) than Al2O3. Therefore, it was
concluded that the broad, low-energy peak was indeed the result of surface defects on the
MLs, which were removed during the annealing process which preceeded the oxide deposition.
Increasing the temperature from 4 K to 240 K redshifted the peak in capped and uncapped
samples alike, though the uncapped samples shift more (≈ 55 meV) than the uncapped
samples (≈ 35 meV). This observation was interpreted to mean that the oxide deposition
process, which occurs at 250 °C, causes strong bonding between the MoS2 and oxide, and
cooling the sample strains the MoS2 due to the different thermal expansion coefficients.
Notably, the authors did not collect PL data for energies greater than about 1.95 eV, so they
do not report observation of the B exciton peak.
Around the same time, a combined Raman/PL study of ML MoS2 at room-temperature
on an SiO2 substrate [470] observed A (B) PL peaks centered at 1.821 eV (1.997 eV) with
corresponding FWHM of 0.108 eV (0.176 eV), in good agreement with Refs. [73, 129]. Inter-
estingly, the absorption peaks for the excitonic transitions occured at higher energy than the
corresponding emission (PL) peaks, at 1.837 and 2.006 eV for the A and B peaks, respec-
tively, corresponding to Stokes shifts of 16 and 9 meV, again suggesting that the presence of
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surface defects causes localized variations in the excitonic transition energy. Furthermore, in
the PL spectra, the A peak was stronger than the B peak by about a factor of ten, while in
the Raman spectra the A peak only exceeded the B peak by about a factor of three, leading
the authors to suggest that the B exciton experienced a strong exciton-photon coupling than
the A exciton.
In 2015, temperature-dependent reflectivity/absorption spectra were obtained for WS2
and WSe2 on SiO2 [360]. The spectra revealed not only the ground states of the A and
B excitons (in WS2/WSe2, respectively: EA = 2.078/1.740 eV, EB = 2.475/2.162 eV),
but also a spectral feature at 2.910/2.533 eV (for WS2/WSe2, respectively) identified as
the first excited state of either the A or B exciton; finally, a fourth reflectivity/absorption
feature was observed in WS2 at 3.1 eV, which the authors tentatively associated with band-
edge absorption (e.g. the energy of the EBG). Using the observed peak associated with the
excitonic excited state, the authors determined the lower bound of the A exciton binding
energy to be 0.83/0.79 eV in WS2/WSe2, respectively, by modeling the excitonic excited
states as the hydrogenic Rydberg series.
Another PL study on WSe2 on an SiO2 substrate observed the B exciton peak at 2.17 eV,
as well as several features associated with the A exciton [359]. A charged A exciton (trion)
peak was observed at 1.72 eV, the neutral ground state at 1.75 eV, and the 2s excited state
at 1.89 eV. In addition, two-photon PL spectroscopy showed second harmonic generation
(SHG) at 1.893 eV and 2.03 eV, corresponding the the 2p and 3p states of the A exciton,
respectively. From this, the authors estimated an A exciton binding energy of about 600 meV
using the GW0 method, which they note is significantly more than the result of Eb ≈ 370
meV, obtained for the same system in Ref. [471].
In Ref. [449], it was reported that encapsulating MoS2 in h-BN significantly reduces the
linewidths of the PL peaks at 4 K to 2 meV, from ≈ 50 meV for MoS2 on SiO2 [144, 145, 468,
472–478]. A follow-up study [450] took advantage of this method to observe evidence of first
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and second excited states of the A exciton (referred to as the 2s and 3s states in analogy
with the hydrogen atom). Based on the energy differences between the A ground state and
the two excited states, the authors calculated a binding energy of Eb = 222 meV for excitons
in MoS2 encapsulated by h-BN. Another study [384] encapsulated MoSe2 MLs and BLs in
h-BN. Reflectance spectra of the encapsulated MLs revealed the 2s states of both the A and
B direct excitons (E1sA = 1.642, E2sA = 1.793, E1sB = 1.839, E2sB = 2.0). In the encapsulated
BL, the A1s (B1s) peak was broadened compared to the encapsulaed ML, and the peak
was redshifted (blueshifted) by 23 (7) meV. However, two new peaks were observed in the
BL reflectance spectra, located at 1.711 and 1.741 eV. Theoretical calculations supported
the conclusion that the two peaks represented the interlayer (spatially indirect) A exciton
and the intralayer (direct) A2s state, respectively. From these observations, the authors
calculated the binding energy of the indirect A exciton to be 153 meV, a significant fraction
of the direct A exciton binding energy, which was calculated to be 209 meV.
In addition to determinations of the exciton binding energy via observation of the exci-
tonic excited states coupled with theoretical calculations, the exciton binding energy was also
obtained through direct measurements of both the EBG and OBG. In Ref. [479], ML MoS2
was grown by vapor-phase deposition on HOPG. PL spectra taken at 79 K determined that
the OBG was 1.93 eV based on the location of the A exciton PL peak, though the peak was
redshifted to 1.86 eV at room temperature. The EBG was measured by STS at 77 K to be
either 2.15 eV or 2.35 eV, depending on the STM threshold current used by the researchers.
While the authors remained confident, based on their experience and observations, that the
value of 2.15 eV was probably right, they conceded that interaction between the MoS2 ML
and the HOPG substrate led to the formation of a heterojunction at the interface, causing
a modification of the band gap. The following year, the principal results of Ref. [479] would
be strongly supported by the findings reported in Ref. [480], which also studied ML MoS2 on
HOPG and found an EBG of 2.15 eV at both 77 K and room temperature, while the OBG
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was determined to be 1.93 eV for vapor-phase-grown MoS2 at 79 K or 1.85 eV for the same
material at room temperature.
Assuming that the EBG of MoS2 on HOPG is indeed 2.15 eV, the corresponding exciton
binding energy of ≈ 0.22 eV would be significantly smaller than the value predicted by
theoretical calculations, which ranged from 0.5-1 eV [137, 138, 157, 358, 464, 465]. On the
other hand, similar experiments were performed for other TMDC materials, and the exciton
binding energy obtained was dramatically different than in MoS2. For MBE-grown MoSe2 on
HOPG [481], the EBG and OBG were found to be 2.1 eV and 1.6 eV, respectively, while for
exfoliated WSe2 on HOPG [480], the EBG and OBG were determined to be 2.08 eV and either
1.65 eV or 1.63 eV (depending on whether the WS2 was mechanically exfoliated or grown by
CVD). The exciton binding energy in both MoSe2 and WS2 on HOPG was therefore found
to be about 0.5 eV, in line with the aforementioned theoretical studies. Compounding the
mysterious disagreement between theoretical and experimental determinations of the exciton
binding energy is the fact that the OBG apparently remains roughly constant regardless of
substrate, with PL measurements of the A peak reliably falling within a relatively narrow 80
meV window between about 1.82 - 1.9 eV. It must therefore be the case that the substrate
affects the TMDC ML beyond simply changing the dielectric environment.
Interestingly, it was realized back in 2007 [482] that the use of an SiO2 substrate sponta-
neously doped few-layer MoS2 flakes, and in 2011 the same issue arose during the fabrication
of an ML MoS2 transistor [215]. One study from 2013 [216] performed PL measurements on
SiO2 back-gated ML MoS2 for gate voltages between Vg = (−100)− (+80) V and found that
a) the gate voltage changed the PL spectra significantly b) the MoS2 ML remained electron-
doped at all values of the gate voltage c) the Vg induced doping shifted the Fermi energy
by as much as 30 meV d) certain doping concentrations significantly enhanced the PL peak
associated with the trion resonance (EX−b = 18.0 meV). This phenomenon was confirmed in
Refs. [146, 147, 151, 483].
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All of this is to say that the study of excitons in the ML TMDCs, and in particular the
experimental determination of fundamental excitonic properties such as the binding energy,
is far from a trivial process. While a predictive model of the effects of substrate on the EBG is
outside the scope of this work, we can be certain that the exciton binding energy must depend
on the surrounding dielectric environment. Therefore, by comprehensively calculating the
exciton binding energy for a wide variety of possible substrates and comparing to the observed
excitonic properties from experiment, we can gain insight on other possible mechanisms that
explain the data.
7.2 Analysis and comparison of the properties of excitons
in TMDCs, Xenes, and phosphorene
Now let us compare the properties of excitons in phosphorene to the properties of excitons
in the TMDCs [338] and the buckled 2D allotropes of silicon (Si), germanium (Ge), and
tin (Sn), known as silicene, germanene, and stanene, and collectively as the Xenes [339]. In
Ref. [338], the properties of indirect excitons in a THT HS were calculated using a similar
method to the one used in this work. The study focused on four of the most common
TMDCs, namely MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2. Calculations were performed for a THT
HS with NBN ∈ [1, 9] using only the RK potential. The relevant material parameters were
the exciton reduced mass, µ, the 2D polarizability, χ2D, and the TMDC ML thickness, lT .
Many ab-initio studies had previously calculated the material properties of the TMDCs, so
for each material, two calculations were performed with two different values of the input
parameters µ and χ2D. Out of the multitude of possible choices, the input parameters were
chosen based on the combination of values which produced the largest and smallest exciton
binding energy, corresponding to upper and lower bounds on all calculated quantities. In
particular, the smallest reported value of µ and the largest reported value of χ2D were used
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together to provide the lower bound, while the largest µ and smallest χ2D found in the
literature were used to provide the upper bound.
For indirect excitons in a THT HS, the binding energies were calculated to be between
Eb[RK, NBN = 1] = (90−110, 100−105, 90−105, 90−110) meV in MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and
WSe2, respectively. Increasing the separation to NBN = 5, the binding energies were reduced
to between 50 − 70 meV for all materials, decreasing to about 40 − 55 meV at NBN = 8.
Comparing these values to the results shown in Fig. 6.2, we find that the binding energy of
indirect excitons in a THT HS is smaller than in a PHP HS by about 5− 10%. The 1s→ 2p
optical transition energy of the indirect exciton in a THT HS was calculated to be about
Etr[RK, (1, 5, 8)] = (50 − 60, 30, 20) meV. By comparison, Fig. 6.3 demonstrates that the
anisotropic exciton reduced mass causes Extr (E
y
tr) to be significantly larger (smaller) than
the analogous optical transition energy of the isotropic exciton.
To facilitate the comparison of the optical properties of excitons in different materials,
we use the absorption factor Aj to control for the factor of l, which is different for each 2D
material, in the denominator of Eq. (2.25). For a THT HS, the indirect exciton absorption
factor was calculated to be A[RK, 1] = 2−3.7%, while in a PHP HS, we calculate Ax[p, 1] ≈
5.1−5.5% and Ay[p, 1] ≈ 0.81%, with the Coulomb potential yielding slightly smaller values
of A than the RK potential. The calculated values of A in the TMDCs do not change
significantly with increasing NBN, reaching a maximum of about 2.5 − 4.4% at NBN = 8,
because f0 is already quite large at NBN = 1, similar to the observed behavior of f y0 in a
PHP HS. Again, we see here that the anisotropy of excitons in phosphorene leads to strongly
enhanced (suppressed) optical activity under x- (y)-polarized excitations.
Turning now to the properties of excitons in Xenes, we note that a direct comparison is
complicated by the uniquely tunable nature of excitons in the Xenes. Briefly, the buckled
crystal structure of the Xenes allows the band gap, and therefore, the effective mass of charge
carriers, to be tuned by an external electric field, E⊥, oriented perpendicular to the plane of
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the Xene ML. As a result, the excitonic properties can be dramatically altered by changing
the magnitude of the applied electric field. We will restrict the discussion here to a range
of E⊥ which lead to binding energies that are comparable to excitons in phosphorene. Also,
a previous ab-initio study predicted that the crystal structure of silicene became unstable
around E⊥ ≈ 2.6 V/Å, so all calculations in Ref. [339] were performed for E⊥ ≤ 2.7 V/Å.
In Ref. [339], the properties of both direct and indirect excitons were calculated. For
direct excitons, results were obtained for freestanding (FS) Xene monolayers and for Si
monolayers encapsulated by h-BN. The properties of indirect excitons were calculated using
both the RK and Coulomb potentials in Xene/h-BN heterostructures, primarily focusing on
silicene (SHS HS).
For the direct exciton in ML Xenes, it was calculated that Eb[Si,FS] ≈ 740 meV for
E⊥ ≈ 1.5 V/Å, Eb[Ge,FS] ≈ 740 meV at E⊥ = 2.7 V/Å, while the binding energy in FS Sn
reached a maximum of about 550 meV. Compared to Eb[HE] ≈ 200 meV in phosphorene,
the direct exciton binding energy in HE Si reached a maximum of about 350 meV at the
maximum electric field of E⊥ = 2.7 V/Å, while the binding energy was about 200 meV for
E⊥ ≈ 0.8− 1.2 V/Å.
Originally, calculations of α and A of excitons in the FS Xenes were performed for
Γ = 1013 s−1, but for consistency we will instead assume Γ = 1014 s−1 as used here. Since the
tuning mechanism of excitons in Xenes involves changing the charge carrier effective mass,
the absorption coefficient and absorption factor are strongly suppressed at moderate to high
electric fields, while the oscillator strength increases with increasing electric field. In general,
when the electric field is large enough that the exciton binding energy is comparable to that
of phosphorene, the value of A in the FS Xenes is only about 1%, much weaker than Ax[FS]
but comparable to Ay[FS]. On the other hand, A[Si,HE] ≈ 2% at E⊥ = 1.0 V/Å, while
Ax[HE] ≈ 3% and Ay[HE] ≈ 0.6%, comparable to A in the FS Xenes.
For indirect excitons in an SHS HS, the maximum binding energy at E⊥ = 2.7 V/Å was
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calculated to be about Eb[Si, p, 1] ≈ 150 meV, not much bigger than the value of Eb[i, p, 1] ≈
120 meV shown in Fig. 6.2. The data for A in an SHS HS again shows that indirect excitons
are more optically active than direct excitons, where A[Si, p, 1] ≈ 3 − 4% for E⊥ ≈ 1 V/Å.
Also, A[Si, p,NBN] was found to depend only weakly on the choice of interaction potential p,
while the change in A with respect to NBN is again quite small in the SHS HS, comparable
to Ay.
By comparing the properties of the anisotropic exciton in phosphorene to isotropic exci-
tons in the TMDCs and Xenes, the effects of anisotropy are clearly emphasized. Whereas
binding energies were mostly comparable in all three types of materials, the polarization-
dependent optical properties of anisotropic excitons in phosphorene are drastically different
from the optical properties of isotropic excitons in the TMDCs and Xenes. In particular,
the small value of µx in phosphorene leads to a larger optical transition energy and signifi-
cantly enhanced optical absorption, while the corresponding optical quantities for y-polarized
excitations are much smaller than in isotropic excitons.
7.3 Systematic analysis of the dependence of excitonic
properties on input parameters
In the preceeding chapters, calculations of the excitonic properties were performed using
input parameters which were chosen from the literature specifically to be representative of
the respective materials. While this narrow approach straightforwardly produces results that
are applicable to common experimental scenarios, the small set of computational parameters
limits our ability to comprehensively analyze the dependence of the calculated properties
on the input parameters. Building on the study in the preceeding chapter of anisotropic
excitons in phosphorene specifically, the properties of anisotropic excitons were calculated
while systematically and individually varying the input parameters µx, µy, χ2D, and κ.
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Figure 7.1: Progresssion of the first 12 eigenenergies with respect to µx, with µy = 0.7m0,
κ = 1, and χ2D = 4.1 Å.
In Fig. 7.1, the first 12 eigenenergies of the anisotropic exciton with µy = 0.7 m0 are
plotted as a function of µx. Fig. 7.2 focuses on the behavior of the |n > 6〉 eigenstates for
relatively small values of µx < 0.2 m0. Most notable is the distinct anti-crossing behavior of
the eigenenergies with increasing µx, which is due to the eigenenergies of the nx > 0 excited
states increasing relative to the ny > 0 excited states.
In Fig. 7.3, we illustrate the migration of the |(1, 0)〉 state, also seen in Fig. 7.1, by
plotting the allowed optical transitions of the anisotropic exciton under x- and y-polarized
excitations (shown with red and blue squares, respectively) for µy = 0.7 m0 and different
values of µx. At µx = 0.01 m0, the first x-excited state is only the 10th most-strongly-bound
state, i.e. |10〉 → |(nx = 1, ny = 0)〉. Increasing µx to 0.02 m0, the first x-excited state shifts
to |8〉 → |(1, 0)〉, and at µx = 0.03 m0 we find |6〉 → | (1, 0)〉 (not pictured). Starting with
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Figure 7.2: Zoomed-in version of Fig. 7.1 detailing behavior of higher excited states at small
µx. The legend of this figure is the same as Fig. 7.1.
µx = 0.04 m0 (top-left), we see that the |(1, 0)〉 state is the same as for µx = 0.03 m0,
as indicated by the column with red squares denoting allowed optical transitions under x-
polarized light. As shown by the tick marks on the right side of each plot, the progresssion of
the eiegnenergy of the |(1, 0)〉 state follows E(1,0) [µx = (0.04, 0.05, 0.09, 0.2, 0.69, 0.7)] =
(210.2, 235.9, 310.6, 425.1, 619.0, 621.3) meV
Having established in Fig. 7.3 which eigenstates correspond to the first x and y excited
states, let us now quantitatively analyze the optical properties of the system. The ordered
triplets (x, y, z) → (Ejtr, f j0 , µx) are plotted and shown in Figs. 7.4a-7.4f. Each color cor-
responds to a different µy, while the lighter (darker) shade denotes the fx0 (f
y
0 ) transition.
When µx = µy, the x/y transition is symmetric, so the corresponding data point is repre-
sented by the fully saturated color and a slightly larger data point. The units of Ejtr and
µx are [meV] and [m0], respectively. Since Ejtr and f
j
0 are both dependent variables of µx,
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we plot µx along the z- (purple) axis, such that data can be visualized as a vertical stack of
x − y planes, each of which show the co-dependent variables Ejtr and f j0 along the x- (red)
and y- (blue) axes at the given value of µx, and the value of µy is denoted by the color of
the data points.
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Figure 7.3: Grid of plots which individually show the allowed optical transitions for the
anisotropic exciton with µx and µy as shown in the inset of each plot. The units of µx and
µy and m0.
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(b) Top-down view showing the Ejtr and f
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0 axes.
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(c) Side view showing Ejtr versus µx.
(d) Angled perspective of Fig. 7.4c also showing the f j0 axis.
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Figure 7.4: Series of 3D plots showing
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from different perspectives.
Chapter 8
Tunability of polaritons in an Xene
monolayer in a microcavity
8.1 Introduction: A brief history of polaritons
In 1958, it was theoretically shown by Hopfield [484] that photons propagating through a
dielectric could couple strongly to excitons in the material. In Hopfield’s view, the interaction
between the photon and the dielectric leads to a polarization field in the dielectric – the
formation of an exciton via an optical excitation would then correspond to a quantized
state of the polarization field – a “polariton”. Several years later, Hopfield successfully
applied his polariton framework to anomalous optical absorption lines of excitons in ZnO,
demonstrating that light-matter coupling in polarizable media causes observable deviations
from a straightforward calculation of the excitations due to electron-electron interactions
from the many-body Hamiltonian [485]. The resonant interaction between semiconductor
excitons and photons is further enhanced if the system is placed in an optical microcavity
which allows the photons to reflect back and forth across the cavity many times [486, 487].
In these semiconductor microcavities, the two resonant modes of the exciton and photon
129
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couple to each other, leading to a splitting of the eigenmodes of the coupled oscillator which
is analogous to the vacuum-field Rabi splitting of the atom. If the exciton-photon coupling
is larger than the linewidths of the exciton and cavity photon resonances, then the system is
said to be in the strong-coupling regime, and the excitonic and photonic modes split into so-
called upper- and lower-polariton branches (UP and LP, respectively). The strong-coupling
regime for exciton-polaritons in a GaAs quantum well (QW) embedded in a microcavity was
first observed experimentally in 1992 [488].
Due to their dual nature as both matter and light, exciton-polaritons (hereafter: po-
laritons) exhibit a fascinating combination of light and matter properties, and they are
therefore the ideal medium for studying for a wide variety of quantum phenomena. For
example, polaritons inherit their extremely small effective mass, ≈ 104 m0, from the effective
mass of spatially confined photons. It is also straightforward to experimentally detect and
characterize polaritons since they couple directly to out-of-cavity photons with the same
energy and in-plane wavevector. Meanwhile, the excitonic character of polaritons leads to
polariton-polariton interactions which allows polaritons to thermalize, enabling the forma-
tion of quantum degenerate phases such as Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC). In addition,
the photonic component contributes to a phase-coherent spatial wavefunction of the polari-
ton, which makes it robust against crystal defects which are usually fatal to the formation
of a BEC of, for example, excitons [489]. In order to leverage these unique properties, po-
laritonic devices have been proposed for a wide variety of applications, from vertical-cavity
surface-emitting lasers [490–493], to optical circuits [494–497] and spin optical memory de-
vices [498–503]. Comprehensive reviews of recent progress in polaritonic devices can be found
in Refs. [504, 505].
It can be seen, then, that polaritons are not just a physical curiosity but represent a very
real path towards the development of next-generation optoelectronic devices. The quest to
develop polaritonic devices therefore lies on the cutting edge of the fields of quantum optics,
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condensed matter physics, and device fabrication. While significant progress has been made
towards the design and fabrication of functional polaritonic devices, one major remaining
challenge is choosing the semiconductor material and the cavity geometry such that the
polaritons (and their constituent excitons) are stable at room temperature, and furthermore,
that the temperature-dependent broadening of the excitonic resonance does not reduce or
destroy the Rabi splitting. To that end, early experiments on polaritons were conducted at
cryogenic temperatures to minimize the effect of temperature-dependent line broadening of
the excitonic resonance [488]. Room-temperature observation of the strong coupling regime
was achieved in optical microcavities containing bulk GaN [506] and ZnO [507], as well as
in ZnO/ZnMgO [508] and ZnSe/ZnCdSe [509] QWs.
Amongst the most-sought-after room-temperature phenomena in polaritons is the prospect
of room-temperature superfluidity via the formation of a BEC of polaritons. Bose-Einstein
condensation occurs when a weakly-interacting system of bosons is cooled to a sufficiently
low temperature, causing a significant fraction of the bosons to spontaneously occupy the
lowest energy state. It was shown in Ref. [510] that an infinite 2D system cannot undergo a
BEC transition at finite temperature due to long-wavelength thermal fluctuations destroying
long-range order in the condensate. It was subsequently demonstrated by Berezinskii [511,
512] and Kosterlitz and Thouless [513, 514] that the spatial confinement of a finite 2D sys-
tem modifies the density of states of the fluid such that the long-wavelength fluctuations
are excluded, and the condensate phase is recovered. Depending on the method of con-
finement, the system may exhibit either a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) superfluid
phase (characterized by bound vortex-anti vortex pairs), a quasi-BEC (characterized by
suppressed density fluctuations), or a true BEC (characterized by suppressed density and
phase fluctuations) [515]. Finally, superfluid behavior requires full thermal equilibrium in the
system, though some properties of superfluid behavior such as coherence and macroscopic
occupation of the ground state can still be observed in partially equilibrated Bose fluids [516].
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Early experiments on polariton BEC were frustrated by excessive photon leakage from the
cavity mirrors, leading to a polariton lifetime that was too short to allow the polaritons to
come to thermal equilibrium.
The first experimental evidence of a non-equilibrium polariton condensate was reported in
Ref. [517], where the authors indirectly observed evidence of polariton BEC in GaAs/GaAlAs
QWs at T = 4 K; subsequent claims of polariton condensates followed [518, 519]. Around the
same time, theoretical works predicted that the BEC transition temperature was well above
room-temperature for GaN [491]- and ZnO [520]-based microcavities. The first conclusive
observation of polaritonic BEC was given in Ref. [521] in a CdTe multiple QW structure in
an optical microcavity at T = 19 K. Following this result, room-temperature condensation
of polaritons was observed in the case of polariton lasing in bulk GaN in a microcavity [492].
Superfluidity of polaritons was observed in Ref. [522], albeit at T = 5 K and with a Rabi
splitting of only 5.1 meV. For reviews on theoretical and experimental results on polariton
condensation, see Refs. [489, 515, 516, 523, 524].
Recently, research focus has begun to shift towards two-dimensional (2D) semiconduc-
tors such as the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs). Atomically thin semiconductors
such as TMDCs have several clear advantages over quasi-2D semiconductor QWs, namely
their significantly enhanced exciton binding energies and extremely strong optical absorption
by excitons when compared to semiconductor QWs [338] (see e.g. Refs. [26, 107, 235, 350]
for reviews of the electronic and optical properties of TMDCs). Indeed, TMDCs have al-
ready been shown to exhibit the strong-coupling regime at room-temperature [525, 526], and
have been identified as candidates for room-temperature polaritonic devices [527] and room-
temperature superfluidity [528]. Another category of 2D semiconductors are the buckled 2D
allotropes of silicon, germanium, and tin, known as silicene, germanene, and stanene, and
collectively referred to as Xenes [75] (for reviews of the properties of buckled 2D materials,
see Refs. [398, 434, 529–531]). Like TMDCs, Xenes exhibit very large exciton binding ener-
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gies, but Xenes are unique amongst even the 2D materials because their buckled structure
allows one to change the band gap using an external electric field aligned perpendicular to
the Xene monolayer [364]. By changing the band gap one also changes the effective mass of
electrons and holes, and therefore one can tune the binding energy and optical properties of
excitons in Xenes using an electric field [339].
In this chapter, we study and examine the behavior and properties of polaritons in the
freestanding (FS) Xenes, that is, an Xene monolayer suspended in vacuum, as well as in
silicene encapsulated by h-BN, embedded in an open, variable-length microcavity. In partic-
ular, we consider two sets of parameters describing silicene encapsulated by h-BN, based on
an ab-initio study of silicene on an h-BN substrate [397]. In that study, it was found that the
slight mismatch in lattice parameters between h-BN and silicene leads to the formation of a
variety of possible superlattices depending on the relative angle between the two materials.
Each superlattice pattern is characterized by slightly different electronic properties in the
supported silicene, primarily distinguished by the intrinsic band gap and the Fermi velocity.
Of the many superlattice arrangements studied in Ref. [397], we chose the combinations with
the smallest and largest Fermi velocities and intrinsic gaps, and refer to them as Type I and
Type II silicene, respectively.
It will be shown that Xenes are excellent candidates for extremely strong exciton-photon
coupling and room-temperature superfluidity. In addition, we demonstrate that the excep-
tional tunability of Xenes via an external electric field, combined with the tunable nature of
the open microcavity design, offers unprecedented control over the strength of the exciton-
photon coupling, Rabi splitting, and BKT superfluid critical temperature. First, we deter-
mine the ground state properties of direct excitons formed in an Xene monolayer, namely the
direct exciton binding energy, Eb, and excitonic Bohr radius, aB, by solving the Schrödinger
equation for an interacting electron and hole constrained in the Xene monolayer plane, for
which the interaction potential is the Rytova-Keldysh (RK) potential [354, 355]. We then
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obtain the properties of polaritons for an Xene monolayer embedded in a tunable-length open
microcavity, in particular, the dependence of the Rabi splitting on the external electric field
when the cavity length is changed in coincidence with the electric field so that the exciton
and photon modes are kept in resonance. The theory of BEC and superfluidity in a 2D
Bose gas of polaritons is then presented, and we examine the dependence of the BKT critical
temperature on the external electric field for some fixed polariton concentration which is
representative of a typical experimental setup.
This Chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 8.2, the properties of photons confined in
an optical microcavity are presented. The light-matter interaction Hamiltonian describing
excitons and photons interacting in a microcavity is presented in Sec. 8.3, and then the Rabi
splitting of polaritons in an open optical microcavity is calculated. In Sec. 8.4, we explore the
collective properties of a weakly-interacting Bose gas of polaritons in an optical microcavity
by calculating the superfluid critical temperature of the system. The optimization problem
of simulatenously maximizing the Rabi splitting and BKT critical temperature is analyzed
in detail in Sec. 8.5. We analyze our results and discuss their implications towards ongoing
research in polaritons in 2D crystals and open microcavities in Sec. 8.6. Our conclusions
follow in Sec. 8.7.
8.2 Microcavity Properties and Parameters
We consider a microcavity containing an Xene monolayer placed on top of a DBR mirror.
The opposite end of the cavity comprises a movable stage which enables adjustment of the
cavity length, Lc. Throughout the following calculations we consider that the cavity length is
changed in coincidence with the electric field E⊥ such that the excitonic and photonic modes
remain in resonance. The cavity length determines the allowed resonant photon modes, Eph,
and the energy of these modes is related to Lc as:
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Eph =
~pic
Lc
√
cav
. (8.1)
The mirror placed on the movable stage can be either another DBR [525, 532, 533], or a
metallic mirror [526]. A crucial difference between the choice of a DBR or metallic mirror is
that a DBR introduces additional photonic path length since reflection from a DBR involves
the photon penetrating some distance into the DBR. For each DBR, the additional photonic
path length is given by [532, 534–536]:
LDBR =
λc
2
√
cav
n1n2
(n2 − n1) =
hc
2Eph
√
εcav
n1n2
(n2 − n1) , (8.2)
where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the dielectrics composing the DBR, and λc is
the central wavelength of the DBR, at which the mirror is maximally reflective. Therefore,
the effective photonic path length of the microcavity can be written Leff = Lc + LDBR for
the case of a microcavity with one DBR and one silver mirror, and Leff = Lc + 2LDBR if
the microcavity consists of 2 identical DBR mirrors. Assuming a typical DBR consisting of
alternating layers of SiO2 (n1 = 1.45) and TiO2 (n2 = 2.05) [526], where λc corresponds to
the Eph given by a particular Lc, we find that LDBR is greater than Lc by nearly a factor of 4,
so the choice between a 2 DBR and 1 DBR microcavity configuration significantly changes
the value of Leff .
In an optical microcavity, the rate of photon leakage from the microcavity can be con-
sidered a type of damping in the system, and the contribution to the photonic damping due
to the leakage from a single mirror, γ′ph, is given by [526]:
γ
′
ph =
1−√R√
R
c√
cav(2Leff )
, (8.3)
where R is the reflectivity of the mirror, and the second fraction represents the time it takes
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for the photon to travel back and forth across the cavity once. Therefore, the decay rate of
photons from the cavity is given by the sum of the photonic decay rate from each mirror:
γ
(2 DBR)
ph =
1−√R1√
R1
c√
cavLeff
, (8.4)
γ
(1 DBR)
ph =
[
1
2
(
1−√R1√
R1
+
1−√R2√
R2
)]
c√
εcavLeff
=
1−√Reff√
Reff
c√
εcavLeff
, (8.5)
for each microcavity configuration considered in this work. In Eq. (8.5), R1 is the reflectivity
of the DBR, R2 is the reflectivity of the metallic mirror, and Reff = (4R1R2)/(
√
R1 +
√
R2)
2
is the effective reflectivity of a microcavity with two non-identical mirrors.
In this work we consider two open (cav = 1) microcavity configurations, one consisting
of two DBRs and one with one DBR and one silver mirror. The microcavity is characterized
by the following parameters: a DBR consisting of SiO2/TiO2 [526] with refractive indices
n1 = 1.45 and n2 = 2.05, respectively, and reflectivity R1 = 0.985 [488, 534]; the silver mirror
has a reflectivity R2 = 0.95 [526].
We calculated the dependence of the A exciton transition energy, Eex,A, on the external
electric field E⊥, for each of the 5 materials under consideration, and present our results in
Fig. 8.1. Also shown along the right side of the frame is the cavity length Lc which yields a
photon energy in resonance with the excitonic transition energy, Eph = Eex.
8.3 Polaritons in an Optical Microcavity
The Hamiltonian of the exciton-photon interaction is given by [537]:
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Figure 8.1: Spectrum of A exciton transition energy, Eex,A = (2∆−1 − Eb,A), at k = 0 as a
function of the electric field E⊥. The right hand side of the frame shows the correspondence
between the exciton energy Eex and the cavity length Lc necessary to keep Eph = Eex.
Hˆ0 =
∑
k
Eex(k)bˆ
†
kbˆk +
∑
k
Eph(k)aˆ
†
kaˆk + ~V
∑
k
(
aˆ†kbˆk + bˆ
†
kaˆk
)
+
1
2A
∑
k,k′,q
Uqbˆ
†
k′+qbˆ
†
k−qbˆkbˆk′ ,
(8.6)
where aˆk (aˆ†k) and bˆk (bˆ
†
k) are the photonic and excitonic Bose annihilation (creation) oper-
ators, respectively.
The first term in Eq. (8.6) is the Hamiltonian of non-interacting excitons, where
Eex(k) = Eex +
~2k2
2Mex
(8.7)
is the dispersion relation of a single exciton in the Xene monolayer with in-plane momentum
k, and Mex = 2m is the total mass of the exciton.
The second term in Eq. (8.6) is the Hamiltonian of non-interacting photons confined in
a semiconductor microcavity [538], where
Eph(k) =
~c√
cav
√
pi2
L2c
+ k2 (8.8)
is the dispersion relation of the photon [345]. Assuming k is small, Eq. (8.8) can be expanded
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to obtain [489]
Eph (k) ≈ Eph + ~
2k2
2mph
, (8.9)
where mph = (Ephcav) / (c2) is the effective mass of the photon due to confinement within
the cavity.
The third term in Eq. (8.6) is the Hamiltonian of harmonic exciton-photon coupling [539],
where V is the exciton-photon coupling constant. The functional form of V depends on the
system in question, but following Refs. [525, 528, 534, 540], the exciton-photon coupling
constant in this system can be written as:
V =
[
NX
1 +
√
R√
R
4pike2v2F
EexLeff
√
εcavκ
|ψ(0)|2
]1/2
, (8.10)
where NX is the number of Xene monolayers in the microcavity, R is the reflectivity of the
mirrors, Leff is the effective cavity length, ψ(0) is the value of the exciton relative motion
wavefunction evaluated at r = 0, and the expressions for R and Leff are determined by the
choice of either the 1 DBR or 2 DBR microcavity setup. A brief summary of how Eq. (8.10)
is obtained is given in Appendix D.
The fourth term in Eq. (8.6) describes the repulsive exciton-exciton interaction potential.
As a first step, we neglect this term while considering the formation of polaritons in the
microcavity.
The eigenenergies of Eq. (8.6) can be obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian using
a well-established procedure [484] (see Appendix C). To properly account for excitonic and
photonic damping, which originate from the finite linewidth of the excitonic transition and
the leakage rate of photons from the mirrors, we write Eex and Eph as explicitly complex,
that is, Eex → Eex− i~γex and Eph → Eph− i~γph. Then the complex upper/lower polariton
eigenergies are given by [489, 498]
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EUP/LP(k) =
Eph(k) + Eex(k)− i~ (γex + γph)
2
±
√
~2V 2 +
1
4
[∆E (k) + i~ (γex − γph)]2,
(8.11)
where ∆E(k) = Eph (k) − Eex (k) is the so-called detuning between the bare exciton and
photon modes. The real and imaginary parts of the complex eigenenergies of Eq. (8.11)
correspond to the eigenenergies, EUP and ELP, and decay rates, γUP and γLP, of upper and
lower polaritons, respectively. The polariton decay rates can also be calculated directly
as [489],
γLP(k) = |Xk|2γex + |Ck|2γph
γUP(k) = |Ck|2γex + |Xk|2γph, (8.12)
where |Xk| and |Ck| are the Hopfield coefficients of Eq. (C.2), but it turns out that calculating
γUP/LP (k) using Eq. (8.12) yields exactly the same result as taking the imaginary part of
Eq. (8.11). Interestingly enough, one can obtain the eigenmodes of the upper and lower
polariton branches while explicitly accounting for excitonic and photonic damping by writing
the coupled damped oscillator equation [498],
~2V 2 = (Eex − E − i~γex) (Eph − E − i~γph) , (8.13)
where the two solutions of E correspond exactly to the expressions given in Eq. (8.11).
According to Eq. (8.11), the observable difference between the upper and lower polariton
eigenergies at k = 0, known as the Rabi splitting, is given by:
~ΩR = EUP − ELP = 2
√
~2V 2 +
1
4
[∆E + i~ (γex − γph)]2. (8.14)
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Let us focus on the case of zero detuning, ∆E = 0. Then Eq. (8.14) reduces to:
~ΩR = 2~
√
V 2 −
(
γex − γph
2
)2
. (8.15)
Now, if the exciton-photon coupling constant V > |γex − γph|/2, the system is said to be
in the strong-coupling regime, where the UP/LP eigenenergies differ from the bare exciton
and photon energies, and therefore the Rabi splitting, ~ΩR, is positive and real. If instead
V < |γex−γph|/2, the system is in the weak-coupling regime, where EUP and ELP correspond
to the exciton and photon energies, and the quantity ~ΩR is imaginary. If γex and γph are
much smaller than V , the Rabi splitting can be approximated by ~ΩR ≈ 2~V . By calcuating
~Ω0R ≡ 2~V and comparing it to ~ΩR, we can compare the strength of the exciton-photon
interaction to the splitting between the upper and lower polariton eigenmodes, and in the
process gain insight into the effect of the excitonic and photonic damping on the formation
and properties of polaritons.
Before presenting calculations of ~Ω0R and ~ΩR, let us discuss the choice of γex to be
used in our calculations. Experimental studies of the excitonic properties in the FS Xenes
are non-existent, and the sensitivity of the material parameters of silicene to the choice of
substrate further complicates the generalization of experimental data for Silicene between
substrates. On the other hand, the excitonic and optical properties of the TMDCs have been
extensively studied for nearly a decade [71], and TMDCs have been studied experimentally
in optical microcavities for the past 5 years [525, 532, 541, 542]. The linewidth of the
excitonic transition in the TMDCs has been observed to be roughly 11 meV at cryogenic
temperatures [525] and appoximately 30 meV at room-temperature [526, 527, 533, 541].
Since we consider the polaritonic properties at room-temperature in this work, we assume
γex = (30 meV)/~ ≈ 5× 1013 s−1 as an upper limit of γex to be used in calculations for both
the FS Xenes and Type I/II Si. However, it is well documented that encapsulating TMDCs
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with h-BN strongly suppresses the excitonic linewidth, such that cryogenic linewidths are
observed even at room temperature [384, 449, 450]. Therefore, we also consider a lower limit
of γex = 1013 s−1 for Type I/II Si.
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Figure 8.2: Dependence of the exciton-photon coupling constant, ~Ω0R, on the external elec-
tric field, E⊥, in each of the five materials, for A excitons, in (a) a 2 DBR microcavity, and
(b) a 1 DBR microcavity. Dependence of the Rabi splitting with excitonic and photonic
damping, ~ΩR, for A excitons, in (c) a 2 DBR microcavity, and (d) a 1 DBR microcavity.
Comparisons of ~Ω0R and ~ΩR across all five materials in both 2 DBR and 1 DBR micro-
cavity designs are presented in Fig. 8.2. Fig. 8.2(a) shows the quantity ~Ω0R for A excitons in
each of the five materials in a 2 DBR microcavity, while Fig. 8.2(b) shows the same quantity
for a 1 DBR setup. Analysis of these results shows that the choice of microcavity config-
uration has a significant effect on the strength of the exciton-photon coupling constant V .
Since LDBR ≈ 4Lc, the extra factor of LDBR added to Leff in the 2 DBR configuration nearly
doubles Leff , and since V ∝ L−1/2eff , we find that V (1 DBR) ≈ 1.35× V (2 DBR) for all materials
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and at all electric fields. The factor of
√
κ in the denominator of V also significantly reduces
V in encapsulated Si (κ = εh-BN = 4.89), compared to the FS Xenes (κ = 1).
The large excitonic line broadening γex = 5 × 1013 s−1 and choice of Leff significantly
affects the Rabi splitting, as presented in Figs. 8.2(c) and (d). In the 2 DBR configuration
shown in Fig. 8.2(c), the FS Xenes do not enter the strong coupling regime until E⊥ ≈ 1.0
V/Å, while encapsulated Si is in the weak coupling regime until the electric field becomes
extremely strong, E⊥ ≈ 2.5 V/Å. The 1 DBR configuration shown in Fig. 8.2(d) demon-
strates that the dependence of Leff on the cavity configuration has a significant effect on
the onset of the strong coupling regime. In this microcavity setup, the FS Xenes enter the
strong coupling regime around E⊥ ≈ 0.6 V/Å, while the transition to the strong coupling
regime in encapsulated Si occurs around E⊥ ≈ 1.6 V/Å. In addition, the maximal value of
~ΩR for each material is nearly twice as large in the 1 DBR case compared to the 2 DBR
case.
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Figure 8.3: (a): Dependence of ~ΩR on the electric field E⊥ in Type II Si for different
numbers of Si monolayers NX stacked on top of each other. (b): Dependence of ~ΩR on the
electric field E⊥ in Type II Si for different values of the exciton damping γex.
Next, we analyze the dependence of the Rabi splitting on the external electric field for
different numbers of encapsulated Type II Si monolayers, NX , stacked on top of each other,
and on different values of the excitonic damping, γex, shown in Fig. 8.3. In Fig. 8.3(a)
we vary the number of Si monolayers in the microcavity, keeping γex = 5 × 1013 s−1. For
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NX > 1, we consider a stack of Si monolayers, each separated by few-layer h-BN such that
the Si monolayers do not interact with each other, while the height of the stack of NX Si
monolayers with h-BN spacers remains negligible compared to Lc, so that Lc and Leff do
not need to be modified. We find that increasing NX to 3 brings the onset of the strong
coupling regime in Type II Si to E⊥ = 0.7 V/Å, and increases the maximum ~ΩR at large
electric fields to about 70 meV, which is quantitatively similar to ~ΩR in the FS Xenes.
In Fig. 8.3(b) we vary the exciton linewidth γex while keeping NX = 1. We find that
reducing γex reduces the value of E⊥ at which the strong coupling regime is reached, but the
maximal value of ~ΩR at large electric fields is not increased as it is when NX is increased.
This is because increasing NX increases V itself, while reducing γex only causes ~ΩR to
converge towards V .
Finally, let us comment on the relationship between the upper and lower polariton
eigenenergies, the Rabi splitting, and the binding energy of polaritons, by which we mean
the stability of polaritons against dissociation. At ∆E = 0 and k = 0, the lower (up-
per) polariton may dissociate into its constituent exciton and photon states if it gains
(loses) an amount of energy equal to the difference between the lower (upper) polariton
eigenenergy and the bare exciton/photon energy. Since the splitting of the upper/lower
polariton eigenenergies is symmetric with respect to the (equal) bare exciton and photon
energies, the binding energy of polaritons at ∆E = k = 0 is straightforwardly given by
Eb,UP/LP ≡ |EUP/LP − Eex/ph| = (~ΩR)/2.
Since the splitting between the upper and lower polariton branches is symmetric with
respect to the average of Eex and Eph, in the case of either non-zero detuning or non-zero
in-plane momentum, the polariton binding energy cannot be straightforwardly calculated as
(~ΩR/2). Restricting this example to the case where EUP(k) > Eph(k) > Eex(k) > ELP(k),
we can see that upper polaritons would dissociate into photons if they lost energy equal to
EUP − Eph, and lower polaritons would dissociate into excitons if they gained energy equal
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to Eex − ELP. Thus, the binding energy of polaritons can be given generally as
Eb,UP (∆E,k) = |EUP −Max [Eex, Eph]|
Eb,LP (∆E,k) = |ELP −Min [Eex, Eph]|. (8.16)
8.4 Tunable superfluidity of polaritons in an Xene mono-
layer in an open microcavity
In the previous section we considered a very dilute system of noninteracting polaritons when
the exciton-exciton interaction term in the Hamiltonian (8.6) is neglected. Now let us con-
sider a weakly interacting Bose gas of polaritons, taking into account the exciton-exciton
interaction. In this low-density limit, a system of excitons can be treated purely as bosons
if one includes an interaction potential that accounts for the fermionic nature of the con-
stituent electrons and holes [535, 543]. For small wave vectors satisfying q  a−12D, where
a2D is the 2D exciton Bohr radius, the exciton-exciton repulsion can be approximated by a
contact potential, Uq ≈ U0 ≡ 6Eba22D [528, 544, 545].
Diagonalizing Eq. (8.6) using the same procedure as before without discarding the exciton-
exciton interaction term, we obtain the Hamiltonian for a system of interacting lower polari-
tons:
HˆLP =
∑
k
ELP(k)pˆ
†
PpˆP +
1
2A
∑
k,k′,q
Uk,k′,qpˆ
†
k+qpˆ
†
k′−qpˆkpˆk′ , (8.17)
where the second term now describes the repulsive polariton-polariton interaction potential,
corresponding to the fourth term in Eq. (8.6). Eq. (8.17) therefore corresponds to a dilute,
weakly interacting Bose gas of lower polaritons. Since polaritons interact entirely via their
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excitonic component, the polariton-polariton interaction potential must be proportional to
the exciton-exciton interaction, Uk,k′,q ∝ Uq, and is given by [528, 544, 545]:
Uk,k′,q = 6Eba
2
2DXk+qXk′Xk′−qXk. (8.18)
In the Bogoliubov approximation, the sound spectrum of collective excitations at low
momenta in a dilute, weakly interacting Bose gas is given by (k) = csk, where cs is the
sound velocity [546, 547]:
cs =
√
UeffnLP
MLP
. (8.19)
In Eq. (8.19), Ueff ≡ U(k,k′,q)≈0 = 6Eba22D|X|4 is the effective polariton-polariton interaction
potential in the limit of small momenta, nLP is the 2D concentration of lower polaritons, and
MLP is the effective mass of lower polaritons, given by:
M−1LP (k) = |X|2M−1ex + |C|2m−1ph . (8.20)
The Hopfield coefficients |X| and |C| in both Eq. (8.20) and in Ueff are evaluated in the
limit k → 0, but we note that their values here still depend on the detuning ∆E between
the exciton and photon eigenenergies.
A dilute 2D gas of weakly interacting bosons experiences a BKT transition to the super-
fluid phase at a critical temperature [511–514, 548]:
Tc =
pi~2ns(Tc)
2kBMLP
. (8.21)
In Eq. (8.21), kB is the Boltzmann constant and ns(T ) = nLP − nn(T ) is the superfluid
concentration at temperature T , where nn is the 2D concentration of the normal component
of the polariton Bose fluid, given by [546]:
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ns(T ) = nLP − 3ζ(3)
2pi~2
sk3BT
3
c4sMLP
, (8.22)
where the spin degeneracy factor s = 1. Setting ns(T ) = 0 one obtains the critical tempera-
ture in the mean-field approximation, or in other words, the temperature at which the local
concentration of the superfluid component, ns(T ), vanishes:
T 0c =
[
2pi~2U2eff
3ζ(3)MLP
]1/3
nLP
kB
. (8.23)
Solving Eq. (8.23) for nLP, one effectively obtains the maximum 2D concentration of the
normal component of the 2D Bose gas of LP at a given temperature T :
n0c =
[
3ζ(3)MLP
2pi~2U2eff
]1/3
kBT
0
c . (8.24)
Therefore, n0c is the critical LP concentration in the mean-field approximation, for a given
T . In other words, a 2D weakly interacting Bose gas of LP can only sustain a finite LP con-
centration in the normal phase; as more LP are added they occupy the degenerate superfluid
state.
Let us mention that Eqs. (8.22), (8.23), and (8.24) are obtained in the low-temperature
limit, by assuming that only the linear part of the Bogoliubox spectrum is populated. In
general, while the Bogoliubov spectrum is linear at small k, it does not remain linear for larger
momentum, where it eventually recovers a modified form of the lower polariton dispersion.
Therefore, Eqs. (8.22), (8.23), and (8.24) fall within the mean-field approximation (MFA),
which assumes a nearly ideal Bose gas, that is, that the gas of bosons is both dilute and weakly
interacting. Under these conditions, the nearly ideal Bose gas can be described by the Bose-
Einstein distribution function, in which the excitations comprising the normal component do
not interact [546]. That is, the MFA is most accurate at very low temperature, when ns  nn,
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and the approximation tends to break down as T → Tc, since the increase in temperature
means that a greater proportion of the LP Bose gas consists of the interacting excitations,
therefore weakening the assumption that the LP Bose gas is weakly-interacting. However,
this weakening of the MFA is somewhat mitigated since the LP Bose gas is overall very dilute,
that is, the diluteness condition nLP ·(pia2B) 1 is satisfied within the range of E⊥ considered
here, regardless of the relative magnitudes of nn and ns. Substituting n0c , given by Eq. (8.24),
for nLP at T = 300 K and recalculating the diluteness condition as a function of electric field,
we actually find that as the electric field is increased, the Bose gas becomes relatively more
dilute. Therefore, while the approximation underpinning our analytical results becomes less
accurate as T is increased, the fact that the diluteness condition of the LP Bose gas overall
remains strongly satisfied for all nLP, T , and E⊥ considered here indicates that the MFA
approximation is nonetheless applied appropriately. Of course, a more detailed study of the
applicability of the MFA in this context, and a comparison between these analytical results
to numerical results obtained without the MFA, is always warranted and would certainly be
instructive.
Secondly, we recognize another important limitation, that the present approach is valid
for non-decaying particles. This is an ideal limit which real systems may or may not approach
depending on the specifics of the system [549]. Our consideration of the LP concentration
is given in the thermodynamic limit, that is valid if we consider timescales much smaller
than the LP lifetime. In particular, the expression for nn was derived in Ref. [546] by
considering the flow of the momentum per unit area of the polariton system. If the LP
decays quickly, that reduces the ability of the polariton system to transfer momentum via
the flow of the normal component, which in turn would affect the BKT critical temperature.
Since in an optical microcavity the photon lifetime is generally much shorter than the exciton
lifetime [489], and the photon broadening in a 1 DBR microcavity, given by Eq. (8.5), ranges
from γph ≈ 1010 s−1−1012 s−1 from low to high electric fields, respectively. Therefore, the LP
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lifetime can be estimated as τLP ≈ 1 − 100 ps [374, 537, 546]. Accounting for the finite LP
lifetime, as in Ref. [549], would, indeed, improve the accuracy of our calculations, but such
an approach is beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, our analytical results provide
an ideal limit against which experimental results or more detailed numerical analyses can be
compared.
Substituting Eq. (8.22) into Eq. (8.21), one obtains a cubic equation for the BKT tran-
sition temperature, which has the following solution:
Tc =

1 +
√
32
27
(
MLPkBT 0c
pi~2nLP
)3
+ 1
1/3 +
1−
√
32
27
(
MLPkBT 0c
pi~2nLP
)3
+ 1
1/3
 T 0c
21/3
.
(8.25)
Analysis of Eqs. (2.13), (2.14), (8.20), and (8.25) shows that the BKT transition tem-
perature Tc depends on the polariton concentration, nLP, the applied external electric field,
E⊥, and on the properties of the microcavity. The results of calculations of the depen-
dence of the BKT transition temperature and the critical LP concentration in the mean-field
approximation on the external electric field are presented in Fig. 8.4.
Using Eq. (8.25), we calculated the dependence of the BKT critical temperature Tc on the
external electric field, E⊥, for each Xene at nLP = 1015 m−2, shown in Fig. 8.4(a). Analysis of
the figure indicates that Tc decreases as the external electric field, E⊥, is increased, and that
FS Si has by far the largest Tc at all values of E⊥, while Type I and Type II encapsulated Si
have the smallest Tc. Also shown in Fig. 8.4(a) are vertical dashed lines which denote the E⊥
at which the strong coupling regime is reached for the corresponding material in a 1 DBR
microcavity configuration. While the FS Xenes are in the strong coupling regime when the
corresponding Tc > 300 K, Type I/II encapsulated Si are not in the strong coupling regime
when Tc > 300 K.
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Calculations of the critical LP concentration, nLP, for the BKT transition to the super-
fluid phase for fixed critical temperature Tc = 300 K as a function of E⊥ are presented in
Fig. 8.4(b). One can recover the superfluid phase in encapsulated Si at high E⊥ (when en-
capsulated Si is in the strong coupling regime) by increasing the LP concentration to about
nLP = 2×1015 m−2, an increase of only a factor of two compared to the concentration used to
calculate the results in Fig. 8.4(a), nLP = 1015 m−2. Therefore, the nearly linear relationship
between nc and E⊥ at fixed T means that increasing nLP by a factor of two in turn increases
Tc by a factor of two at a given E⊥.
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Figure 8.4: (a): Dependence of Tc on E⊥. The vertical dashed lines denote the minimum E⊥
in which the corresponding material is in the strong coupling regime in a 1 DBR configuration
based on Fig. 8.2. (b): Dependence of the critical LP concentration nc on the external electric
field, for A polaritons, at Tc = 300 K.
Another interesting aspect of the BKT phase transition in polaritons is the relationship
between Tc and the detuning, ∆E. Since both the effective polariton-polariton interaction
potential, Ueff , and the LP mass, MLP, depend on the Hopfield coefficients |X|2 and |C|2,
which in turn depend on the detuning, ∆E, the BKT critical temperature therefore depends
non-monotonically on the detuning. For positive ∆E, the LP becomes more exciton-like,
increasing the strength of the effective interaction potential, which increases Tc, but at the
same time, MLP also increases, which decreases Tc. Since Ueff can only increase by a factor
of four, while MLP can vary by several orders of magnitude between mph and Mex, we find
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that a local maximum in Tc is reached for small positive values of ∆E. Specifically, in
FS Si, for small E⊥, the value of ∆E which maximizes Tc corresponds to Eph ≈ 1.07Eex,
and as E⊥ increases, the maximizing value of ∆E approaches Eph ≈ 1.03Eex, or in other
words, the percent-detuning which maximizes Tc in FS Si lies between 4-7%, depending on
E⊥. Interestingly, in all materials except FS Si, the percent-detuning which maximizes Tc
lies between approximately 1-4%. Furthermore, the difference in Tc between the maximal
detuning and zero detuning is about 35% for all values of E⊥ in all materials, quite a
significant increase.
However, in Sec. 8.3 it was mentioned that any non-zero detuning reduces the LP binding
energy by reducing the energy difference between ELP and the lesser of Eex or Eph. Our
calculations show that as the detuning ∆E > 0 is increased, the LP binding energy decreases
faster than Tc increases, making detuning an ineffective mechanism for maximizing Tc and
Eb,LP simultaneously. On the other hand, for NX > 1 in encapsulated Si, varying the
detuning may be an effective way to increase Tc, since the enhanced Rabi splitting compared
to NX = 1 can allow for LP which are still stable at Tc despite the reduction in Eb,LP for
non-zero detunings. At temperatures T where Eb,LP  kBT , changing the detuning can
still be used to tune Tc, but examination of Fig. 8.4 indicates that one should encounter few
difficulties achieving a stable superfluid of LP at relatively low temperatures in any case.
In essence, simulatenously maximizing Eb,LP and Tc subject to a variety of constraints on
material and environmental parameters such as nLP, ∆E, NX , and γex is a classic example
of an optimization problem, which we analyze in detail in the next Section.
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8.5 Analysis of the Rabi splitting and superfluid critical
temperature
Earlier, we calculated the dependence of the Rabi splitting on E⊥, γex, and NX , and found
that polaritons in the Xenes should be stable at room-temperature for some combination
of large E⊥ and small γex, and that increasing NX is a straightforward way of significantly
increasing ~ΩR in encapsulated Si. Then, calculations of Eq. (8.25) revealed that Tc in all
materials is extremely high at small E⊥, and even for E⊥ > 2.0 V/Å, Tc exceeds 100 K. Let
us now analyze the intersection of the “high Rabi splitting” and “high Tc” regimes and the
dependence of these regimes on experimental parameters such as nLP, ∆E, γex, and NX . We
primarily focus on encapsulated (Type II) Si since such a setup is already very similar to
previous experimental work on polaritons in TMDCs encapsulated by h-BN [526, 528, 541].
Instead of addressing each of the FS Xenes individually, we focus on FS Si because it shows
by far the largest Tc of the FS Xenes, while the FS Xenes all have similar ~ΩR.
At a minimum, three conditions must be met in order to obtain a stable LP superfluid at
room temperature: (i) the exciton binding energy must exceed 26 meV, (ii) the LP binding
energy, given by ~ΩR/2 at ∆E = 0 and by Eex−ELP at ∆E > 0, must exceed 26 meV, and
(iii) the critical temperature for the BKT superfluid phase transition must be at least 300
K. Since the exciton binding energy in all materials exceeds 100 meV for E⊥ > 0.5 V/Å, the
excitons are certainly stable in the range of E⊥ considered [339]. The conditions therefore
reduce to: Eb,LP > kBT and Tc > T .
Figs. 8.5 and 8.6 depict regions where both Tc and Eb,LP/kB exceed T (along the vertical
axis) for the range of 1.0 < E⊥ < 2.7 V/Å in FS Si or Type II encapsulated Si. Each region
therefore represents the range of external electric field, E⊥, and ambient temperature, T , for
which a stable LP superfluid could form, based on the choice of material parameters denoted
by the lower case roman numeral in each region. The left-hand boundary of each region
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Figure 8.5: Shaded regions show where Tc and Eb,LP both exceed T (along vertical axis) in
FS Si. The labeled regions denote the following combinations of parameters: (i) nLP = 1015
m−2; (ii) nLP = 1.25× 1015 m−2; (iii) nLP = 1015 m−2; for (i) and (ii), γex = 5× 1013 s−1, in
(iii), γex = 1013 s−1. Regions (i) and (ii) share the same left-hand-side boundary (same γex),
while regions (i) and (iii) share the same right-hand-side-boundary (same nLP).
is formed by the curve Eb,LP(E⊥) = kBT , while the right-hand boundary of each region is
formed by the curve Tc(E⊥) = T .
Fig. 8.5 shows that FS Si should support a stable LP superfluid at T = 300 K under the
following conditions: (i) E⊥ ∈ [1.8, 2.2] V/Å; (ii) E⊥ > 1.8 V/Å; (iii) E⊥ ∈ [1.3, 2.2] V/Å. In
other words, for γex = 5× 1013 s−1 and nLP = 1015 m−2, a stable LP superfluid should form
at T = 300 K for 1.8 V/Å < E⊥ < 2.2 V/Å; if nLP ≥ 1.25 × 1015 m−2, a stable superfluid
should form for all E⊥ > 1.8 V/Å.
Fig. 8.6(a) shows the same information as in Fig. 8.5 but for Type II Si with γex = 5×1013
s−1. The different regions correspond to the overlap of Tc > T and Eb,LP/kB > T for different
combinations of NX and nLP. As was shown in Fig. 8.4, Tc < 300 K in Type II Si for
nLP = 10
15 m−2, so that the prospect of room-temperature superfluidity is only feasible for
nLP > 2 × 1015 m−2 and NX > 4 when E⊥ ∈ [1.5, 1.8] V/Å. If instead nLP = 3 × 1015 m−2,
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Figure 8.6: (a): Shaded regions denote ranges of E⊥ and T where a stable LP superfluid is
expected to form for the combination of material parameters specified by the region labels.
(i),(ii),(iii): nLP = 1015 m−2 and NX = 1, 2, 3, respectively; (iv),(v): nLP = 2 × 1015 m−2
and NX = 2, 4, respectively; (vi): nLP = 3 × 1015 m−2 and NX = 5. (b): Shaded regions
correspond to the same parameters as in (a), but with γex = 1013 s−1.
by following the curves of the region boundaries we find that a stable room-temperature
superfluid could be achieved for NX = 3 for E⊥ ' 2.0 V/Å. At nLP = 3 × 1015 m−2 and
NX = 4, a stable room-temperature superfluid could be expected to form for E⊥ ' 1.5 V/Å.
In Fig. 8.6(b) we consider the conditions for a stable LP superfluid in Type II Si with
γex = 10
13 s−1, while the labeled regions correspond to the same combinations of material
parameters as in Fig. 8.6. The benefits of the possible reduction in γex due to h-BN encap-
sulation are clearly displayed here – the increase in Eb,LP means that at T = 300 K a stable
LP superfluid could form at nLP = 2× 1015 m−2 for 1.2 V/Å < E⊥ < 1.8 V/Å with NX = 4,
while for NX = 3 the corresponding range of E⊥ is roughly 1.4 - 1.8 V/Å. These ranges of
E⊥ are notably smaller than the corresponding range of E⊥ shown in Fig. 8.5 for FS Si, but
the values of E⊥ are themselves also smaller than in FS Si.
Finally, let us address the effect that non-zero detuning has on the existence of a stable LP
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superfluid. As mentioned in Sec. 8.4, Tc increases if the photon energy is slightly blueshifted
from the exciton energy, and Tc reaches a maximum when the photon energy exceeds the
exciton energy by approximately 1-2% (the precise value of the percentage-detuning which
maximizes Tc depends on E⊥ but does not depend on nLP – the maximal value of the
percent-detuning decreases as E⊥ increases). When the detuning is increased from zero,
two qualitative changes to the region of stability adversely affect the feasibility of high-
temperature superfluidity. First, the temperature at which the curves Eb,LP(E⊥) and Tc(E⊥)
intersect decreases. The intersection of these curves can be identified as the pointed apex
of the regions in Figs. 8.5 and 8.6. Second, the range of E⊥ which fall within a particular
region widens, but the value of E⊥ at the beginning and end of the range increases, or in
other words, the region of E⊥ widens but shifts towards greater E⊥ overall. In general, we
consider it advantageous to minimize the E⊥ required to reach the SF regime since applying
and maintaining a strong static electric field imposes additional challenges on device design
and fabrication.
8.6 Discussion
We began by briefly reviewing the theoretical description of the electronic properties of Xenes
in an external electric field and calculated the excitonic transition energy, Eex = 2∆SO−Eb.
The material with the smallest Eex is FS Si, which increases roughly linearly from Eex ≈ 200
meV at E⊥ = 1.0 V/Å, to Eex ≈ 1.6 eV at E⊥ = 2.7 V/Å. Despite the enhanced dielectric
screening of encapsulated Si (κ = 4.89) compared to FS Si (κ = 1), the modified material
parameters of encapsulated Si, which are more similar to FS Ge than to FS Si, result in a
maximal Eex ≈ 2.2 eV at E⊥ = 2.7 V/Å. The maximum values for FS Ge and FS Sn are
Eex ≈ 3, 4.2 eV, respectively.
It was shown that the exciton-photon coupling strength, ~Ω0R, can, at high electric fields,
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reach about 55 meV in the FS Xenes and about 35 meV in encapsulated Si for a 2 DBR
microcavity configuration, while for a 1 DBR microcavity, the corresponding maximal values
of ~Ω0R for the FS Xenes and encapsulated Si are about 80 meV and 45 meV, respectively.
However, the large value of γex used here strongly suppresses the Rabi splitting ~ΩR, such
that the polariton system is in the weak coupling regime until about E⊥ = 1.0 V/Å (0.5
V/Å) in the FS Xenes and until about E⊥ = 2.5 V/Å (1.5 V/Å) in encapsulated Si for
2 DBR (1 DBR) microcavity configurations. The significant reduction in ~ΩR means that
lower polaritons are never stable at room-temperature in a 2 DBR microcavity, while for
a 1 DBR cavity, LP are only stable at room-temperature in the FS Xenes beyond about
E⊥ = 2.2 V/Å. Since γex = 5×1013 s−1 is borrowed from experimental determinations of the
excitonic broadening in TMDCs at room temperature, it is possible that γex in the Xenes
may be smaller, in which case we find that the strong coupling regime is reached at much
lower E⊥, though the maximal value of ~ΩR at high E⊥ does not change much. On the
other hand, increasing NX appears to be a promising way to significantly increase the Rabi
splitting at all values of E⊥, since increasing V depends directly on NX .
We then considered the conditions under which a weakly interacting Bose gas of lower
polaritons would undergo a BKT phase transition to the superfluid phase. At typical LP
concentrations nLP = 1015 m−2, Tc in FS Si is almost always greater than T = 300 K, with
Tc in FS Ge exceeding 300 K until roughly E⊥ = 1.5 V/Å. However, FS Sn and encapsulated
Si have by far the smallest Tc at a given E⊥, and we find that beyond about E⊥ = 0.9
V/Å, Tc < 300 K. Analysis of the dependence of Tc on nLP revealed that Tc depends nearly
linearly on nLP, so that the critical concentration of LP to induce a BKT phase transition
at Tc = 300 K does not exceed about nLP = 3.5× 1015 m−2, even in encapsulated Si at high
E⊥.
Finally, we examined in detail the optimization problem of trying to simultaneously
maximize ~ΩR and Tc, and presented the sets of conditions which could lead to a stable LP
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superfluid at T = 300 K, namely that the LP binding energy exceeds the thermal energy
at temperature T , Eb,LP > kBT , and that the BKT critical temperature Tc exceeds the
ambient temperature, Tc > T . Simultaneously satisfying these conditions yields a range
of E⊥ where a stable LP superfluid could form, with quantities such as nLP, NX , and γex
acting as parameters. Since increasing nLP increases Tc, while increasing E⊥ decreases Tc, it
was found that increasing nLP would increase the maximum E⊥ which could support an LP
superfluid. Meanwhile, by increasing Eb,LP, the lower limit of E⊥ is decreased, which can be
achieved by either increasing NX or reducing γex.
It was determined that FS Si could support a stable LP superfluid at T ≥ 300 K,
intermediate E⊥ ∈ [1.7, 2.2] V/Å, and relatively low LP concentrations, nLP = 1015 m−2.
The upper limit of E⊥ = 2.2 V/Å can be increased by increasing nLP, but there is no
convenient mechanism for decreasing the lower limit of E⊥ = 1.7 V/Å, since γex is effectively
fixed and increasing NX by stacking multiple FS Si monolayers on top of each other (in a
sort of stacked bridge configuration) seems impractical. On the other hand, Type II Si is
a more promising candidate for room-temperature superfluidity of LP, though it requires
much higher LP concentration than FS Si. With γex = 5 × 1013 s−1, we find that the
LP superfluid regime can be achieved for nLP ≥ 2 × 1015 m−2 and NX ≥ 4 in the range
E⊥ ∈ [1.5 V/Å, 1.8 V/Å]. As mentioned in Sec. 8.3, based on experiments in TMDCs, we
consider the possibility that γex in encapsulated Si could be much lower than in the FS
Xenes. Taking γex = 1013 s−1, we then predict that the superfluid phase can be achieved for
T > 300 K in the range E⊥ ∈ [1.2 V/Å, 1.8 V/Å], for nLP = 2× 1015 m−2 and NX ≥ 4. By
increasing the concentration to nLP = 3×1015 m−2, we predict the existence of the superfluid
LP phase at T > 300 K for NX ≥ 5 in the range E⊥ ∈ [1.0 V/Å, 2.4 V/Å].
Let us now mention two important caveats to the three conditions for a stable LP su-
perfluid, given in the previous section: the effect of temperature on LP concentration and
lifetime, and the superfluid concentration at temperatures very slightly less than Tc. Since
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a significant fraction of particles in a gas at an average temperature T would have kinetic
energies that exceed kBT , the LP binding energy should comfortably exceed 26 meV so that
the population of LP is not significantly decreased due to thermal dissociation. To put it
another way, in the low-temperature limit, it is often possible to experimentally correlate
pump intensity and LP concentration – the effect of increasing temperature would be to
decrease the LP concentration for a given pump intensity. Furthermore, from Eq. (8.22),
the concentration of the superfluid component of the weakly interacting Bose gas of LP is
given by the difference between the total concentration nLP and the critical concentration
of the normal component, nc. Therefore, the total LP concentration should exceed nc by an
appreciable amount in order to obtain a non-negligible superfluid concentration.
8.7 Conclusions
In this paper we demonstrated that the combination of tunable excitons (via a perpendicular
electric field) in a tunable optical microcavity (via the cavity length) has the potential to
give researchers unprecedented control over the Rabi splitting of polaritons as well as their
collective properties such as the critical temperature of the BKT superfluid phase transition.
Our results show that the properties of polaritons, especially the Rabi splitting, are highly
sensitive to the cavity configuration (1 or 2 DBR) and the electric field. Indeed, we found that
the significant increase in the effective cavity length in the 2 DBR configuration compared to
the 1 DBR case strongly suppresses the Rabi splitting, to the point that the strong-coupling
regime is only barely achieved in encapsulated Si at very high electric fields. However, for
the 1 DBR configuration, the strong coupling regime can be achieved at small electric fields
for the FS Xenes and moderate electric fields in encapsulated Si. We also considered stacking
multiple Si monolayers on top of each other in the case of encapsulated Si – for NX ≥ 2, the
enhancement of the exciton-photon coupling constant V is significant enough to drastically
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reduce the threshold E⊥ for the onset of the strong coupling regime in encapsulated Si. Based
on previous experiments on polaritons in TMDCs embedded in an optical microcavity, the
excitonic inhomogeneous line broadening, γex = 5×1013 s−1, which we use as a baseline value
in our calculations, also significantly reduces the Rabi splitting. It was shown in TMDCs
that encapsulating the TMDC monolayer with h-BN very strongly suppresses the excitonic
broadening – by considering a similar reduction in γex in encapsulated Si compared to the
FS Xenes, we find that the strong coupling regime in encapsulated Si could be achieved at
quite low electric fields.
Next, we closely analyzed the conditions for the formation of a superfluid of lower po-
laritons in the Xenes embedded in a microcavity. As was the case for the Rabi splitting,
our results showed that Tc is largest for the FS Xenes, but unlike the Rabi splitting, Tc is
inversely proportional to E⊥. By analyzing the critical concentration for the onset of the
BKT phase transition at fixed temperature, it was shown that an LP concentration of at
most nLP = 3 × 1015 m−2 is required for even encapsulated Si to exhibit an LP superfluid
at T = 300 K at very large E⊥. The nearly linear relationship between Tc and nLP for fixed
E⊥ is beneficial in terms of pushing for larger nLP in order to increase Tc.
Finally, we considered in detail the feasibility of room-temperature superfluidity in FS Si
and encapsulated Si in particular. It was established that a stable LP superfluid simultane-
ously requires (i) a large exciton binding energy, (ii) a large Rabi splitting (so that the LP do
not dissociate due to thermal interactions), and (iii) a BKT critical temperature greater than
or equal to room temperature at experimentally obtainable LP concentrations, for which we
specify the condition Tc ≥ 300 K. We note that because the exciton binding energy always
exceeds the Rabi splitting at a given E⊥, we focus our attention on the range of E⊥ which
satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii). It was found that a stable LP superfluid should be possible
in FS Si for E⊥ ∈ [1.7, 2.2] V/Å. Increasing nLP would increase the maximum E⊥ in that
range, but since NX = 1 and γex = 5 × 1013 s−1 are effectively fixed for FS Si, there is no
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way to decrease the minimum E⊥.
On the other hand, in encapsulated Si we considered the conditions for room-temperature
superfluidity of LP subject to the variation in three parameters: nLP, γex, and NX . The
additional adjustable parameters were shown to afford experimentalists much more freedom
in constructing a device which could exhibit room-temperature superfluidity of LP in a wide
range of E⊥ based on the choice of NX and the value of γex in encapsulated Si. If, in
encapsulated Si, the excitonic line broadening γex = 5 × 1013 s−1, we predict the existence
of a stable LP superfluid at T = 300 K between E⊥ ∈ [1.5, 1.8] V/Å, for NX ≥ 3 and nLP ≥
2 × 1015 m−2. For γex = 1013 s−1, we find that the range of E⊥ increases to E⊥ ∈ [1.2, 1.8]
for NX = 3 and nLP = 2× 1015 m−2.
Our results indicate that the Xenes warrant intensive study alongside more well-studied
2D materials such as graphene and the TMDCs. Their tunable nature via and external elec-
tric field allows for highly flexible manipulations of excitons, which can be naturally extended
to polaritons in an open microcavity. The prospect of room-temperature superfluidity of LP
in encapsulated Si is especially noteworthy because of how closely such a set-up would re-
semble current experimental work in the TMDCs. Therefore, much more work remains to
be done in studying polaritons in the Xenes in optical microcavities.
Chapter 9
Conclusions
The experimental isolation of graphene in 2004 and the subsequent discovery of 2D semicon-
ductors and insulators provide researchers with all the tools needed to build next-generation
electronic devices, at least in principle. In practice, much more work remains to be done,
as these materials must be exhastively studied and comprehensively characterized before
they can be reliably used in such applications. The excitonic properties of these 2D semi-
conductors are particularly important for optoelectronic and photonic applications of these
materials, and the works compiled in this dissertation represent one such contribution to the
global body of scientific knowledge of these materials. By applying the theoretical frame-
work outlined in Chapter 2, we study the properties of excitons in a diverse range of 2D
semiconductors including TMDCs, Xenes, and phosphorene, as described in Chapters 3, 4,
and 6, respectively. Our theoretical approach was easily extended to include consideration
of light-matter interactions and collective properties of a weakly interacting exciton gas,
enabling a detailed analysis of the tunability of polaritons in Xene monolayers in an open
optical microcavity via an external electric field, as shown in Chapter 8.
At its core, our method of study involved calculating a variety of basic excitonic proper-
ties, including their ground and excited state energies, as well as optical properties relating
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to transitions from the excitonic ground state to the excited states, as described by the os-
cillator strengths, absorption coefficients, and absorption factors. Furthermore, our studies
of spatially indirect excitons in heterostructures of 2D materials were among the first of
their kind, and provide a useful starting point for future studies. To this end, our study of
excitons in TMDCs in Chapter 3 pulled material parameters from a variety of sources in
order to provide upper and lower bounds on all calculated quantities. Similarly, we used
four different sets of masses obtained using ab-initio techniques while studying excitons in
phosphorene in Chapter 6, while our study of excitons in the Xenes in Chapter 4 utilized
two sets of material parameters for silicene encapsulated by h-BN, in addition to a set of
material parameters for the three freestanding Xenes, and we obtained results for a wide
range of possible values of the external electric field.
It came as a pleasant surprise that these superficially straightforward calculations revealed
a rich variety of interesting and possibly useful underlying physical phenomena. Indeed, the
unprecendented in-situ tunability of excitons in the Xenes, as discussed in Chapter 4, is not
only interesting in its own right, it opens up a wide range of possibilities to study novel
physical phenomena and to apply these properties in novel device designs. For example,
in Chapter 5, we identified freestanding Xene monolayers as possible candidates for the
rare excitonic insulator phase, and proposed that the FS Xenes could act as an electric
current switch controlled by an external electric field. In addition, from our studies of
a weakly interacting gas of tunable exciton-polaritons in monolayer Xenes in an optical
microcavity given in Chapter 8, we predict that strong light-matter interactions in these
materials could give rise to large Rabi splittings and room-temperature superfluidity of
microcavity polaritons.
Our study of phosphorene in Chapter 6 likewise illuminated the richly complex structure
of anisotropic excitons, which exhibit strong optical absorption at different optical transition
energies, depending on the orientation of the linearly polarized excitation. In Chapter 7.3,
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we expanded the scope of our studies from the previous chapter to comprehensively study the
dependence of the anisotropic exciton properties on the input parameters to the Schrödinger
equation, particularly the dependence on the anisotropic effective masses. These calculations
revealed fascinating behavior such as the “migration” of the x-excited-state eigenenergies
relative to the y excited states and the resultant dependence of the oscillator strengths and
optical transition energies of the excited state transitions with respect to the anisotropic
exciton effective mass, indicating that the relationship between the input parameters and
the properties of the anisotropic exciton are highly non-trivial.
Atomically thin 2D materials hold the potential to revolutionize nearly every aspect of
materials science and device design, thanks to their extraordinary intrinsic properties as
well as the ingenuity of those who study these materials and propose novel device designs
and applications. The combinations of desirable intrinsic electronic and optical properties
of 2D materials is particularly interesting, as evidenced by the recent growth in the fields
of optoelectronics and photonics. In order to tap into this seemingly limitless potential,
these materials must be exhaustively studied and their mechanical, chemical, and optical
properties much be comprehensively characterized, a daunting task which the worldwide
scientific community has nonetheless enthusiastically undertaken. The works compiled in
this dissertation – in which the optical properties of excitons in MLs and HSs of the TMDCs,
Xenes, and phosphorene are studied by numerically solving the Schrödinger equation for an
interacting electron and hole – represent one such contribution to the global body of scientific
knowledge.
Appendix A
Simplified Analytical Expressions for the
Excitonic Optical Properties
In this Appendix we simplify the analytical expressions for the optical properties αj and Aj
presented in Sec. 2.3.1. Examining Eqs. (2.24), (2.25), and (2.26), we see that f j0 depends
directly on the numerically calculated eigenenergies and eigenfunctions, while αj and Aj are
given by purely analytical expressions, provided f j0 is known. In other words, f
j
0 is the only
optical quantity that depends directly on the numerical results – on the other hand, l and
κ are specified for a particular scenario, while nX and Γ do not have specific values. As a
result, αj and Aj will exhibit the same qualitative behavior as the corresponding f j0 and µji .
By distinguishing f j0 and the associated µj from the constants and input parameters l, κ,
nX , and Γ, we aim to provide the reader with a simple way to calculate αj and Aj using
different parameters than those given in Table 6.1. These quantities, which we call the scale
factors and denote by C for the absorption coefficient αj, and C for the absorption factor Aj,
act as a sort of conversion factor between the cumbersome but straightforward analytical
expressions for αj and Aj and the values of e.g. µi and f j0 which are unique to our numerical
results.
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Let us begin with Eq. (2.25), and as a first step separate the physical constants from the
input parameters:
αj = C
(
nXf
j
0√
κµjleffΓ
)
, (A.1)
C =
pie2
cm00
= 3.335× 10−5 m2/s, (A.2)
where m0 is the rest mass of the electron.
Now, the fraction within brackets in Eq. (A.1) contains all possible input parameters
used in calculating αj, but we can further refine our expression for C by recognizing that not
every quantity shown in brackets in Eq. (A.1) is a free parameter. In particular, we consider
only four values for κ for the direct exciton and only one value for the indirect exciton as
shown in Table 6.1. Similarly, we use only leff = lphos and leff = 2lphos for the direct and
indirect exciton, respectively.
There are now five possible values of C which are applicable to our results:
CD =
C√
κlphos
=

6.164× 104 m/s, FS
3.980× 104 m/s, SS
3.592× 104 m/s, HS
2.788× 104 m/s, HE
(A.3)
CI =
C√
κ(2lphos)
= 1.394× 104 m/s, (A.4)
where the subscripts D and I denote direct and indirect excitons, respectively.
Now Eq. (A.1) can be further simplified to:
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αj = CD/I
(
f j0
µji
)(nX
Γ
)
. (A.5)
Now, the foundation of our results, which consist of the numerically calculated eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions, are effectively contained within the fraction f j0/µ
j
i , for which we will use
the notational shorthand f˜ j0 ≡ f j0/µji . On the other hand, nX and Γ are essentially free
parameters, insofar as the values given in Table 6.1 are rough estimates meant to represent
typical values of these quantities. Using the default values of nX and Γ given in Table 6.1,
we define the absorption coefficient scale factor as C˜D/I = CD/I
(
nX
Γ
)
and obtain:
C˜D =

3.082× 106 m−1, FS
1.990× 106 m−1, SS
1.796× 106 m−1, HS
1.393× 107 m−1, HE
C˜I = 6.969× 106 m−1. (A.6)
We also note that C˜D/I is independent of the x- or y-polarization of the excitation. Using
Eqs. (A.2), (A.4), or (A.6), one can easily modify parameters such as nX or Γ to match a
particular scenario while still facilitating direct comparisons with the results presented in
Sec. 6.2.
Ultimately, the values of αj presented in Sec. 6.2 can therefore be calculated using the
following expression:
αj = C˜D/I
(
f˜ j0
)
. (A.7)
The calculation of the absorption factor Aj can likewise be simplified:
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Aj = 1− exp
[
−C˜D/I
(
f˜ j0
)]
, (A.8)
where the dimensionless quantity C˜D/I ≡ C˜D/I leff is given by,
C˜D =

1.668× 10−3, FS
1.076× 10−3, SS
9.717× 10−4, HS
7.541× 10−3, HE
C˜I = 7.541× 10−3. (A.9)
Finally we note that C˜D/I  f˜ j0 , so that the exponent in Eq. (A.8) is always much smaller
than unity. Applying the well-known expansion of ex for small x, ex ≈ 1 + x+ (x2)/2 + . . . ,
the absorption factor can be approximated by:
Aj ≈ 1−
(
1 +
(
−C˜D/I
(
f˜ j0
))
+ . . .
)
= C˜D/I
(
f˜ j0
)
. (A.10)
This convenient approximation may prove useful for quickly estimating Aj from the values
of C˜D/I given above, along with the values of f j0 and µji presented in Sec. 6.2.
Table A.1: Tabulated values of the ratio f˜ j0 ≡ f j0/µji for each set of µi, as well as the
absorption coefficient scale factor, C˜D, from Eq. (A.6). The units of f˜ j0 are [m
−1
0 ].
f˜x0 [a] f˜
x
0 [b] f˜
x
0 [c] f˜
x
0 [d] f˜
y
0 [a] f˜
y
0 [b] f˜
y
0 [c] f˜
y
0 [d] C˜D [m−1]
FS 9.96 9.56 7.51 8.21 0.93 1.01 1.33 0.94 3.082× 106
SS 7.20 7.00 5.81 6.18 0.88 0.95 1.24 0.89 1.990× 106
HS 6.36 6.20 5.25 5.53 0.86 0.93 1.21 0.87 1.796× 106
HE 4.31 4.24 3.77 3.86 0.78 0.84 1.08 0.79 1.393× 107
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Table A.2: Tabulated values of the ratio f˜ j0 corresponding to each of the µi, given in terms
of the number of h-BN monolayers, NBN, for the RK and Coulomb potentials. The units of
f˜ j0 are [m
−1
0 ].
f˜x0 [a] f˜
x
0 [b] f˜
x
0 [c] f˜
x
0 [d] f˜
y
0 [a] f˜
y
0 [b] f˜
y
0 [c] f˜
y
0 [d]
NBN = 1
RK 8.310 8.039 6.615 7.161 0.957 1.037 1.366 0.973
C 7.603 7.382 6.024 6.663 0.947 1.026 1.348 0.964
NBN = 2
RK 9.577 9.227 7.350 8.073 0.976 1.059 1.402 0.993
C 9.070 8.750 7.076 7.725 0.971 1.054 1.392 0.988
NBN = 3
RK 10.66 10.27 7.967 8.866 0.988 1.073 1.424 1.005
C 10.29 9.904 7.758 8.593 0.985 1.070 1.419 1.002
NBN = 4
RK 11.57 11.17 8.530 9.596 0.996 1.083 1.440 1.012
C 11.31 10.90 8.354 9.367 0.994 1.081 1.437 1.011
NBN = 5
RK 12.28 11.93 9.073 10.29 1.002 1.090 1.451 1.018
C 12.11 11.73 8.916 10.09 1.001 1.088 1.449 1.017
NBN = 6
RK 12.77 12.53 9.612 10.94 1.007 1.095 1.460 1.023
C 12.68 12.40 9.469 10.77 1.005 1.094 1.459 1.022
Appendix B
Analysis of calculated eigenfunctions of
the anisotropic exciton
Since the Schrödinger equation (2.16) features anisotropy along the x and y axes, the cal-
culated eigenfunctions are most conveniently characterized by the quantum numbers nx and
ny, in contrast to the isotropic case, where 2D polar coordinates are used and the eigenfunc-
tions are described in terms of the principal and angular momentum quantum numbers, n
and l, analogous to the 2D hydrogen atom [338, 353, 550]. The quantum numbers nx and
ny corresponding to a particular eigenstate can be deduced by inspecting the eigenfunction
and counting the number of times the eigenfunction changes sign along each axis. This is
because eigenfunctions obey the empirical rule that the number of times the eigenfunction
crosses ψ(r) = 0 increases as the quantum number increases.
When referring to the excitonic eigenstates in terms of the quantum numbers nx and ny,
we use the notation (nx, ny), and denote the excitonic ground state by (0, 0). Similarly, the
pairs (1, 0) and (0, 1) refer to the eigenstates where the exciton has absorbed one quantum
of energy in the x- or y-directions, respectively – we colloquially refer to these states as the
“first excited state in (x or y)”.
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Discussion of the eigenstates of the anisotropic exciton is further complicated by our
computational method, which does not explicitly characterize the excitonic eigenstates in
terms of the quantum numbers nx and ny, or indeed, in terms of any set of quantum numbers.
Instead, our calculations yield only the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, sorted by decreasing
eigenenergy. In the process of analyzing and discussing our results, it may be instructive
to refer to a particular eigenstate not in terms of the quantum numbers nx and ny, but by
denoting it by its “rank” amongst all eigenstates produced by a particlar calculation. In this
case we use the standard ket notation |n〉, that is, the ground state (which of course has
the largest eigenenergy) is |1〉 and its eigenenergy is E1, the first excited state (i.e. the state
with the second-largest eigenenergy) is |2〉, with corresponding eigenenergy E2, the second
excited state (corresponding to the state with the third-largest eigenenergy, E3) is |3〉, and
so on.
Table B.1: Correspondence between the two notations for the calculated eigenstates: ranked
in order of decreasing eigenenergy (|n〉), and in terms of the quantum numbers (nx, ny). The
correspondence between these notations is primarily determined by inspecting the calculated
eigenfunctions, some of which are shown in Fig. B.1.
|1〉 |2〉 |3〉 |4〉 |5〉 |6〉
µa (0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2) (0, 3) (0, 4) (1, 0)
µb (0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2) (0, 3) (0, 4) (1, 0)
µc (0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2) (1, 0) (0, 3) (0, 4)
µd (0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2) (0, 3) (1, 0) (0, 4)
Curiously, we find that the ordering of the eigenstates with respect to the quantum
numbers nx and ny is sensitive to the choice of µi. In other words, the anisotropic reduced
masses µx and µy change the eigenenergy of the first x excited state (1, 0) relative to the
eigenenergies of the higher excited states in y, in particular the states (0, 3) and (0, 4) as
shown in Table B.1 and in Fig. B.1. Further analysis of the eigenfunctions corresponding to
|n > 6〉 confirms that the ordering of the eigenstates in terms of (nx, ny) differs depending
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ψ(x) (y0=0) ψ(x) (y0=-10) ψ(x) (y0=10)
ψ(y) (x0=0) ψ(y) (x0=-10) ψ(y) (x0=10)
μa; 3 → (0,2)
E3 = 53.83 meV
μc; 3 → (0,2)
E3 = 50.31 meV
μd; 3 → (0,2)
E3 = 57.78 meV
μa; 4 → (0,3)
E4 = 35.67 meV
μc; 4 → (1,0)
E4 = 31.97 meV
μd; 4 → (0,3)
E4 = 37.94 meV
μa; 5 → (0,4)
E5 = 27.88 meV
μc; 5 → (0,3)
E5 = 31.62 meV
μd; 5 → (1,0)
E5 = 30.06 meV
μa; 6 → (1,0)
E6 = 24.79 meV
μc; 6 → (0,4)
E6 = 24.7 meV
μd; 6 → (0,4)
E6 = 29.61 meV
Figure B.1: Comparison of the eigenfunctions for different eigenstates |n〉 and different
choices of µi. The red lines represent plots along the x-axis with y constant, while the blue
lines are plotted along the y-axis with different constant values for x.
on the relative magnitudes of µx and µy.
Finally, let us mention that while solutions to the Schrödinger equation were obtained up
to the |12〉 eigenstate, we have restricted our discussion and presentation of the results in the
text to the first 6 eigenstates. Our reasons for this are fourfold: (i) to reduce visual clutter in
the figures and emphasize the lower eigenstates which are more experimentally relevant; (ii)
the optically active state (1, 0) can appear as late as |6〉, so we do not truncate our results
before this state; (iii) the eigenenergies of states |n > 6〉 change by a very small amount,
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Figure B.2: Allowed optical absorption transitions of the direct exciton using the set µa
from any initial eigenstate |ni〉 (corresponding to the rows) to a final eigenstate |nf > ni〉
(corresponding to the coulmns) given a linearly polarized excitation along either the x or y
axes. Allowed transitions are shown in red for x-polarized light and blue for y-polarized light.
Disallowed transitions are colored white. Since the allowed optical transitions for radiative
and absorptive processes are the same, the plot is symmetric along the diagonal. Therefore,
the bottom-left half of the plot has been colored gray to reduce visual clutter.
and their optical activity is very strongly suppressed due to the presence of other allowed
optical transitions to states with |n ≤ 6〉; (iv) eigenstates beyond approximately |8〉 strain
our numerical methods and can occasionaly yield physically ambiguous or even non-sensical
results.
In Fig. B.1 we plot slices of the direct exciton eigenfunctions along the x- and y-axes. Also
shown on the plots are the corresponding µi, the eigenstate |n〉, and the eigenenergy of the
state, En. We find that µa and µb share the same internal structure, and so plots for µb are
not shown. The associations between |n〉 and (nx, ny) shown in Table B.1 were determined
by first examining the eigenfunctions (some of which are shown in Fig. B.1) and counting
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the number of times the function changes sign along each axis, then cross-referencing those
associations with the allowed and forbidden optical transitions of the anisotropic exciton, as
determined theoretically in Ref. [274] and supported by our numerical results in Fig. B.2.
However, we note that the plots of the (0, 2) and (0, 4) states, corresponding to the states
|3〉 (for all µi) and either |5〉 (for i = a, b) or |6〉 (for i = c, d), respectively, clearly show that
the eigenfunction changes sign twice with respect to the x coordinate, suggesting that the
states should have quantum number nx = 2. Considering that these anomalous eigenstates
appear before the (1, 0) eigenstate for all µi, we conclude that this behavior is an aberration,
and not to be interpreted as an appearance of a symmetric excited state in x (e.g. a state
characterized by nx = 2, 4, 6, . . . ). These eigenstates are optically dark, so it is difficult
to assess how the abnormal behavior of the eigenfunction would affect calculations of the
optical properties related to these states, if at all.
In Fig. B.2, the allowed and forbidden optical transitions between the first six eigenstates
are shown in blue for y-polarized excitations and in red for x-polarized excitations. Counting
from the top-left of the plot, the row numbers denote the initial eigenstate |ni〉, while the
column numbers correspond to the final eigenstate, |nf〉. Boxes lying to the right (left) of the
diagonal thus correspond to optical absorption (emission) transitions, where the location of
each box in the array, specified by the ordered pair of (row,column) numbers, corresponds to
the initial and final eigenstates of the transition. Each box corresponds to a possible optical
transition, and the color of the box is based on the result of calculating fx0 and f
y
0 . The
box was colored red (blue) if fx0 (f
y
0 ) was calculated to be non-zero, and was colored white
if neither calculation returned a non-zero result.
Due to intrinsic error both in the numerical eigenfunctions themselves and resulting from
numerical integration of the dipole transition matrix element, the oscillator strength was
"non-zero" if it was greater than 10−4. The cutoff value of 10−4 was chosen after computing
f j0 for all 12 calculated eigenstates and observing that the oscillator strengths of allowed
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transitions decreased by roughly an order of magnitude for each successive allowed transition
from a given initial state. On the other hand, the numerical error in the calculated oscillator
strengths for "dark" transitions was of the order of 10−10 or smaller for small ni and nf , but
reached as high as 10−7 for transitions involving eigenstates n > 8.
Qualitatively, the allowed and forbidden optical absorption transitions shown in Fig. B.2
agree exactly with the theoretically predicted optical selection rules of Ref. [274]. Apparently,
the aforementioned anomalous eigenfunctions had no effect on the calculation of the optical
selection rules using Eq. (2.24).
Appendix C
Hopfield Coefficients
The exciton-photon Hamiltonian of Eq. (8.6) can be diagonalized by means of a linear unitary
transformation [489],
pˆk = Xkbˆk + Ckaˆk
uˆk = −Ckbˆk +Xkaˆk, (C.1)
where pˆk (pˆ†k) and uˆk (uˆ
†
k) are the Bose annihilation (creation) operators of lower and upper
polaritons, respectively, and the coefficients Xk and Ck are known as the Hopfield coeffi-
cients [484], and are given by [489]:
|Xk|2 = 1
2
1 + ∆E(k)√
(∆E(k))2 + (4~V )2

|Ck|2 = 1
2
1− ∆E(k)√
(∆E(k))2 + (4~V )2
 , (C.2)
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where ∆E(k) = Eph(k)−Eex(k). Let us further note that |Xk|2 and |Ck|2 give the excitonic
and photonic fractions of lower polaritons, respectively, and |Xk|2 + |Ck|2 = 1.
Appendix D
Functional Form of the Exciton-photon
coupling constant
In Ref. [534], the authors considered polaritons in semiconductor quantum wells in an optical
microcavity, and obtained the following expression for V in an optical microcavity with one
active layer,
V =
[
1 +
√
R√
R
cΓ0√
cavLeff
]1/2
. (D.1)
In Eq. (D.1), Γ0 is the decay rate of the exciton amplitude, given by [525]:
Γ0 =
(
pike2
m0c
√
κ
)(
2|Pcv|2
m0Eex
)
|ψ(ρ = 0)|2, (D.2)
where m0 is the electron rest mass, Pcv is the dipole transition matrix element given in
terms of the momentum operator of the exciton-forming optical transition associated with
the transition energy Eex, and ψ(ρ = 0) is the value of the direct exciton relative motion
eigenfunction at ρ = 0.
In Ref. [528], the authors approximated the momentum dipole matrix element as |Pcv|2 ≈
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2m20v
2
F . This approximation only applies in the immediate vicinity of the parabolic band
extrema, q ≈ 0, so it is possible that the Fermi velocity is changed for non-zero q which
falls outside of the regime considered here. Despite the fact that an applied electric field
obviously has a profound effect on the band structure and, more generally, the properties of
charge carriers in the Xenes, the question of how, if at all, the Fermi velocity vF changes in
response to an electric field apparently remains unaddressed in the literature. In Ref. [528],
the effective charge carrier mass is m = ~
2∆SO
a2t2
, where a and t are the lattice constant and
hopping parameter, respectively, and in turn vF = at/~. Of course, a and t are sensitive to
the environment, as seen in Ref. [397] which found that vF depends on the lattice mismatch
between silicene and an h-BN substrate. In our calculations, we assume vF is constant,
because the electric field dependence of t is never addressed in ab-initio studies of electric field
effects in the Xenes. However, it remains possible that t does indeed depend on the electric
field and that future studies would benefit from examining this dependence in particular.
We also note that it is well known that V ∝ √N , where N is the number of quantum
wells [540] or TMDC monolayers [525], therefore we add a factor
√
NX to our expression for
V , where NX is the number of stacked Xene monolayers.
Finally, combining Eqs. (D.1), (D.2), the approximate expression for |Pcv|2, and the
proportionality V ∝ √NX , we obtain Eq. (8.10).
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